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Abstract 

 

 The primary aim of the research in this study is to develop a robust and simple 

platform for the in vitro organization of cells on surfaces which facilitate rapid cell 

release and allows for the direct stamping of highly organized micro-tissues. Current 

approaches towards this goal have been very successful but are lengthy and subject cells 

to harsh conditions for extended periods of time raising questions regarding cell health 

and maintenance of physiological state. To address these concerns a platform was 

developed to allow for rapid cell release by utilizing a release mechanism different from 

previous work. 

 Micron-scale structures comprised of the thermally responsive polymer poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAAm) were fabricated into various geometries to serve as a 

platform for cell culture. Structures were covalently confined to rigid surfaces causing 

non-uniform distortion of the structure’s geometry upon swelling. This resulted in four 

primary modes of geometric distortion, or swelling-induced instability: differential lateral 

swelling, localized edge buckling, bulk structural buckling, and surface wrinkling. It was 

found that slight modifications to a linear elastic model was sufficient to predict these 

behaviors and provided guidance on design of the cell culture platform. Observations also 

suggest that a rapidly swelling structure engenders multiple forms of instability which 

arise as sequential and discrete steps during the swelling process. At each step the length 
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scale of the instability increases in a step-wise fashion until the final equilibrium structure 

is reached. 

 Culture of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts atop pNIPAAm structures of various geometries 

resulted in the growth of highly aligned micro-tissue building blocks with three distinct 

geometries: planar aligned micro-tissue sheets, “ribbon-like” micro-tissues, and “fiber-

like” micro-tissues. Release of the micro-tissues was facilitated by the thermally-induced 

shape-shifting nature of micron-scale pNIPAAm structures. Release occurred rapidly (~3 

min) and required a more mild temperature shift (ΔT ≈ 9°C) than other approaches. It was 

found that the mechanism for cell detachment was mechanical in nature and did not 

require cellular activity unlike other approaches. Cell detachment was directly correlated 

to surface strain as a result of thermally-induced shape-shifting and has a level of 

dependence on cellular contractility. 

 The platform was tested to show its capacity to directly translocate organized 

micro-tissues to a virgin surface. Cell transfer by direct stamping was achieved with 

micro-tissues retaining their shape, although stamped micro-tissues lost their organization 

after several hours of culture. Although the stamping process requires additional 

optimization, these results provide evidence that this platform has the capacity to culture 

and directly translocate highly organized micro-tissues. Additionally, this process 

provides a new, minimally invasive, approach to cell culture such that rapid construction 

of highly organized multi-layered tissues can be realized. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

This chapter serves as a primer for the research outlined in this study. Material 

presented in this chapter only presents the basic concepts of the important topics 

addressed throughout the study. Each chapter will contain its own background which will 

present a more specific overview of the pertinent information for the research presented 

in that chapter. 

 

1.1 “Smart Materials” 

Materials and material science are at the core of a majority of engineered systems. 

The flexibility of designing materials for application in both highly specialized and broad 

engineering designs manifests from the intricate molecular interactions between the 

engineered material and its physical environment. Over the past 20 years much attention 

has been focused on the integration of materials into engineering design which have 

dynamic properties that manifest by responding directly to chemical and physical cues in 

the environment. These materials are often referred to as responsive or “smart” materials. 

The phrase “smart material” refers to a material’s ability to change its chemical and 

physical properties in tandem with a change in its environment. Typically, the 

environmentally induced change in material properties is dramatic in comparison to the 

magnitude of the change in the environmental variable. Additionally, another hallmark of 

these materials is the reversible nature of the response allowing the material to 
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dynamically shift between at least two states which have dramatically different chemical 

and/or mechanical properties. These features allow for enhanced engineering design as 

specific functions can be “programmed” into the material upon fabrication through 

discrete changes in material chemistry and geometry. 

“Smart” or responsive materials truly represent a class of materials which benefit 

from modern advances in understanding molecular interactions, as this understanding 

plays a key role in the “programming” and predictive functionality of the material. 

“Smart” materials have been described, designed, and studied possessing numerous 

modes of response to environmental cues such as temperature (1-3), pH (4-7), ionic strength 

(7), light (8, 9), chemical species (10, 11), solvent composition (12), magnetic fields (13), 

electrical fields (14), and stress fields (15, 16). With an expansive catalog of environmental 

cues available for dynamic material response, engineering design of this class of 

materials has been eagerly applied to a plethora of fields including: drug delivery (6, 14, 17), 

microfluidics (9, 18), chemical sensing/detection (5, 10, 11, 19), and tissue engineering (20-24). 

 

1.1.1 Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAAm) 

While “smart” responsive materials have gained increased attention in the 

scientific community, one material in particular stands out as the most studied and 

applied; the thermally responsive polymer poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAAm). 

Like many responsive materials, pNIPAAm exhibits its response in the form of a 

volume/phase transition. Due to the thermally responsive nature of pNIPAAm, a dramatic 

shift in the aqueous solubility of pNIPAAm chains occurs within a slight thermal shift 

around its “programmed” critical temperature often referred to as its lower critical 
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solution temperature (LCST) or demixing temperature. This represents the temperature at 

which the rapid response is engendered and can be used as a switch to drastically shift 

between two distinct material states. Additionally, the demixing temperature can be tuned 

by augmenting either the aqueous environment by changes in ionic strength or pH as well 

as augmenting the chemistry of the polymer through introduction of co-polymers.  

 

1.1.2 Swelling Behavior of pNIPAAm 

For a typical native pNIPAAm chain, the LCST occurs closely around 32°C, 

above which the chains are in a hydrophobic or insoluble mode and the polymer is in a 

tightly packed globule confirmation due to dominate hydrophobic interactions between 

adjacent isopropyl groups along the chain. This rapid change between solubility states is 

a distinguishing feature of pNIPAAm in an aqueous environment while solubility in other 

solvents is a more gradual function of system temperature. When the aqueous 

environment shifts below the native LCST, polymer chains rapidly shift from a 

hydrophobic mode to a hydrophilic mode causing the isopropyl groups along the chain to 

become soluble in the surrounding bulk water leading to hydration and relaxation of the 

chains and ultimately resulting in well dispersed coiled chains (1, 25, 26). Although the 

mechanism by which the rapid transition of pNIPAAm’s solubility in water is not 

completely understood the hydrophobic/hydrophilic transition has been greatly attributed 

to the affinity for hydrogen bonding of water subject to the thermal and chemical 

conditions of the environment (3, 27-30). The general structure of the pNIPAAm side-chain 

is provided in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1: Molecular structure of a pNIPAAm side-chain. 

 

The molecular structure of a pNIPAAm side-chain possesses two distinct features 

which play an important role in the thermally induced transition in polymer solubility, the 

dominantly hydrophilic carbonyl (C=O) and amide (N-H) moieties and the dominantly 

hydrophobic isopropyl (H3C-CH-CH3) group. At temperatures below the LCST the 

hydrophilic moieties are strongly hydrogen bonded with surrounding water molecules 

while cage-like water structures sometimes referred to as “ice-bergs” (due to their 

similarity to the molecular structure of ice) are ordered around the hydrophobic isopropyl 

chains (31, 32). As the thermal energy of the aqueous environment rises beyond the LCST, 

hydrogen bonding weakens and water surrounding the hydrophobic isopropyl groups is 

discharged. This allows for increased proximity between adjacent isopropyl groups along 

the polymer chain causing hydrophobic interactions to dominate resulting in a collapse of 

the polymer chain and ultimately precipitation of the molecule (2, 31, 33). 

Swelling of pNIPAAm polymers can be different depending on the physical 

arrangement and interconnectivity of the polymer chains. Various configurations of 
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pNIPAAm structure are presented in Figure 1-2. Polymeric materials, such as pNIPAAm, 

can exist as either free or confined linear chains such as those illustrated in Figure 1-2a 

and Figure 1-2b or as a network of interconnect chains forming a single continuous 

molecule or gel (Figure 1-2c – Figure 1-2e). 

 

 

Figure 1-2: Basic types of pNIPAAm material conformations. Illustrations for (a) free 
linear chains, (b) surface tethered linear chains, (c) 3D crosslinked gel, (d) Surface 
confined crosslinked thin film, and (e) surface confined 3D crosslinked gel. 
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1.1.3 Free Linear pNIPAAm Chains 

The simplest form of pNIPAAm is that of a free linear chain. In this case the 

pNIPAAm molecule is a repeating chain of N-isopropylacrylamide groups with each end 

of the polymer being free from constraint (Figure 1-2a). At temperatures below the 

LCST, polymer chains are well solvated resulting in a soluble coiled state while at 

temperatures above the LCST the chains are in a tightly packed insoluble globule state 

(26). The thermally induced transition from the globule state to the coiled state upon 

hydration of the polymer chains results in a rapid increase in both the hydrodynamic 

radius and the root-mean-square radius of gyration (1). This rapid change in polymer 

properties has been exploited to enhance flocculation and settling due to a rapid increase 

in polymer density as well as a shift in the adsorption characteristics of the chain 

allowing for aggregation of suspended particles and eventual settling at temperatures 

above the LCST (34-36). 

 

1.1.4 Surface Tethered pNIPAAm Linear Chains  

The second, slightly more complex, scenario involves the same linear pNIPAAm 

chains but rather than both ends being free, one terminal end of the polymer is chemically 

tethered to another material surface (Figure 2b). Typically these structures are referred to 

as polymer brush surfaces due to the polymer chains being forced to stretch away from 

the confining surface in densely grafted systems such that the chains resemble bristles on 

a brush. Although the swelling behavior of pNIPAAm brushes is similar to that of free 

linear chains, confinement to the surface causes the transition to dramatically change the 

properties of the brush surface. The two most notable changes which occur during 
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swelling of the pNIPAAm brush surface are a significant increase in brush thickness as 

well as a significant increase in surface wettability as measured by a reduction in contact 

angle (37, 38). These property changes have been widely applied in engineering design as a 

method of functionalizing materials to provide a thermally switchable mechanism of 

control. Selective adhesion has been a primary focus in engineering application of 

pNIPAAm grafted surfaces. For instance, one study shows the application of pNIPAAm 

film surfaces in combination with a selective heating strategy for protein separation. This 

was possible due to the rapid shift in adsorption properties when the material was cycled 

through its transition (39). Functionalized surfaces have also found use in achieving 

control over bacterial adhesion as an active surface for prevention of bio-fouling (40-42). In 

light of their ability to control adhesion of proteins and cells, grafted pNIPAAm surfaces 

have found wide application in the arena of tissue engineering. Most notably, a process 

developed by Okano in the early 90’s where grafted pNIPAAm surfaces were shown to 

have the ability to release cultured cells due to the change in hydration state of the surface 

(43-46).This was achieved by grafting pNIPAAm to standard polystyrene culture surfaces 

having film thicknesses of <30nm. This widely applied approach for controlling cell 

adhesion is generally referred to as “cell sheet engineering” and has been applied to an 

expansive library of cell types for growth and recovery of harvested micro-tissues (45, 47, 

48). 

 

1.1.5 Crosslinked pNIPAAm Gels 

The third case involves the formation of a three-dimensional (3D) network of 

polymer chains where there are covalent points of attachment between neighboring 

chains referred to as physical crosslinks. In this scenario numerous pNIPAAm chains are 
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joined together to form a single macromolecule or polymer gel (Figure 2c). Swelling of 

unconfined 3D crosslinked networks results in a hydrogel which occupies a significantly 

greater volume than its unswollen counterpart due to hydration of the network chains. 

Although the volume of the gel greatly increases, it typically retains the same 

proportionate geometry of the collapsed or non-swollen state due to isotropic swelling. 

Swelling in a crosslinked gel differs from swelling in single linear chains as expansion of 

network chains are balanced by the physical crosslinks in the gel giving rise to two 

competing phenomena; a Flory-like energy of mixing which drives gel swelling through 

chain hydration and a Hookean-like elastic energy which ultimately limits the elongation 

of polymer chains between crosslinks (49-52). The equilibrium volume is engendered when 

these two energies are balanced and the stress of the system is zero everywhere leading to 

an isotropic expansion of the original shape. Due to the thermally reversible nature of 

pNIPAAm gels, the material properties of the gel also change in response to the 

transition. For instance, the elastic properties of the material are altered upon swelling 

where Young’s modulus is significantly reduced by as much as 1/10th of its value in the 

collapsed state due to expansion of the crosslinked network (53, 54). Crosslinked pNIPAAm 

gels have been extensively applied in design of drug delivery platforms (6, 55, 56) and flow 

control in microfluidics (57, 58). 

 

1.1.6 Surface Confined Crosslinked pNIPAAm Gels 

A confined gel has a portion of its surface bound to another, usually rigid, surface 

(Figure 2e). In this case the underlying mechanism that causes the responsive transition is 

similar to an unconfined gel, but the effects of confinement have a significant impact on 
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swelling such that expansion of the network becomes anisotropic. This swelling 

anisotropy arises from the clamped boundary condition as expansion at the confinement 

interface is zero and results in non-uniform propagation of compressive stresses during 

expansion. These swelling non-uniformities lead to adoption of geometries far different 

from the original gel shape such a wrinkled surfaces (59-63) , structural buckling (49, 64-69), 

and differential lateral swelling (70, 71). Recently, a considerable amount of attention has 

been focused towards understanding and modeling of confinement-induced swelling and 

the formation of these geometrically rich structures (64, 66, 67, 69, 71-73). Swelling of confined 

gels is typically considered to be a non-linear elastic process due to the magnitude of 

material deformations suggesting the requirement of a complex model to describe the 

process (71, 74, 75). In contrast, models derived from linear elasticity have proven effective 

at describing a majority of the behavior in these systems (49, 66, 67, 69, 76). For instance, the 

onset of buckling and its characteristic wavelength in a swollen acrylamide gel confined 

to a rigid surface was shown to be explained by a simple linear theory derived from 

application of the Föppl–von Kármán equations for large deformations in thin elastic 

plates (66). A similar approach was also applied to predict the buckling behavior of 

pNIPAAm nano-lines (69). Additionally, Biot’s theory of linear poroelasticity was found 

to sufficiently predict the swelling kinetics and surface curvature in pNIPAAm structures 

constrained to one-dimensional swelling (76, 77). These models provide a much simpler 

relationship between material parameters and swelling of the material as they assume that 

deformations are small such that the relationship between the deformation field and stress 

field is linear.  
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Although the formation of these geometries is not fully understood, they stand to 

enrich engineering design of surfaces by allowing for switchable surface morphologies. 

One such application involved the confinement of an array of rectangular patterns on a 

surface with defined spacing which allowed for size based separation of particles. Upon 

particles of an appropriate size entering between the rectangular structures, thermally 

induced swelling of the structures resulted in the “closing” of the channels due to 

differential lateral swelling, and ultimately entrapment of the particles. Once particles of 

larger sizes were removed by rinsing, the entrapped particles could then be released by 

thermally inducing the deswelling of the structures (70). Additionally, wrinkle formation 

in swollen poly(n-butyl acrylate) films was “locked” in to generate permanently wrinkled 

surfaces. It was shown that the characteristic wavelength of the wrinkles could be easily 

controlled by the initial geometry of the film and resulted in fine control over the 

adhesive properties of the surface (62). 

 

1.2 Tissue Engineering 

Tissue engineering is a new and emerging scientific field which aims to organize 

living cells into tissue-like structures through use of engineered materials and biological 

components such as growth factors, proteins, and cells. Ultimately, engineering of “tissue 

building blocks” serves two primary purposes in medicine and research science: 

development of implantable tissues for repair or regeneration of damaged tissues in vivo, 

and development of platforms for the evaluation of cellular activity and behavior for 

enhancement of drug discovery, biomaterial development, and fundamental research in 

cell biology and physiology. With the recent lift on the ban which stifled research in the 
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field of stem cells, it has become increasingly attractive to develop robust platforms and 

novel techniques for cellular organization and application (78). 

Although tissue engineering is typically considered a new and emergent field, 

humans have been practicing the fundamental concepts of tissue engineering for over 

3,500 years. For instance, Sanskrit texts dating back to 1500 BCE describe the 

reconstruction of mutilated human noses using skin grafts from the buttocks (79). Further 

advances in rhinoplastic surgeries involving skin grafts reached into the 15th century and 

by the 19th century, autograft-based surgeries began to become an accepted scientific 

practice with the first documented success in allograft transplant from human cadaveric 

skin (79, 80). Perhaps the most influential and impactful advances in the application of skin 

grafts to human health was the idea of using skin grafts to treat the wounds of burn 

victims as introduced by Pollock in 1871 (79, 81). This revelation resulted in an intense 

amount of research into the application of skin-grafting practices to enhance the success 

of healing large-scale dermal damage and overcome issues such as transplant rejection 

due to immune system response (79, 82). Until recently, most advances in this area have 

been confined to repair and/or replacement of skin tissues. 

The term “tissue engineering” was first confirmed in 1987 at a National Science 

Foundation bioengineering panel meeting which defined the term as “the application of 

the principles and methods of engineering and life sciences toward the fundamental 

understanding of structure-function relationships in normal and pathologic mammalian 

tissue and the development of biological substitutes to restore, maintain, or improve 

function” (83, 84). Since this time, tissue engineering has emerged as a vast field of 

research. Numerous approaches have been developed to interface with biological systems 
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and engineer the growth of native tissues for both enhancement of tissue 

regeneration/replacement and development of platforms for exploring cell behavior and 

rapid drug discovery. 

 

1.2.1 Tissue Engineering for Regenerative Medicine 

Repair or replacement of damaged tissues in vivo is a primary focus of modern 

tissue engineering. The general aim is to introduce the appropriate biomaterials (i.e. cells, 

proteins, and other biological components) at the site of a damaged tissue in a way which 

encourages tissue regeneration and/or tissue repair. The most commonly successful 

method of tissue repair, which utilizes a tissue engineering approach, is the application of 

an artificial three-dimensional construct engineered from materials which, at minimum, 

allow for cell attachment and growth while having a limited impact on cell health. These 

engineered materials are commonly referred to as tissue engineering scaffolds and are 

typically comprised of organic polymers. As these materials are designed for direct 

integration into the host tissue, other important design factors must be considered 

including biocompatibility, mechanical properties, biodegradability, and mass transport 

properties such as diffusion of nutrients and metabolites (85-89).  

 

1.2.2 Cell Sheet Engineering 

Culture of tissues which have the capacity to be used in vivo without the need for 

implantation in tandem with synthetic materials has gained increased attention in the 

research arena. One strategy, which has recently met with considerable success, is the 

culture of cells into confluent cell sheets atop surfaces which allow for minimally 

invasive harvesting and translocation of the cultivated sheets. This process was first 
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realized by experiments using thin pNIPAAm film surfaces to selectively release cultured 

cells by Teruo Okano in the early 90’s (44). Since these first studies, this process has been 

used extensively to culture cells of numerous types and harvest cell sheets while 

maintaining cell/cell connections and interconnecting extracellular matrix intact (21, 43-45, 

47, 48, 90-97).  

This approach, referred to as “cell sheet engineering”, has been extended one step 

further to generate multi-level micro-tissues via a stamping process. In short, micro-

tissues are grown on responsive pNIPAAm surfaces, a gelatin stamp is used to collect the 

tissue after thermally initiated release by decreasing culture temperature, this is repeated 

for each subsequent micro-tissue sheet, and finally the multi-level tissue can be 

translocated to another surface and the gelatin can be removed by dissolution after 

resuming the temperature to that of standard culture conditions (98-100). 

  Although this process is widely applied and has significant room for expansion, 

cultivation, or release, of micro-tissues requires a significant drop in culture temperature 

(ΔT ≈ 17°C). Additionally, release is slow. This requires tissues to endure a low 

temperature environment for an extended period raising questions regarding cell health 

and physiological state post-harvest. It is unclear why such low temperatures are required 

for tissue release, but studies have shown that cell sheet release requires active metabolic 

cellular processes which may explain why release is slow (43, 46). Also, sequential stacking 

of cell sheets to produce multi-level tissues requires the use of an intermediate surface 

which greatly increases exposure to sub-culture temperatures and increases the potential 

for mechanical disruption of the tissue and constituent cells. 
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1.2.3 Tissue Engineering as a Research Platform 

In addition to direct therapeutic application of tissue engineering technologies, 

many tissue engineering-based strategies are used to evaluate cell-cell interactions, cell-

extracellular matrix interactions, gene expression, and other important biological 

processes. These “research platforms” allow for a more rapid approach to biomaterial 

development, drug discovery, and acquisition of fundamental knowledge in cell biology 

and physiology (101-104). The success of tissue engineering strategies to create such 

platforms hinges on the ability to construct in vitro tissue models which mimic native 

cellular environments and behaviors. Ideally, this calls for strategies which allow for 

control over cellular organization and development of three-dimensional tissues without 

integration of non-native components. 

 

1.3 Research Motivation and Objectives 

 The aim of this research is to harness the non-uniform swelling behavior of 

confined, micron-scale, thermally responsive structures as a tool for tissue engineering. 

Evaluation of previous studies on confined, swellable, materials shows the capacity of 

these materials to form complex geometries by swelling of simple, easily fabricated, 

structures. This behavior, in tandem with the “switchable” properties of pNIPAAm 

materials, provides an attractive platform for development of surfaces which possess 

rapidly augmentable morphologies, through small temperature shifts, within a 

physiologically acceptable range. Previous studies have shown the capacity of grafted 

pNIPAAm surfaces to culture and harvest confluent micro-tissue sheets. Although this 

has met with much success in both experiment and clinical application, the process of cell 
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release is slow and requires very large shifts in culture temperature. This raises questions 

regarding the effects of prolonged low temperature exposure on cell health and 

physiological state. Additionally, translocation of tissues from these surfaces to form 

multi-layered tissue constructs is slow, increases duration of potential low temperature 

exposure, and requires the use of an intermediate transfer surface. This research focuses 

on addressing these concerns by harnessing the “Shape-shifting” nature of confined, 

micron-scale, structures for organized cell culture, rapid micro-tissue release, and direct 

stamping of organized micro-tissues.  

 First, swelling of micron-scale surface confined structures will be evaluated to 

identify the important parameters which dictate the general equilibrium structure after 

thermally-induced swelling. These results will be compared to an established linear 

elastic theory to determine agreement between experimentally measured post-swelling 

geometries and those predicted by the model. As previous studies have suggested, it is 

expected that the basic relationships from a linear elastic theory should be capable of 

approximating the swollen structure’s geometry although slight modifications may need 

to be made to the theory to account for swelling anisotropy without invoking a complex 

non-linear approach. Additionally, these experiments will help to elucidate the important 

parameters required to develop a shape-shifting surface for rapid release of organized 

micro-tissues. 

The next phase of this study is designed to test the capacity for these surfaces to 

induce alignment in cells under culture conditions thus generating well-organized micro-

tissues. Although culture on tall, micron-scale, pNIPAAm surfaces has not yet been 

demonstrated, it is expected that culture and alignment of cells will be successful as 
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previous studies have demonstrated cell culture on pNIPAAm surfaces and alignment by 

contact guidance has been shown to be purely a function of substrate geometry.  

  Upon successful culture of organized micro-tissues, it is expected that significant 

alteration of structure geometry due to a mild thermal shift (ΔT ≈ 9°C) will have a more 

rapid impact on cell release rates as no biological processes are required and release 

should be purely mechanical in nature. It is expected that micro-tissue release will be 

facilitated by shear stresses which arise between the shape-shifting surface and the 

overlying micro-tissue and can be directly correlated to the degree of surface 

deformation, or surface strain. This would be a more preferable mode of tissue release as 

cultured cells will be subject to a more mild decrease in culture temperature for a reduced 

period of time, ultimately minimizing impacts on cell health and physiological state. 

The final aim of this research is to test the ability of the surfaces to directly stamp 

cells to a virgin surface. This effort is motivated by an attempt to develop a strategy 

which can be extended to the subsequent stamping of organized micro-tissues into 

complex multilayered micro-tissues without the need for an intermediate surface. These 

complex tissues can then be used as a model which more closely mimics the native 

cellular environment for use in tissue replacement and as an advanced platform for 

testing cell behavior or advanced drug discovery. Additionally, it is envisioned that this 

strategy may be extendable to an automated process for the fabrication of functional 

organs through a subsequent stamping strategy. This would have profound effects on the 

field of tissue engineering and provide a relevant avenue for organ replacement without 

the need of donor tissues. 
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods 

 

This chapter serves as a reference for all materials and methods used to 

accomplish the research outlined in this document. 

 

2.1 Fabrication of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) Structures 

In general, pNIPAAm structures were formed by UV-initiated free radical 

polymerization in an acetone solvent within transparent molds atop glass coverslips 

treated with 3-(trichlorosilyl)propyl methacrylate (TPM) to ensure covalent binding, and 

thus mechanical confinement, of the structures to the glass surface during polymerization. 

Patterning of pNIPAAm structures was accomplished by using soft patterned 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) molds formed by curing the PDMS atop of rigid patterns 

comprised of crosslinked SU-8 photoresist formed on a silicon wafer. The PDMS molds 

were then cut to isolate individual patterns, placed on TPM treated glass, filled with pre-

polymer solution, and irradiated with UV light to initiate the free radical polymerization 

and formation of pNIPAAm patterned structures (49, 70). A detailed schematic describing 

each of the fabrication steps involved in the formation of surface confined pNIPAAm 

structures on glass surfaces is provided in Figure 2-1. The following portions of this 

section will outline the previously described process of pNIPAAm structure formation in 

greater detail. 
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Figure 2-1: Process flow for fabrication of pNIPAAm structures 

 

2.1.1 Design of Patterned Mask for Photolithography 

Design of patterns which were to be translated into pNIPAAm structures began 

with the development of a chrome plated glass mask. Patterns that were transferred onto 

the glass mask were generated by use of AutoCAD software (Autodesk Inc.). Two-

dimensional patterns were designed as arrays of long rectangular shapes, or beams, 

ranging from 1 - 5mm in length and from 5 - 100µm in width connected at both ends to 

large rectangular “pads”. For some patterns the width was varied across the beam length 

with the widest portion of the beam being at each terminus and the thinnest portion at the 

beam center. Varied width beams ranged from 40 - 100µm at the widest portion to 10µm 

at the thinnest. The large rectangular pads that bound each end of the beam patterns are 

included in the design to allow for easy visibility of the location of the pattern array as 

well as allow for an easy cutting point to allow for formation of capillaries which become 

important during the pre-polymer filling step described later. The general format of the 
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mask design and a close-up of a typical pattern array are provided in Figure 2-2. Mask 

designs were then patterned onto chrome plated glass masks manufactured by Advanced 

Reproductions, Inc. (Andover, MA). 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Sample schematic of a mask design for multiple pattern arrays including a 
close-up of a typical pattern array bounded by large rectangular pads. 
 

2.1.2 Formation of Structures on Silicon 

 Two-dimensional patterns were transferred from chrome plated masks to three-

dimensional structures on a silicon (Si) base via photolithography. In most cases, patterns 

were transferred into an epoxy-based photoresist (SU-8) designed for fabrication of 

micron-scale high aspect ratio structures. To achieve pattern transfer into the SU-8 

material, 4” Si wafers were first cleaned through submersion in a freshly mixed 3:1 

(volumetric) solution of sulphuric acid (H2SO4) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) for 15 

minutes. This solution, sometimes referred to as a “piranha etch” undergoes a very 
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exothermic reaction and the formation of atomic oxygen which acts to remove, by 

oxidization, any organic contaminates on the Si surface. After removal of Si wafers from 

the piranha etch solution and rinsing in deionized water, the Si wafers were then 

dehydrated in an oven at 250°C for 30 minutes to ensure removal of excess water. The Si 

wafers were then coated with a negative SU-8 photoresist (MichroChem) by placing 

~4mL of SU-8 solution in the wafer center and spin casting the photoresist on a Laurell 

spin coater (North Wales, PA). The thickness of SU-8 films, and ultimately the thickness 

of the pattern, was modulated by altering the viscosity of the SU-8 resist (SU-8 2025, 

SU-8 2035, and SU-8 2050) and spin-casting rotational velocity as recommended by the 

vendor. Film thickness ranging from 10µm to 60µm were achieved and verified using a 

Tencor alphastep 200 profilometer. Excess solvent was evolved from the film surface by 

performing a two-step soft bake on a level hotplate starting at 65°C for 3 minutes 

followed by baking at 95°C for 7 minutes. Patterns were transferred into the SU-8 film by 

using the previously described masks fitted into a Carl Suss Mask Aligner and a long 

pass Hoya UV-34 filter to remove UV radiation below 350nm. Exposure times varied 

depending on the film thickness and lamp intensity as suggested by the manufacturer 

(although it is important to note that dosages were increased by ~30% to accommodate 

loss of UV radiation due to application of the log pass UV filter). After UV exposure, Si 

wafers were again heated on a level hotplate by performing a two-step post exposure 

bake for 2 minutes at 65°C and 7 minutes at 95°C. Removal of uncrosslinked SU-8 

material was performed by developing the samples under constant agitation in a bath of 

SU-8 developer (MicroChem) for durations recommended by the manufacturer. During 

the development process, development times were fine tuned for each sample by 
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constantly monitoring sample development using an optical microscope. After 

development was complete, samples were briefly rinsed in fresh SU-8 developer 

followed by rinsing with isopropyl alcohol. Samples were dried using dry N2 and finally 

baked at 250°C for 30 minutes to cure the SU-8 structures increasing their mechanical 

strength and adhesion to the Si surface.  

 For structures having thicknesses (perpendicular to the Si surface) of between 

1µm - 5µm, patterns were formed from a Shipley 1813 photoresist (Rhom and Haas) 

using a similar procedure to the procedure outlined above and following manufacturer’s 

recommended conditions. 

 

2.1.3 Formation of PDMS Molds 

 Negatives of SU-8 patterns were patterned into polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 

using a Sylgard® 184 silicone elastomer kit (Dow Corning). PDMS was mixed in a small 

plastic dish at 10:1 mass ratio of elastomer to curing agent and rigorously mixed for 3 

minutes. Mixed PDMS was placed under vacuum for approximately 20 minutes to degas 

all trapped air bubbles which resulted from the rigorous mixing. PDMS was then poured 

over the surface of a level, preheated (65°C), Si wafer containing SU-8 patterns and 

allowed to cure for 1 hour. It takes approximately 20g of uncured PDMS mixture to fully 

cover the surface of the 4” Si wafer without spilling over the edge while still maintaining 

a thick PDMS film. After curing was complete PDMS films were allowed to cool on the 

Si wafers for 1 hour and then carefully removed with tweezers. The negatively patterned 

PDMS films were immediately placed in 150mm polystyrene dishes for storage to 

prevent contamination of the underlying PDMS surface. 
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2.1.4 Glass Coverslip Preparation 

 Glass coverslip substrates (~170µm thick) were surface modified with 3-

(trichlorosilyl)propyl methacrylate (TPM, Sigma-Aldrich) using standard protocols (105). 

The surfaces are treated with TPM to form a monolayer of vinyl groups on the glass 

surface. These vinyl groups participate in the free radical polymerization causing polymer 

chains at the surface to form covalent bonds to the surface and effectively anchoring the 

pNIPAAm patterned structures. Prior to TPM treatment, glass coverslips were cleaned by 

oxygen plasma treatment with either a Harrick PDC-32G plasma cleaner at 6.8W and 

500mtorr for 15 minutes or a PE50 (Plasma Etch, Carson City, NV) using an oxygen 

plasma at 100W for 5 minutes. Cleaned coverslips were then submerged in a 1mM TPM 

solution in 4:1 heptane to carbon tetrachloride for 20 minutes followed by a five minute 

rinse in hexane and a subsequent five minute rinse in deionized water. The entire TPM 

treatment process, including addition of TPM to the heptane/carbon tetrachloride 

solution, was carried out in a N2 environment contained in a plastic glove bag. After 

treatment, TPM treated glass coverslips were dried with a jet of N2 gas and stored in a 

covered 35mm polystyrene petri dish stored under vacuum. 

 

2.1.5 pNIPAAm Pre-Polymer Solution 

 The primary components in the pre-polymer solution include the primary 

monomer N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich), the crosslinking 

monomer N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide (BisAAm, Sigma-Aldrich), the photoinitiator 2-

dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA, Sigma-Aldrich), and in order to facilitate 

visualization using fluorescence and confocal microscopy the fluorescent monomer 
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polyfluor 570 (Methacryloxyethyl thiocarbonyl Rhodamine B) (Polysciences, Inc). Pre-

polymer components were solvated and mixed in an acetone solution at the following 

concentrations: 200mg/mL NIPAAm, 2mg/mL DMPA, 1mg/mL polyfluor 570, while the 

concentration of BisAAm was adjusted between 2mg/mL and 8mg/mL to alter the overall 

crosslink density of the final polymer material. Additionally, to facilitate pNIPAAm 

hydrogels which have significantly increased swellability some samples were prepared 

with Acrylic Acid (AAc) ranging from 0 – 20% (by mass). To remove any dissolved 

oxygen which may interfere with the free-radical polymerization N2 was bubbled through 

the solution in a N2 environment prior to polymerization. 

 

2.1.6 Polymerization of pNIPAAm Structures 

In order to form patterned pNIPAAm structures a commonly employed soft 

lithography technique, micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC), was performed through 

customization of standard protocols (106-108). Previously described PDMS pattern molds 

were cut from the PDMS film. Cuts were made perpendicular to the long axis of the 

rectangular beam patterns through the center of the rectangular pads which bound the 

patterned beams as shown in Figure 2-3. By making these cuts, small capillaries are 

revealed at each end of the pattern to allow fluid flow and filling of the PDMS mold with 

pre-polymer solution. Cut PDMS patterns are placed in good contact on TPM treated 

glass coverslips. In a N2 atmosphere contained in a plastic glove bag, 10µL of pre-

polymer solution (described above) is placed at one of the open edges of the PDMS 

causing the PDMS mold to be filled with pre-polymer solution due to capillary action. 

Immediately the filled molds are exposed to UV radiation (γ = 365nm) for 4 minutes to 
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initiate polymer formation by free radical polymerization. Following polymerization, 

samples are removed from the N2 atmosphere and allowed to cool due to heating from 

UV exposure. After cooling, PDMS molds are gently removed revealing three-

dimensional pNIPAAm patterns which are covalently bound to the glass surface. Excess 

polymer surrounding the intended pattern is removed by gentle scraping with a razor 

blade and samples are stored for pending analysis. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Schematic showing where cuts are made (red dotted line) to remove patterned 
array from PDMS film and opening capillary inlets at each end of the array for fluid flow. 
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2.2 Swelling Experiments 

 Typical swelling experiments involving pNIPAAm structures were performed 

using deionized water at room temperature (~27°C). For microscopy where imaging of 

pNIPAAm structures in the collapsed state was required, deionized water heated to 

~50°C was used and temperature was maintained using a heat gun. For swelling of 

pNIPAAm-co-AAc samples a sodium hydroxide solution (pH = 8.5) was used to ensure 

complete ionization and maximum swelling of the gel. Swelling ratios were determined 

by either comparing the swollen height to the collapsed height 𝛼ℎ = ℎ𝑠𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑

 of confined 

structures by image analysis of confocal acquired cross-sections or by breaking the 

structure from the surface and measuring the degree of elongation of the unconfined 

structure. Equilibrium swelling was accomplished by removing individual beams from 

the glass surface by delicate scraping using a handheld razor. The degree of swelling was 

measured by: 𝛼𝑒𝑞 = 𝑙
𝑙0

 , where αeq is the equilibrium elongation ratio and l is the length in 

the swollen state and l0 is the length in the collapsed state. The results of αeq for various 

crosslink densities and AAc concentrations are provided in Figure 3-4. 

 

2.2.1 Swelling with NaCl 

 In order to induce controlled collapse of swollen pNIPAAm structures sodium 

chloride (NaCl) was used in concentrations ranging from 0 – 5M as NaCl has been shown 

to influence the LCST of pNIPAAm gels (109). Tests involving addition of NaCl salt were 

performed at room temperature (~27°C). Samples were first submerged in a 5M NaCl 

solution and the salt concentration was incrementally reduced by dilution of the solution. 
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Figure 2-4: Elongation ratio for various polymerization conditions. Error bars represent 
one standard deviation. 
 

2.2.2 Alcohol Swelling 

The swelling ratio of pNIPAAm gels has been shown to be sensitive to solvent 

type (110). As another method of controlling the swellability of pNIPAAm structures the 

following solvents were applied to the samples:  Methanol (MeOH), Ethanol (EtOH), and 

n-Butanol (n-But). 

 

2.3 Cell Culture 

2.3.1 General Cell Culture 

 NIH3T3 murine fibroblasts (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) 

were maintained by culturing in complete growth media (CGM)  containing 10% 

newborn calf serum (NCS), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (PS), and 89% Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM)) on regular tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) dishes 

(Fisher) in a humidified incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cells were passaged after 

cultured cell plates reached >80% confluency (typically after 2-3 days). Passaging of the 
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cells was performed by first enzymatically removing cells from the culture surface by 

treatment with 2mL of 0.5% trypsin/EDTA (Invitrogen) for 5 minutes after removal of 

CGM and rinsing with 10mL of Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) solution 

lacking calcium and magnesium ions (Ca(-)/Mg(-)). Enzymatically removed cells are 

then diluted in fresh CGM for a final dilution of 1:4 and then plated on fresh TCPS dishes 

for incubation. Cells were maintained between passage numbers 5 – 25. Upon reaching 

higher passage numbers a fresh cell line was cultured from cells stored in liquid N2 to 

maintain availability of healthy cells. 

 

2.3.2 Preparation of pNIPAAm Surfaces for Cell Culture 

 For culture-based experiments pNIPAAm was patterned on 22mm x 22mm glass 

coverslips. Coverslips containing pNIPAAm patterns were adhered to the bottom of 

35mm TCPS dishes with a thin layer of PDMS to ensure immobilization of the glass 

coverslip during culture and microscopy. To accomplish this approximately 100µL of 

uncured PDMS (10:1 elastomer to curing agent) was applied to the underside of patterned 

coverslips and then placed in the center of a 35mm TCPS dish. Dishes were then cured in 

an oven at 65°C for 60 minutes on a level surface.  

 

2.3.3 Sterilization of pNIPAAm Surfaces for Cell Culture 

 Patterned pNIPAAm surfaces were prepared for cell culture by a rinsing and 

sterilization process which ensured removal of excess unpolymerized monomer and 

deactivation of any biological contamination. This process included three 2 minute rinses 

in deionized water followed by a 5 minute rinse in a 80% ethanol solution, and finally 
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two 2 minute rinses in DPBS which included calcium and magnesium ions 

(Ca(+)/Mg(+)). Samples were air dried and kept sterile until cell seeding. 

 

2.3.4 Cell Culture on pNIPAAm Structures 

 Cells from nearly confluent cultures (~80%) were used for seeding on pNIPAAm 

surfaces. Cells were enzymatically removed from TCPS plates as previously described. 

Removed cells were transferred into a 50mL conical centrifuge tube and diluted to 10mL 

final volume with fresh CGM. Cells were then centrifuged to separate cells from the 

trypsin/EDTA contaminated media and resuspended in CGM to reach the desired cell 

density for seeding. TCPS dishes containing pNIPAAm surfaces were seeded with 2.5mL 

of the cell suspension and immediately transferred to an incubator where samples were 

incubated under typical culture conditions. Seeding densities ranged from 500 cells/mm2 

to 1000 cells/mm2. Samples were incubated between 12 and 96hrs depending on the 

experiment. For cells incubated greater than 48 hours media was replaced (75%) being 

sure to maintain sample temperature above 32°C. Dimensions of high aspect ratio 

pNIPAAm beams, for formation of cell fibers, were of 10-20μm in width and 20-30μm in 

height with a spacing of 1000μm between beams. Dimensions of straight and curved 

pNIPAAm structures, for formation of cellular ribbons, were 50-100µm in width and 20-

30µm in height. Two groups of closely spaced pNIPAAm beam arrays were fabricated 

with dimensions for group 1 and group 2 of 4µm and 8µm widths and a beam spacing of 

9µm and 12µm respectively, both having a height of 0.8µm as measured by atomic force 

microscopy in contact mode using a XE-100 AFM purchased from PSIA. 
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2.3.5 Cell Staining 

 In order to visualize cells for alignment analysis and to determine cell viability 

cells were stained with a 2μM solution of Calcein-AM (Invitrogen) in DPBS for 30 

minutes. To prevent thermal actuation of the pNIPAAm surface all staining was 

performed at 37°C. For differential staining of cellular components following cell 

printing, cells were permeabilized with ice cold 0.5% Triton X-100 in complete DPBS 

for 10 min and fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde for 5 min and stained with Alexa Fluor® 488 

C5 Maleimide (Invitrogen) and Hoechst-33242 (Histo-Line Laboratories). 

 

2.4 Micro-Tissue Release 

 Micro tissue release was performed on cells grown between 16 and 24 hours. 

Samples containing organized micro-tissues were removed from the incubator and 

immediately placed on a microscope for large format imaging of the sample before 

thermal actuation of the surface. Organized micro-tissues grown atop of pNIPAAm 

structures were released from the surface by thermally induced swelling of the underlying 

pNIPAAm structures. This was accomplished by reducing the sample temperature to 

~28°C through addition of 1 mL of ice cold DPBS Ca(+)/Mg(+). Sample surfaces were 

imaged 3- 5 minutes after swelling to determine the degree of cell detachment. 

 

2.4.1 Strain Induced Detachment 

 Swelling of pNIPAAm structures results in a significant increase in the surface 

area of the structure’s upper surface. In order to determine how this affects release of 

organized micro-tissues, the strain of pNIPAAm surfaces was modified by augmenting 
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the crosslink density through altering the concentration of BisAAm during pNIPAAm 

preparation. The concentration of BisAAm was altered by adjusting the polymerization 

chemistry from 1% – 4% which resulted in structures with exhibited swelling induced 

surface strains ranging from 0.1 to 0.7. Surface strain was calculated in the following 

manner: 

𝑒 =
∆𝑤

𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑
=
𝑤𝑠𝑤𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛 − 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑

𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑
 

where e is the Cauchy strain, wcollapsed is the width of the pNIPAAm beam in the 

collapsed state and wswollen is the width of the pNIPAAm beam in the swollen state. 

 

2.4.2 Chemical Treatment of Cells on pNIPAAm Structures 

 In order to elucidate the mechanism of cell detachment from pNIPAAm surfaces, 

samples were treated with either sodium azide (NaN3, Sigma-Aldrich) a compound 

known to decrease ATP production or Y-27632 (Sigma-Aldrich) a selective inhibitor of 

Rho-associated protein kinases (111, 112). Seeded samples incubated for greater than 16 

hours were treated with either sodium azide dissolved in 500µL of fresh CGM for a final 

sample concentration of 2mM or Y-27632 dissolved in fresh CGM for a final sample 

concentration of 50µM (43, 113). Samples treated with Y-27632 were treated for at least 30 

minutes prior to analysis and cells treated with sodium azide were treated for at least 60 

minutes prior to analysis. In both cases treatments were performed under standard cell 

culture conditions until microscopic analysis. Testing of the effects these treatments had 

on cell release was performed in the same manner as standard cell release tests were 

performed. 
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2.5 Micro-Tissue Stamping 

 Organized micro-tissues formed on pNIPAAm surfaces were stamped on to 

PDMS films treated with human plasma fibronectin (Invitrogen). To ensure that PDMS 

surfaces were flat, PDMS films were cured (10:1 ratio of elastomer to curing agent) by 

pouring approximately 50g of the elastomer mixture (after removal of trapped air by 

vacuum treatment) onto a 4” Si wafer placed in the center of a 150mm polystyrene dish. 

The PDMS films were cured in an oven at 65°C for one hour and then allowed to cool at 

room temperature. Using a razor, the portion of the PDMS film that was atop the Si wafer 

was removed and small 1x1cm squares were cut. PDMS squares were then incubated 

with fibronectin (10µg/mL in DPBS) for 1 hour prior to stamping. Cell culture on 

pNIPAAm structures which had formed organized micro-tissues were removed from 

incubation and PDMS squares were placed over the pattern area and gently placed in 

contact with the pNIPAAm patterns. A 20g weight was gently placed atop the PDMS 

square to ensure good contact between the PDMS and pNIPAAm surface. Immediately 

1mL of ice cold DPBS was added to induce swelling of the pNIPAAm structures, and 

thus release of the organized micro-tissue. After thermal activation of the pNIPAAm 

surface the PDMS stamp was allowed to remain in contact with the sample surface for 5 

minutes to allow formation of new contacts between the organized micro-tissue and the 

receiving PDMS surface. After incubation, the 20g weight and the PDMS were gently 

removed and microscopy was performed on the PDMS square to image the stamped 

micro-tissue. 
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2.6 Microscopy 

2.6.1 Sample Preparation for Microscopy 

 For bright field, phase contrast, and standard fluorescence microscopy samples 

were used as either glass coverslips of glass coverslips adhered to the bottom of 35mm 

TCPS dishes as described previously and without further modification. Samples used for 

analysis via confocal microscopy were prepared differently to accommodate the shorter 

working distance and narrow depth of field associated with the objectives used on these 

microscopes. In order to allow for sufficient submersion of the sample in solvent while 

maintaining a reduced thickness through which the objective must focus a “fluid cell” 

was fabricated. The design was fabricated around 75mm x 25mm coverslips containing 

pNIPAAm patterns as shown in Figure 2-5. Glass coverslips were joined to a piece of 

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) by three small rubber support rings and two larger 

fluid containment rings. All pieces were adhered using standard clear nail polish. Two 

ports were drilled into the PMMA backing of the cell to allow for injection of solvent and 

sealed with standard translucent tape to prevent leakage. 

 

Figure 2-5: Schematic of the cross-section of a typical fluid cell (a) used for imaging of 
pNIPAAm structures on an upright confocal microscope. Actual images of the fluid cell 
are shown from both the objective side (b) and the fluid cell profile (c). 
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2.6.2 Bright Field, Phase Contrast, and Fluorescence Microscopy 

 Imaging of pNIPAAm structures and cell culture was performed at 4X, 10X and 

40X with a Nikon eclipse Ti-U fluorescent microscope (Nikon Instruments, Melville, 

N.Y.) fitted with a motorized stage and NIS-Elements Advanced Research software 

(Nikon Instruments) using phase contrast or DIC for bright field images and fluorescence 

filters for selectively imaging rhodamine illuminated pNIPAAm beams and fluorescently 

labeled cells. In some cases, large format images were taken by using an imaging 

collection and stitching algorithm to rapidly capture large areas of a sample’s surface 

while maintaining good resolution. Time lapse images were taken as a video file with a 

frame rate of 8 fps. 

 

2.6.3 Confocal Microscopy 

 During the process of this research confocal microscopy was performed to collect 

images for thin slice fluorescence investigation of pNIPAAm structures and acquisition 

of X-Y image stacks for three-dimensional reconstruction of pNIPAAm structures using 

two types of confocal microscopes. For image acquisition where rapid imaging was 

required (for instance, collection of X-Y image stacks for three-dimensional 

reconstruction of an actively swelling gel) digital images were collected on a Zeiss 

Axiovert 200 fitted with a Perkin Elmer UltraVIEW ERS confocal imaging system based 

on the Nipkow spinning disc design using a 568 nm excitation laser with a cyan /red 

emission filter. Additionally, high resolution images were captured with a Leica TCS SP5 

confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM ) with 20×/0.7NA and 40×/1.25NA 

objectives (Leica Microsystems, Germany). An Argon laser line, tuned to 543nm, was 

applied to excite the fluorescent pNIPAAm gels and an AOBS was used to filter the 
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emission. Image sections were taken at a constant z-spacing ranging from 0.25 μm to 1 

μm and captured with photomultiplier detectors using the LAS AF software version 2.1.0 

(Leica Microsystems, Germany). To induce collapse of pNIPAAm gel structures and 

capture time-based image stacks of the gel swelling, heat was applied to elevate the fluid 

temperature. Image stacks were sequentially taken as the water cooled resulting in the 

capture of image stacks during mid-transition. Time between X-Y image stacks varied 

depending on gel thickness and height with an average interval of approximately 20sec. 

Due to the requirement of rapid image capture all time-based image stacks were acquired 

from the Zeiss spinning disc confocal microscope. 

Measurements were taken with a 20× air lens and a 40× oil lens, both of which 

produce aberrations in the vertical height due to mismatches in refractive index between 

the microscope objective and sample. Corrections for the refractive index mismatch were 

estimated by performing z-axis measurements of the dry and swollen polymer patterns 

with each objective. As the thickness must be the same with both objectives, a suitable 

correction factor was generated for each objective. The thicknesses of dry patterns were 

further verified with a Tencor Alphastep 200 Automatic Step Profiler. In the case of 

swollen gels, application of a previously described technique for estimation of a 

correction factor was performed (114). The correction factors applied to z-axis 

measurements ranged from 0.8 to 1.4. 

 

2.6.4 Localized Fluorescent Quenching 

Fluorescence quenching tests were performed to elucidate the internal 

deformations of swelling pNIPAAm gels using a series of area of interest (AOI) tools in 
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the Leica software with the Leica CLSM. The laser was set to scan repeatedly over the 

AOIs until a reasonable reduction in fluorescent signal was achieved. Scans were taken 

over an 8hr period for low aspect ratio structures and a 2hr period for the high aspect 

ratio buckling structures. Image contrast and brightness modifications were made to 

maximize contrast between over exposed areas and the bulk of the structure. 

 

2.7 Image Analysis 

2.7.1 Swelling pNIPAAm Gels 

Image stacks were rendered and analyzed using the Imaris 5.5.0 (Bitplane, Inc., 

St. Paul, Minnesota) software package to generate rotatable 3D objects. Raw image 

stacks were loaded into the software and background fluorescence was removed by 

thresholding and the resultant image stack was used to render iso-surfaces. X-Y image 

stacks were converted into X-Z image stacks using ImageJ v1.38x (NIH, USA). Distance 

measurements of all structures were made using Image-Pro Plus v6.2.0.424 (Media 

Cybernetics, Inc.). Pattern peripheries were determined by appropriate thresholding 

values and measurements of length, width, and thickness, were made to characterize the 

pattern cross-sections. Variations in pattern path-length and amplitude (irregular off-axis 

swelling) for buckling and wrinkling structures were measured using X-Y plane images 

at subsequent Z positions. 

 

2.7.2 Cell Culture 

 Images acquired by microscopy were segmented via mono thresholding in NIS-

Elements Advanced Research software v3.1 to determine alignment of individual cells.  

Objects segmented by intensity thresholding were subsequently separated using the 
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separation algorithm in the NIS-Elements software and alignment was determined by the 

orientation of the max-ferret diameter with respect to the orientation of the underlining 

SE array. Cell alignment data was normalized according to the orientation of the 

underlying pNIPAAm SE such that the SE axis was consistently at 0° or 90°. For 

alignment measurements, at least three samples were used for analysis for each of the 

investigated geometries including measurement of cells grown on glass controls. 

Analysis of images used to determine cell detachment where thresholded to increase 

contrast of individual cell bodies. Cell area was determined before swelling and 3 

minutes after swelling by outlining cell bodies and calculating the aggregate cell are over 

the portion of the surface evaluated. In the post-swollen state, only cells which had not 

detached from the surface were included in the area calculation. Cell attachment was 

determined by comparing pre and post states. Cells which remained significantly spread 

on the surface were counted as attached. Some images acquired were contrasted to 

enhance distinguishing features and all enhancements were applied evenly throughout the 

entire field of the image. 
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Chapter 3: Swelling-Induced Instabilities in Confined pNIPAAm Structures1 

 

This chapter focuses on non-uniform deformations which occur in confined 

materials capable of swelling due to solvent uptake. In order to establish  the 

nomenclature and parameters presented in this chapter a schematic of a confined 

rectangular structure is presented in Figure 3-1 where the height of the structure (h) is the 

dimension perpendicular to the confining surface and extends along the z-axis, the width 

of the structure (w) is in a plane parallel to the attachment plane and extends along the x-

axis, and the length (L) of the structure is in a plane parallel to the attachment plane and 

extends along the y-axis. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: Schematic of the basic dimensions of a rectangular structure (green) confined 
to a rigid surface (blue). The geometric measurements of width (w), height (h), and 
length (L) are shown along the x, z, and y axes respectively. 
 

 1 Portions of these results have been previously published (DuPont et al., 2010) and reproduced by permission of The Royal 

Society of Chemistry. 
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3.1 Confinement of Swelling Structures 

 The human body is comprised of a variety of diverse tissue types which each 

perform a specific, and essential, biological function ensuring the autonomy of a living 

system. Although supported by a rigid skeleton, nearly 80% of the human body mass is 

comprised of soft materials (115). These materials are composed of numerous cell types 

which comprise functional tissues and protein structures which mechanically interact to 

allow biochemically driven processes to perform discrete functions contributing to the 

sustainability of the autonomous biological system. Soft materials are an emergent field 

in material science as their mechanical properties provide a unique platform for 

understanding and interfacing with biological systems. Native soft materials in a 

biological system are generally subject to mechanical constraints which are essential to 

their biological function. These constraints invoke a rich range of material geometry and 

behavior providing the capacity for complex motion and function. A few examples 

include the structure of brain gyri, the alveolar membrane in the lung, and smooth muscle 

in the esophagus (116-118). In fact, disruption of these mechanical constraints can cause a 

change to the tissue morphology and lead to the onset of disease (119). This provides 

motivation for understanding the behavior of soft materials in a mechanically constrained 

environment such that a greater understanding of these relationships can be derived. 

 Stimuli-responsive materials are a class of soft materials which provide unique 

flexibility in experiment and application. This flexibility is provided by the unique ability 

of these materials to change their properties in response to changes in their chemical and 

mechanical environment (4, 11, 13, 15, 120, 121). Typically, these materials are hydrogels which 

interact with an aqueous environment such that water penetrates the material causing a 
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change in the material’s geometry through a volumetric expansion (122-124). Due to their 

responsive nature, the degree of water penetration can be dictated by external stimuli, 

providing a mechanism for enhanced control over the rate and degree of the volumetric 

expansion. Equilibrium of the volumetric expansion, or swelling, is dictated by two 

competing mechanisms. Expansion of the hydrogel, due to osmotic driven penetration of 

solvent, is balanced by the elasticity of the interconnected polymer chains which 

comprise it. Swelling of the gel continues until the solvent induced osmotic pressures 

both inside and outside the gel are balanced. When a gel is not influenced by any outside 

forces, such as confinement to a rigid surface, swelling is homogeneous and the final 

shape of the gel is an isotropic expansion of the initial geometry. Swelling under the 

influence of a mechanical constraint, however, reduces the dimensions available for 

expansion and leads to the formation of anisotropic stresses in the gel which results in a 

final shape very different from the initial geometry. This “shape-shifting” nature can 

provide enhanced flexibility in engineering design with applications in numerous fields 

(70, 125). 

When a bulk hydrogel is exposed to a good solvent the initial phases of swelling 

can lead to the formation of non-uniformities or surface instabilities in the transient gel 

structure, if the swelling ratio of the gel is great enough. This was first described in an 

acrylamide gel by Tanaka et al (68). Although non-uniformities arise during the swelling 

process, the non-uniformities fade as gel swelling approaches equilibrium and the 

resultant hydrogel has the same proportional geometry as the original gel although the 

volume has dramatically increased. When a portion of a bulk hydrogel is clamped or 

confined to a rigid surface, something very different occurs. Upon swelling, the clamped 
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hydrogel forms similar non-uniformities as in the unconfined case but these non-

uniformities persist even after swelling equilibrium. These non-uniformities can result 

from a combination of both global and local differential swelling and is directly 

associated with the confinement of the material to a rigid surface (49, 64, 66, 67, 69, 71, 73, 126). 

The physical manifestation of the swelling instability caused by differential 

swelling is strongly associated with the initial geometry of the material. For instance, a 

thin film comprised of a swellable material confined to a rigid substrate can lead to the 

formation of a wrinkled surface upon swelling. In contrast, a high aspect ratio beam-like 

structure can form an off-plane bulk buckling instability which arises due to its 

confinement to the rigid surface. 

In an attempt to describe the formation of an off-plane buckling instability which 

arises due to swelling of a soft acrylamide gel bound to a stiff non-swelling surface, Mora 

et al. investigated the application of the Föppl–von Kármán equations for thin elastic 

plates (66). The model developed was formed within the restraints of linear elastic theory 

such that there is a linear dependence between the in-plane stress tensor and the 

deformation tensor. The model developed in this study describes a buckling wavelength 

(λ) which arises due to compressive stresses generated in the gel along the y-axis due to 

confinement. In general, as the gel swells a compressive stress begins to accumulate in 

the gel due restricted lengthening along the y-axis. This stress, which can be described as 

a non-dimensional compressive stress (P), reaches a critical value Pc = 10.4 which results 

in a critical wave number qc = 1.39, the point at which P(q) is minimum and represents 

the minimum P required to cause an instability in the structure. This results in bending 

which leads to buckling of the structure. This analysis yielded two critical relationships 
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which describe the onset and length-scale of the buckling instability. First, this model 

suggests that the wavelength of the buckling instability is dependent upon the height (h) 

of the structure only such that: 

 𝜆 = 2𝜋
𝑞𝑐

= 3.256ℎ  (Eq. 3.1) 

Additionally, the critical strain (kc) at which the structure becomes unstable 

leading to bulk structural buckling is a function of the aspect ratio (𝐴𝑅 = ℎ
𝑤

 ) and the non-

dimensional compressive stress such that: 

 𝑘𝑐 = 𝑃𝑐𝑤2

12ℎ2
= 0.867 𝑤2

ℎ2
  (Eq. 3.2) 

The general assumptions which arise in the framework of the linear elastic theory 

include the assumption of low magnitude strains as well as a linear relationship between 

stress and strain. Within this framework, and for values of kc between 0.15 and 0.8, it was 

shown that swelling of thin acrylamide strips agreed well with the model. 

Another study aimed to explore buckling in thin nanometer-scale pNIPAAm 

lines. Tirumala et al. first recognized the formation of “wriggles” in nanometer-scale 

pNIPAAm lines fabricated by a novel direct e-beam polymerization technique (127). Later, 

a model was adapted from a framework developed to describe the formation of different 

shapes during leaf growth (69, 72).  In this model, a scaling relationship similar to that 

presented by Mora et al. was defined to address the onset of a bulk buckling type 

instability where the critical differential swelling strain (β*) is proportional to 1
𝐴𝑅2

 such 

that 𝛽∗~ 𝑤2

ℎ2
. Although the scaling relationship is similar, the compressive stress which is 

defined to dictate the onset of the instability differs from the previous model as β* is 

defined along the structure’s width as opposed to its length. 
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3.2 Non-Uniform Swelling of Confined pNIPAAm Structures 

 The primary aim of this chapter is to evaluate the effects of confinement on the 

swelling of pNIPAAm structures of various geometries. The structures presented here 

consist of a rectangular geometry similar to that shown in the schematic in Figure 3-1. 

Primarily, pNIPAAm structure widths and heights are modulated in confined structures 

having very long lengths. The aim is to test the formation of confinement-induced 

instabilities which arise due to swelling of the structure. Structures designed of 

pNIPAAm offer a good platform for understanding these phenomena as they can easily 

be patterned on the micron-scale for direct observation and measurement by microscopy. 

Additionally, the swelling can be controlled by numerous approaches such as cross-link 

density, gel ionization, solvent quality, salt concentration, and temperature. Also, direct 

observations of the three-dimensional structure can be made through incorporation of a 

fluorescent monomer and confocal microscopy. The following sections will outline the 

results acquired by swelling pNIPAAm structures with various chemistries, geometries, 

and solvent conditions in an effort to understand the behavior of these structures and gain 

further insight into the incorporation of these materials in engineering design. 

 

3.2.1 Forms of Confinement-Induced Swelling Instabilities 

 Throughout this research four primary forms of instabilities were observed in 

confined pNIPAAm materials: bulk structural buckling, differential lateral swelling, 

localized edge buckling, and surface wrinkling. Images collected by confocal microscopy 

were used to reconstruct the three dimensional geometry of these instabilities, an example 

of each is provided in Figure 3-2. Formation of each of these instabilities depends 
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strongly on the geometry of the pNIPAAm structure. Bulk buckling is observed in high 

aspect ratio rectangular structures, both differential lateral swelling and localized edge 

buckling is observed in low aspect ratio rectangular structures, and surface wrinkling on 

both thick and thin structures of considerable lateral dimensions. 

 

 

Figure 3-2: The four primary forms of confinement induced instabilities which arise from 
swelling of pNIPAAm surfaces. Image stacks acquired by confocal microscopy were 
used to recreate the three-dimensional geometry of bulk buckling (a), localized edge 
buckling (b), and surface wrinkling (c) and a cross-sectional profile to show differential 
lateral swelling (49). 

 

3.2.2 Onset of Instabilities in pNIPAAm Structures 

 From general experimental observations it is recognized that the emergence of a 

bulk buckling instability is a function of geometry and the degree of compressive stress 

accumulated within the gel. To test the geometric and mechanical conditions which lead 

to bulk buckling in micron-scale pNIPAAm structures gel swelling was modulated 

through a combination of gel ionization by inclusion of acrylic acid during 

polymerization and alterations of cross-link density. Additionally, surface confined 

pNIPAAm structures were fabricated having constant height and a gradient in width 
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along the length of the structure. This provides a convenient way to test the effect of 

aspect ratio as the structure will have a gradient of aspect ratios. An image of such a 

structure is provided in Figure 3-3 where the structure height is 21.4µm ±3.0µm and the 

gradient in width ranges from 100µm to 10µm resulting in an aspect ratio gradient 

ranging from 0.21 to 2.1. 

These structures were designed to decrease in width with an angle of -0.4° with 

respect to the structure’s center axis. The resulting dimensionless width gradient and 

aspect ratio gradient for these structures is: 𝑑𝑤
𝑑𝐿

= −1.4 × 10−2 and 𝑑𝐴𝑅
𝑑𝐿

= 2.9 × 10−4 

respectively. The width gradient is negative as the width is decreasing along the y-axis 

which leads to an increasing aspect ratio gradient. 

Swelling of descending width pNIPAAm structures was performed on a series of 

surface confined gels fabricated with various degrees of swelling. The degree of swelling 

was calculated as the elongation ratio (α) and was measured by detaching a portion of a 

structure from a constant width sample fabricated under identical conditions and 

measuring the length in the dry state (L0) and the swollen state (L). With these data 

values of α were calculated by: 

 𝛼 = 𝐿
𝐿0

 (Eq. 3.3) 

 Swelling was performed on constant height, descending width, structures over 

various degrees of swelling with α ranging from 1.3 to 3.2. At values of α exceeding 3.2 

analysis was difficult as swelling of the pNIPAAm structures led to delamination from 

the surface therefore this was chosen as the upper bound for these tests. Upon swelling of 

descending width structures a distinct transition marking the onset of bulk buckling was 

observed in every sample.  Figure 3-4 shows images of two descending width structures 
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of different degrees of swelling where bulk buckling is seen on the right portion of each 

image.  

 

 

Figure 3-3: Example of a descending width pNIPAAm structure array (a) and a close-up 
of a segment (b). Size bars represent 1,000µm (a) and 50µm (b). 
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Figure 3-4: Phase contrast images of surface confined, descending width, pNIPAAm 
structures post-swelling. (a) a structure with a low degree of swelling (α = 1.33) and (b) a 
high degree of swelling (α = 2.14). Size bar represents 100µm. 
 

The images presented in Figure 3-4 not only demonstrate the onset of bulk 

buckling but also reveal four primary instabilities: bulk buckling, localized edge 

buckling, differential lateral swelling, and surface wrinkling. Confined pNIPAAm 

structures which exhibit a low degree of swelling (Figure 3-4a) show a sharp transition 

between bulk buckling (right) and differential lateral swelling (left). Meanwhile, 

structures which exhibit a high degree of swelling (Figure 3-4b) show well-formed bulk 

buckling (far right) but the transition to differential lateral swelling (far left) is non-

uniform, occurs over a long range, and includes the emergence of localized edge buckling 

and surface wrinkling.  

In all samples there was found to be two distinct points in the transition between 

differential lateral swelling and bulk buckling as the transition occurred over a range of 

structure widths. For structures where swelling results in a low elongation ratio the 

transition region was typically less than the length of a single wavelength in the bulk 

buckling region and the difference between the width of the structure at each point in the 

transition was minimal and therefore the aspect ratio at the transition was similar. In 
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contrast, structures which swell with a large elongation ratio exhibited a transition which 

existed over a long range of widths therefore the aspect ratio was significantly different at 

each end of the transition. As there was no known precedence for distinguishing between 

these two primary forms of instability the following rules were established to clarify the 

transition region from regions of pure differential lateral swelling or bulk buckling. 

Images outlining the defined transition regions for a high elongation ratio structure are 

provided in Figure 3-5. Bulk buckling was defined as a structure in which non-uniform 

deformations lead to structural bending where points on the edge of the bulk structure 

cross over the central axis of the confinement region at the greatest degree of x-axis 

deformation. Defining the onset of differential lateral swelling in low elongation ratio 

gels is simple as this is the region where bulk buckling is absent. In higher elongation 

ratio gels this is less straightforward because in addition to differential lateral swelling, 

localized edge buckling and surface wrinkling instabilities arise. Qualitatively, the 

transition from the bulk buckling region and the differential lateral swelling region in 

high elongation ratio structures begins when the arch of the buckles begin to squeeze into 

one another and bending across the bulk of the structure slowly fades as the structure 

width increases resulting in a structure possessing a more cusp-like external geometry. 

Furthermore, as the width continues to increase these cusp-like structures begin to press 

into one another resulting in the formation of edge cusps with a shorter length scale. This 

final pattern remains consistent as width continues to increase, this is the region defined 

as differential lateral swelling. In a later section the three-dimensional geometry of these 

cusps is explored revealing the formation of localized edge buckling. 
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Figure 3-5: Arrows representing the locations assigned to the onset of (a) differential 
lateral swelling and (b) bulk buckling. Images taken from a descending width structure 
having an elongation ratio of α = 2.36. The size bar represents 100µm. 
 

Previous studies have suggested that the onset of bulk buckling occurs at a critical 

aspect ratio depending on the degree of swelling induced deformation (66, 69). To test 

agreement of the micron-scale pNIPAAm structures with these models, data was 

collected by observing the bulk buckling transition in descending width structures and 

measuring the aspect ratio of the dry gel at that point. Figure 3-6 presents the results of 

this analysis. The data presented here represents the aspect ratio at the onset of pure bulk 

buckling and its dependence on the degree of swelling represented by the elongation 

ratio. In general this data suggests that structure aspect ratio must be high in order for 

bulk buckling to occur in a structure with a low degree of swelling expressed by a low 

elongation ratio. Furthermore, as the degree of swelling increases the aspect ratio at 

which bulk buckling is observed is reduced drastically. In fact, it appears that below an 
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elongation ratio of approximately 1.9 the aspect ratio required to induce bulk buckling 

rapidly increases. 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Plot of the aspect ratio of descending width pNIPAAm structures at the onset 
of pure bulk buckling as a function of the elongation ratio (α). 
 

 Figure 3-7 presents data describing the relationship between the elongation ratio 

and the onset of differential lateral swelling. The trend here is very similar to that 

described for aspect ratio data at the onset of bulk buckling except the aspect ratio at 

which the transition begins is significantly lower, especially at higher degrees of 

swelling. 

Data from each extreme of the transition were linearized and plotted (Figure 3-8) 

in the form of: 

 � 1
𝐴𝑅
�
2

= 𝑓(𝛼 − 1)  (Eq. 3.4) 
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Figure 3-7: Plot of the aspect ratio of descending width pNIPAAm structures at the onset 
of differential lateral swelling as a function of the elongation ratio (α). 
 

 This was performed to directly compare these results to predictions from the 

model developed by Mora et al. where 𝑘𝑐 = 𝛼 − 1 and  𝑤
2

ℎ2
= � 1

𝐴𝑅
�
2
. According to this 

model, the slopes of the plots presented in Figure 3-8 represent the quantity 𝑃𝑐
12

 where Pc, 

as defined earlier, is the critical, non-dimensional, compressive stress acting along the 

length of the structure capable of overcoming the energy required to bend the structure 

and thus induce a bulk buckling instability. In the study it was found that under the 

assumptions of the linear elastic model the first lowest value of P(q) for which a 

wavenumber (q) can exist occurs at Pc = 10.40 and therefore the theoretical slope would 

be 0.867. 
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Figure 3-8: Data from descending width pNIPAAm structures of various degrees of 
swelling plotted to compare results with a model developed by Mora et al. (dotted lines) 
(66). Plots were generated from data acquired at the onset of differential lateral swelling 
(a) and the onset of bulk buckling (b) which are shown in the left and right portions 
(respectively) on a structure (c) possessing an extended transition region and having an 
elongation ratio of α = 2.76. Size bar represents 200µm. 

 

 The data presented in Figure 3-8 shows the comparison of data collected at the 

onset of differential lateral swelling (Figure 3-8a) and bulk buckling (Figure 3-8b) to the 

predictions of the Mora model. Most interestingly, data acquired at the onset of 

differential lateral swelling is fairly linear within the framework of the Mora model 

suggesting that the general relationship between variables associated with predicting the 

onset of buckling may also hold in predicting the onset of other instabilities such as 

localized edge buckling. The discrepancy between these data and the linear model may be 

explained by changes in the effective aspect ratio at the early stages of swelling resulting 

in an aspect ratio at the onset of the instability which is significantly different than that 

measured in the dry state. This could be caused by elongation of the structure height at a 
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rate which exceeds elongation across the structure width prior to the destabilization of the 

structure and the onset of bending. 

 To better understand the transition between local and global buckling, a 

descending width structure of constant height in the dry state (40μm) was evaluated 

(Figure 3-9). The elongation ratio for this structure was α = 2. Confocal microscopy was 

used to measure the swollen height of the structure after swelling. Upon swelling, a 

transition from local buckling to global buckling was observed at a width of 55μm and 

the maximum height of the structure was roughly 96µm. Linear elastic theory predicts 

that the transition into bulk buckling for this structure would occur at AR = 0.93 or a 

structure width of ~43µm. If the dry height is used as a reference, the point at which the 

transition occurs is at AR = 0.73 and if the swollen height is used as a reference the 

transition occurs at AR = 1.7. Interestingly, the predicted AR lies between the dry and 

swollen height references. This suggests that the location of the transition point may be 

accurately described by the linear theory and the discrepancy could be explained by 

formation of the instability at some point mid-swelling. When performing these swelling 

tests, gel swelling is typically observed for a short period before the emergence of any 

noticeable instability. Therefore it could be plausible that the transition marking the onset 

of bulk buckling could be determined at a mid-swelling geometry where increases in 

structure height grow at a rate which is greater than increases in structure width until the 

critical criteria are met. It would make sense for this to be the case as confinement affects 

stretching across the structure width but has little impact on stretching perpendicular to 

the confining surface. Using the dry width at the transition as a reference, this would 

suggest that the transition point in the gel described above may have been determined at a 
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point in mid-swelling where the gel reached a critical height of approximately 51µm, or 

20% of total swelling. 

 

 

Figure 3-9: Fluorescence microscopy image of a descending width pNIPAAm structure 
(α = 2) at the onset of buckling (arrows) (49). 
 

 One final result from this analysis involves the appearance of localized edge 

buckling and surface wrinkling in descending width structures. As previously shown in 

Figure 3-4, the emergence of buckling occurs at specified widths as a function of both 

elongation ratio and aspect ratio, but emergence of localized edge buckling and surface 

wrinkling appears to be either present or seemingly absent. After evaluation of these 

structures over a range of elongation ratios it was observed that only structures which 

possessed an elongation ratio of α > 2.0 exhibited profound localized edge buckling and 

surface wrinkling while structures having α < 1.9 exhibited differential lateral swelling 

and presence of localized edge buckling was either absent or at an extremely diminished 

length scale which gradually increased with increasing width while surface wrinkling was 

not observed. Another interesting result is presented in Figure 3-10 where a constant 

width structure having an elongation ratio of α = 2.4 shows the formation of both surface 
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wrinkling and localized edge buckling (Figure 3-10a) which rapidly disappear as the gel 

buckles and reaches equilibrium swelling (Figure 3-10b). 

 

 

Figure 3-10: Phase contrast images of a constant width pNIPAAm structure (30µm width, 
dry) with an elongation ratio of α = 2.4 in the initial stages of swelling (a), exhibiting 
localized edge buckling and surface wrinkling, and at equilibrium swelling (b), exhibiting 
bulk buckling.  Size bar represents 50µm. 
 

Although it is unclear exactly how these instabilities may be related, in cases of 

low degree of swelling this phenomenon is not observed and may suggest that this is the 

result of swelling kinetics and is dependent upon swelling rate as gels with a greater 

equilibrium swelling ratio will exhibit more rapid deformation rates in the early stages of 

swelling as it is a diffusion controlled process (128, 129). 

 

3.2.3 Bulk Buckling of pNIPAAm Structures 

 For swelling of a structure possessing a sufficient aspect ratio and degree of 

swelling a bulk buckling instability arises leading to in-plane bending of the bulk 
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structure. The general characteristics which can be used to define such a structure are 

similar to those which describe waves. A buckled structure will possess a wavelength and 

amplitude. Also, the degree of change in path length and structure width can give insights 

into the geometry of the buckled structure. In this section a combination of fluorescence, 

phase contrast, and confocal microscopy was used to query the three-dimensional 

geometry of buckled pNIPAAm structures (Figure 3-11). 

 

 

Figure 3-11: An array of pNIPAAm structures in the collapsed state (a) which experience 
bulk buckling upon swelling (b) due to surface confinement. Top (c) and bottom (d) 
views of a small buckled segment (49). 
 

 In the previous section, data collected testing the onset of buckling was compared 

to a linear elastic model and found to be similar in nature although some discrepancies 

did arise. Mora et al. applied a linear elastic model to buckling in thin polymer strips and 

found that the first wavelength to become stable is λ = 3.2h, where h is the structure 
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height (66). To further test the validity of the linear model, in regards to instabilities which 

arise in confined pNIPAAm structures, the buckling wavelength at a variety of structure 

heights was measured. The relationship between the characteristic wavelength as a 

function of both the dry and swollen height was plotted and compared to the theoretical 

prediction in Figure 3-12. 

 

 

Figure 3-12: Relationship between the characteristic wavelength in globally buckled 
structures with reference to the dry structure height (◊) and the swollen structure height 
(●). The solid line represents the theoretical relationship (λ = 3.2h) given by linear elastic 
theory (66). Error bars represent one standard deviation (49). 
 

 From the data presented in Figure 3-12 it appears that although the wavelengths 

measured with respect to both the dry structure height and swollen structure height 

appear to follow a trend similar to the linear elastic model there is a discrete difference 

between the two measurements. Most data referenced to the dry structure height show a 

characteristic wavelength much greater than predicted by the linear theory while data 
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referenced by the swollen height possess a wavelength much less than predicted. As was 

observed in the previous section, it appears that the geometry which dictates the 

characteristics of the buckled structure may be attained at some point in mid-swelling. 

This may suggest that the degree of swelling may play a role in determining this mid-

transition geometry. Swelling was measured in pNIPAAm structures by comparing the 

dry height (hd) to the maximum swollen height (hs), to determine the swell ratio, and 

plotted against the resultant wavelengths. The data presented in Figure 3-13 shows these 

results on three separate plots where each plot represents a specific range of measured 

swell ratios. 

 

 

Figure 3-13: Data from global buckling gels with referenced height in the collapsed state 
(◊) and the swollen state (●) and separated by swelling ratios. (a) swelling ratio < 2.0, (b) 
swelling ratio between 2.0 and 3.0, and (c) swelling ratio between 3.0 and 4.0. The solid 
line represents the theoretical relationship (λ = 3.2h) given by linear elastic theory (49, 66). 
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 From these graphs, it can be seen that only at the lowest swelling ratio does the 

dry thickness fit the theory. At the medium swelling ratio, however, the wavelength vs. 

dry thickness shifts to the left of the theoretical prediction. Finally, at the highest degree 

of swelling, there is an even further shift in the wavelength vs. dry thickness. Therefore, 

as the swelling ratio increases the dry height less accurately predicts the wavelength of 

the instability. This finding suggests that gels with a greater degree of swelling are able to 

swell further in the vertical direction before the onset of the instability, inferring that the 

geometry of the gel at which the instability wavelength emerges is reached during the 

swelling process and depends highly on the degree of swelling (49). Additionally, this may 

suggest that the aspect ratio of the structure is changing which could be due to non-

uniform expansion in height with respect to width. 

 In order to further understand the discrepancies between experimental 

observations and the linear elastic theory derived by Mora et al. a relationship between 

the structural aspect ratio and the resultant wavelength was developed following a few 

simple assumptions. The model presented in Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2 which describe the 

characteristic wavelength (Eq. 3.1) and critical deformation at the onset of buckling (Eq. 

3.2) are referenced to the dry state geometry and depend on h and �𝑤
ℎ
�
2
 respectively. 

Additionally, this model assumes that the elongation ratio (α) is equal in all dimensions. 

In order to combine these two equations it was assumed that the critical deformation (kc) 

that is reached at the onset of buckling is equal to the deformation which establishes the 

buckling wavelength (αh) such that αh and kc can be related by: 

 𝑘𝑐 = 𝛼ℎ − 1 (Eq. 3.5) 
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In order to adjust the model to account for the emergence of an instability due to an 

intermediate geometry, the dimensional components of height and width were modified 

such that ℎ = ℎ0𝛼ℎ and 𝑤 = 𝑤0𝛼𝑤. This leads to modification of Eq. 3.1 and 3.2 into the 

following: 

 𝜆 = 3.256ℎ0𝛼ℎ (Eq. 3.6) 

 𝛼ℎ − 1 = 0.867 �𝛼𝑤
𝛼ℎ
�
2
�𝑤0
ℎ0
�
2

 (Eq. 3.7) 

Equations Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.7 can be rearranged to form the following relationship: 

 𝜆
ℎ0

= 2.823 �𝛼𝑤
𝛼ℎ
�
2
�𝑤0
ℎ0
�
2

+ 3.256 (Eq. 3.8) 

If the elongation ratio of the structure is assumed the same in all dimensions at the onset 

of the buckling instability (𝛼ℎ = 𝛼𝑤 = 𝛼) and Eq. 3.8 simplifies to: 

 𝜆
ℎ0

= 2.823 �𝑤0
ℎ0
�
2

+ 3.256 (Eq. 3.9) 

Data acquired from a series of constant height and constant width pNIPAAm structures 

with values of α ranging from 1.6 to 3.8 and exhibit a bulk buckling instability were 

plotted in the form of Eq. 3.9. This was applied to further test agreement between 

experimental observations and the theoretical prediction resulting from the linear elastic 

model regarding the dependence of the buckling wavelength and the initial dry structure 

geometry of the pNIPAAm structure. The results of this analysis are provided in Figure 

3-14, where experimental data is plotted and compared to the predictions of the linear 

elastic model such that the non-dimensional wavelength (λ/h0) is a function of the dry-

state geometry (w0/h0)2. 
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Figure 3-14: Geometric data from constant height and constant width structures taken in 
the dry state. Data plotted against the non-dimensional wavelength observed upon 
swelling compared to a linear elastic model developed by Mora et al. (dashed line)(66). 

 

 The data presented in Figure 3-14 shows a wide distribution although an 

increasing trend is noticeable in the region predicted by the linear elastic model. Linear 

regression was performed resulting in a linear model based on the data of the form: 

𝜆
ℎ0

= 1.457 �𝑤0
ℎ0
�
2

+ 3.149. The goodness of fit for this linear regression model was R2 = 

0.60. Interestingly, the data presents a y-intercept of 3.149 which is in good agreement 

with the linear elastic model and fundamentally represents the proportionality constant 

found in the original model equation for predicting the instability wavelength (Eq. 3.1) 

where this constant is defined in terms the critical wave number (qc) such that  2𝜋
𝑞𝑐

=

3.256. The slopes, however, are very different. The slope calculated by linear regression 

of the data (1.457) is approximately 50% of the slope from the linear elastic model. The 

slope from the linear elastic model represents two distinct quantities, the first being a 
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function of qc �
2𝜋
𝑞𝑐
� and the second being a function of Pc �

𝑃𝑐
12
� such that: = �2𝜋

𝑞𝑐
� �𝑃𝑐

12
� =

2.82 . The discrepancy between this data and the linear elastic model could be explained 

by the assumption made in deriving Eq. 3.9. It was assumed that α was equal in all 

dimensions such that 𝛼ℎ = 𝛼𝑤 = 𝛼. If this condition is relaxed, the slope would account 

for differences between the elongation in height and width at the onset of the instability 

such that the slope would have the form presented in Eq. 3.8: slope = 2.82 �𝛼𝑤
𝛼ℎ
�
2
. Due to 

confinement, swelling parallel to the confining surface (αL, αw) is diminished compared to 

swelling perpendicular to the confining surface (αh) resulting in the residual stress which 

ultimately leads to bending and formation of bulk buckling. Therefore, the discrepancy 

between experimental observations and the linear elastic model which assumes these 

deformations to be constant may be reconciled by examining the ratio �𝛼𝑤
𝛼ℎ
�
2
. Adding this 

term to the slope and solving for the ratio of elongation factors results in a value of  𝛼ℎ
𝛼𝑤

=

1.39. This suggests that elongation may be approximately 40% greater in the height 

dimension than the width dimension at the point which the instability and its 

characteristic wavelength is established. This data was taken over a range of α-values 

which may also have added to spread in the data. As the previous analysis suggests that 

elongation in the height dimension may exceed elongation in the width dimension, the 

equilibrium value of α (αeq) may play an important role in fixing the structure’s geometry 

at the onset of the buckling instability. In order to evaluate the effect of αeq on the 

discrepancy between experimental observation and the linear elastic model, data 

collected from variable width structures, previously used to evaluate the AR at the onset 
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of buckling, were used to collect wavelength data at variable width and constant height 

for a series of  αeq -values as presented in Figure 3-15. 

 

 

Figure 3-15: Geometric data from constant height and variable width structures taken in 
the dry state at various values of αeq. αeq = 1.33 (a), αeq = 1.80 (b), αeq = 2.36 (c), and αeq 
= 2.97 (d) plotted against the non-dimensional wavelength observed upon swelling in a 
form adapted from a linear elastic model developed by Mora et al. (dashed line) (66). 

 

 For each value of αeq there appears to be a distinct linear trend in the non-

dimensional wave length ( 𝜆
ℎ0

 ) as a function of �𝑤0
ℎ0
�
2
. The intercepts of the 𝜆

ℎ0
  axis, as 

estimated by linear regression, remain in close proximity to the theoretical value (3.256) 

with the intercept from the lowest αeq value (3.274) being in the closest agreement. As αeq 

increases the 𝜆
ℎ0

  axis intercept increases with a maximum observed value of 3.653 at αeq 

= 2.97. For the eight αeq values tested which ranged from 1.33 to 2.97 the mean intercept 
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was 3.324 ± 0.310. Although αeq did not exhibit much influence on the 𝜆
ℎ0

   intercept, 

there does appear to be a strong correlation with the slope. The slope of these plots 

represents the change in the non-dimensional wave length as a function of the inverse 

aspect ratio squared: 
𝑑� 𝜆ℎ0

�

𝑑�𝑤0ℎ0
�
2 . For each value of αeq tested, the slope was plotted to 

investigate the potential relationship (Figure 3-16). 

 

 

Figure 3-16: A plot of  
𝑑� 𝜆ℎ0

�

𝑑�𝑤0ℎ0
�
2 as a function of various values of αeq calculated from 

measurement of constant height and variable width pNIPAAm structures. 
 

 From this data it appears that there is a strong correlation between αeq and the 

slope in Eq. 3.8. This suggests that the equilibrium degree of swelling has a strong 

influence on the relationship between the dry state geometry of a structure and the 

characteristic wavelength of the buckling instability. The previous investigation 

𝒅 𝝀
𝒉𝟎

𝒅 �𝒘𝟎
𝒉𝟎
�
𝟐 
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suggested that this could be due to non-uniform swelling such that swelling in the height 

dimension (αh) is greater than in the width dimension (αw) resulting in a mid-transition 

geometry which dictates the characteristic geometry of the instability. To test this, the  𝛼ℎ
𝛼𝑤

 

component of the slope was calculated from the modified linear elastic model and plotted 

as a function of αeq. The results of this analysis are provided in Figure 3-17. 

 

 

Figure 3-17: Plot showing the measured relationship between the equilibrium swelling 
ratio (αeq) and the ratio between elongation in the height (αh) dimension and width (αw) 
dimension. 

 

 A distinct linear trend is observed between the predicted ratio of elongation 

factors 𝛼ℎ
𝛼𝑤

  at the point the characteristic wavelength is established and the unconfined 

elongation ratio αeq. The values of 𝛼ℎ
𝛼𝑤

 range from 1.2 to 1.9 over the range of αeq values 

tested suggesting that as the unconfined degree of swelling increases elongation in the 
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height dimension increases more rapidly than elongation in the width dimension. This 

finding provides additional evidence that discrepancies between the model suggested by 

Mora et al. and the results of these studies could be due to the assumption that swelling is 

uniform prior to the onset of the instability. Additionally, the data presented in Figure 3-

17 predicts that at αeq = 1 the value of 𝛼ℎ
𝛼𝑤

 closely approaches unity, having a predicted 

value of 1.18, as would be expected. 

 Over the course of evaluating the swelling-induced buckling of pNIPAAm 

structures an interesting phenomenon was observed in structures fabricated to have a high 

degree of swelling with α > 2. During the swelling process, structures having constant 

width revealed the formation of discrete intermediate instabilities which emerged 

throughout the swelling transition, ultimately resulting in the formation of a buckled 

structure upon reaching equilibrium swelling. In Figure 3-18 a constant width (20µm), 

and constant height (22µm) structure with an elongation ratio of α = 2.97 is seen forming 

an edge buckling instability which begins with a mean characteristic wavelength of 

19.8µm (Figure 3-18b) which, upon further swelling, snaps into a longer edge buckling 

wavelength of 32.2µm (Figure 3-18c), finally forming a bulk buckling structure at 

equilibrium swelling with a mean characteristic wavelength of 89.5µm (Figure 3-18d). 

This observation reinforces two previously discussed observations regarding the 

formation of these instabilities. First, the formation of localized edge buckling in 

structures possessing a high degree of swelling occurs prior to the onset of bulk buckling 

during the swelling process. Second, significant swelling can occur before the onset of 

bulk buckling such that the dry geometry is not a suitable reference to predict the 

characteristics of the swollen geometry. This also suggests that the geometry of the 
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localized edge buckling instability is sensitive to structure geometry and in the case of the 

structure in Figure 3-18 the structure reached multiple critical states which led to the 

rapid snapping of the swelling structure geometry into three stable modes with distinct 

characteristics until being locked into the last stable state due to a rapid decrease in 

structure deformation, ultimately reaching equilibrium swelling. 

 

 

Figure 3-18: Phase contrast images of a pNIPAAm structure having dimensions of 20µm 
width and 22µm height in the dry state (a) showing the swelling-induced formation of 
discrete intermediate structures (b,c) until swelling equilibrium is reached (d). Size bars 
represent 100µm. 

 

 In addition to the observation of the formation of localized edge buckling prior to 

the formation of a final bulk buckled structure, confined structures which snapped 

between multiple bulk buckling wavelengths was also observed during transient swelling. 

A structure of constant height (22µm) and width (30µm), and having an elongation ratio 

of α = 2.4, was observed over the course of swelling as shown in Figure 3-19. Like the 

structure shown in Figure 3-19, this structure exhibited localized edge buckling at the 
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onset of swelling with a characteristic wavelength of 15.2µm (Figure 3-19b). But, unlike 

the previous structure, the structure in Figure 3-19 began to exhibit bulk buckling in the 

early stages of swelling (Figure 3-19c) with a mean characteristic wavelength of 21.4µm 

and subsequently snapped into a second mean wavelength of 38.5µm (Figure 3-19d) 

before finally adopting its equilibrium mean wavelength of 70.1µm (Figure 3-19e). The 

transition from each subsequent wavelength was not gradual but rather very rapid as the 

structure snapped into each wavelength it remained for a period as the amplitude grew 

and subsequently snapped into the next wavelength until finally reaching equilibrium 

swelling. Interestingly, upon drying and subsequent swelling of samples which exhibited 

multiple intermediate wavelengths in their first swelling, the phenomenon was not 

observed again in the subsequent exposures to solvent. 

 

 

Figure 3-19: Phase contrast images of a pNIPAAm structure having dimensions of 30µm 
width and 22µm height in the dry state (a) and exhibiting swelling induced localized edge 
buckling (b) followed by the formation of a bulk buckled structure which snapped into 
three characteristic wavelengths (c-d) before reaching swelling equilibrium. Size bar 
represents 100µm. 
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 Another pNIPAAm structure having the same elongation ratio and height as the 

structure presented in Figure 3-19 but fabricated with a larger width (40µm) 

demonstrated a third type of transient structure which arose during the swelling process. 

This structure exhibits an instability (Figure 3-20b) which is extremely similar to 

localized edge buckling but is distinctly different in that the edge cusps fold into the bulk 

structure as previous observations only show the edge buckling occurring on the 

periphery of the structure where the bulk of the structure maintains its rectangular shape. 

 

 

Figure 3-20: Phase contrast images of a pNIPAAm structure having dimensions of 40µm 
width and 22µm height showing mid transition modes. Images provided in the dry state 
(a) exhibiting a periodic pattern on the edge during the swelling process (b,c) and 
ultimately leading to the formation of a bulk buckled structure (d). Size bars represent 
100µm. 
 

 To illuminate whether a buckled pNIPAAm structure can fully be described by 

linear theory, a localized fluorescence quenching test (Figure 3-21) of a structure having 

an equilibrium elongation ratio of α = 2 was performed by quenching fluorescence in the 

dry structure and generating lines absent of fluorescence both perpendicular and parallel 

to the structure axis. This test reveals that lines parallel to the beam axis (Figure 3-21c) 
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remain parallel after deformation. Lines perpendicular to the beam axis (Figure 3-21a) 

remain straight after deformation, however only at the apex of a bend. Near the inflection 

point, slight curvature is observed as demonstrated by the mismatch in the arrow 

directions at point B. The arrows are drawn parallel to the quench line at both sides of the 

beam such that if the line remained straight the arrow lines would overlap. While this 

observation is qualitative in nature, the curvature of the quench line suggests that linear 

theory may not completely capture the final geometric characteristics of a buckled beam.  

 

 

Figure 3-21: Localized fluorescence quenching test for a bulk buckling structure 
performed in the dry state and imaged after swelling. Arrows (a) and (b) refer to 
quenched lines perpendicular to the beam axis and are drawn parallel to the quenched 
lines on both sides of the beam. Point (c) refers to quenched lines parallel to the beam 
axis (49). 
 

 Further investigation into the three-dimensional geometry of buckled pNIPAAm 

structures reveals other phenomena which, to date; have not been previously reported in 

experimental observations. Figure 3-22 presents a three-dimensional reconstruction 

derived from images taken by confocal microscopy of a 10µm width structure having a 

height of 13µm and an elongation ratio of α = 2.5. Upon visual observation, it can be seen 

that the tallest point of the structure exists at the apex of the buckle. At the tallest points, 

the width (x-dimension) is much smaller than most of the structure and this does not 

occur over the structures mid-axis, but over the edge of the structure closest to the center-
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line of confinement. In general, the structure appears to be non-uniformly bending as the 

amplitude grows leading to a structure buckled structure where the original upper surface 

plane is no longer parallel to the confinement plane leading to surface cusps. In fact, it 

only appears that the region where the original upper surface plane is still parallel to the 

confinement plane is at the inflection point between buckles. 

 

 

Figure 3-22: A three-dimensional reconstruction of the surface geometry using images 
taken by confocal microscopy of a surface confined pNIPAAm structure exhibiting a 
bulk buckling instability. 

 

To measure these observations measurements were made to gather data regarding 

the buckled structure’s three-dimensional geometry. Using image slices from various 

points along the z-axis (height) of the structure taken by confocal microscopy the 
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following measurements were made in subsequent x-y planes as a function of height: 

mid-structure path length, buckle amplitude, structure width at buckle apex (at the center 

of amplitude), and structure width at inflection point. Details regarding the location of 

these measurements are provided in Figure 3-23. 

 

 

Figure 3-23: An x-y plane image slice taken by confocal microscopy showing the 
location of the following measurements: buckling amplitude (a), width at buckle apex (b) 
and width at inflection point. Dashed lines represent region of confinement at the base of 
the structure. Size bar represents 20µm. 
 

 Data collected from this experiment is presented in Figure 3-24. From these 

results we can see direct quantitative validation of the previously described observations 

regarding the three-dimensional structure of the buckled pNIPAAm structure. From 

Figure 3-24a, a linear increase in structure path length is seen as a function of internal 

height until a maximum is reached at approximately 30µm or about 70% of its total 

swollen height after which it remains relatively constant. Overall, the path length 

increases by approximately 30% throughout the height of the buckled structure. This 

analysis also reveals that the x-y plane width of the structure is very different when 

measured at the apex of the buckling amplitude (Figure 3-24b) and the inflection points 

between buckles (Figure 3-24c). For measurements made at the apex of buckling 
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amplitude, a gradual increase in x-y plane width is measured and at approximately 30µm 

within the structure height a drastic drop in width is measured. This quantitatively 

describes the aforementioned surface cusps, or low width regions in the x-y plane at 

peripheral z-positions due to bending of the structure. In contrast, the width of the 

swollen structure changes very little at the inflection point between buckles. A slight 

increase is measured within the first 5µm of height and remains relatively constant 

throughout the remaining portion of the structure height for a 36% increase in structure 

width at the inflection. Finally, measurement of the buckling amplitude shows a trend 

similar to widths measured in that domain (Figure 3-24d). Buckling amplitude increases 

linearly with height (z-position) until reaching approximately 70% of the x-y plane height 

of the structure at which it decreases linearly. 

 

 

Figure 3-24:  Plots of various key measurements as a function of z-position. Data 
includes measurements of path length increase (a), structure width at the apex of buckling 
amplitude (b), structure width at the inflection between amplitudes (c) and amplitude (d) 
made at various x-y planes along the z-axis in a buckled pNIPAAm structure. 
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 In order to further evaluate the three-dimensional geometry of buckling 

pNIPAAm structures a simple method was applied to incrementally control the degree of 

swelling in order to perform measurements as the final equilibrium structure evolves. 

Previous studies have shown that addition of certain types of salt, such as sodium 

chloride, to the aqueous environment can greatly influence the phase transition in 

pNIPAAm gels (109, 130-133). At room temperature (~28°C) pNIPAAm exists in a highly 

swollen state but in the presence of high salt concentrations swelling is negligible. As the 

salt concentration is reduced swelling gradually increases making this a good method for 

modulating pNIPAAm structure swelling. This effect was exploited by swelling polymer 

structures with similar dry state dimensions as that presented in Figure 3-22 in order to 

control the swelling behavior of the structure and perform measurements as the final 

buckled structure evolves. Sodium chloride was used at concentrations ranging from 

5.0M to 0M resulting in a structure in its fully collapsed state and fully swollen state 

respectively. The data collected from these experiments is presented in Figure 3-25. Data 

collected for salt concentrations above 2.5M were excluded as the geometry was nearly 

identical to the dry geometry and provided no further insights. Changes in the % increase 

in path length continue to show a linear relationship throughout most of the structure 

height finally reaching a maximum and remaining constant although the slope decreases 

with increasing salt concentration (Figure 3-25a). The width at the buckling apex also 

follows a similar trend as presented previously although reaching a reduced maximum 

width at higher salt concentrations (Figure 3-25b). Additionally, the reduction in width at 

increasing z-position throughout the structure was much more gradual at higher salt 

concentrations and began at approximately 50% of the total structure height in contrast to 
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25% observed in the absence of salt. The inflection width of the pNIPAAm structure in 

pure water shows a slight increase within the first 5-10µm and remains constant 

throughout the remainder of its height. At a high salt concentration (2.5M) very little 

expansion of the width is measured staying nearly constant at its fabrication geometry 

throughout the structure’s height. Oddly, for salt concentrations of 1.8M and 0.6M the 

inflection width appears to be slightly thinning near the top of the structure, something 

that is not observed in either the fully collapsed or swollen structure. The buckling 

amplitude follows the same trend for 0.0M, 0.6M, and 1.8M where buckling amplitude 

increases, reaches a peak and drops off. The buckling amplitude only slightly increases at 

2.5M showing that a distinct wavelength was adopted although the magnitude of swelling 

was low. Another important piece of information can be derived from the results of this 

test. Although the structure width remained relatively constant at the fabrication/dry state 

width throughout the structure height at 2.5M (αh ≈ 1), the structure height increased by 

approximately 35%. This provides additional data which suggests that the aspect ratio at 

which the length-scale of the instability is adopted may be greater than what is measured 

in the dry state as structure height extends more rapidly than width throughout the 

swelling process. This is to be expected as the confinement plane should impact 

elongation parallel to the surface, while elongation perpendicular to the surface should be 

impacted to a lesser degree. As these dimensions are changing non-uniformly, the point 

at which an instability manifests would not be easily predicted by the dry-state 

dimensions of the structure alone and would most likely be established at a mid-swelling 

geometry. 
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Figure 3-25: Plots showing various measurements made at different points in the 
structure height (z- axis) at various sodium chloride concentrations. Measurements 
include: increase in path length (a), buckle width (b), inflection width (c), and amplitude 
(d) at sodium chloride concentrations of 0.0M (●), 0.6M (□), 1.8M (○), and 2.5M (■). 

 

 In order to test whether the establishment of a swollen buckled geometry from a 

virgin sample (never in the presence of a solvent post fabrication) has an effect on 

subsequent swelling in a solvent of differing quality, samples were swollen in one solvent 

twice and then subjected to a second solvent and measurements of wavelength and 

amplitude were performed. Samples were completely dried between swellings and n-

butanol was chosen as a secondary solvent to water. Although n-butanol has a stronger 

influence on the swelling ratio in a pNIPAAm gel, the structures used in this study were 

co-polymerized with acrylic acid (20%) such that swelling in water greatly exceeds 

swelling in n-butanol (110). The results of this test, presented in Figure 3-26, show that 
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solvent history, and thus degree of swelling, has little impact on the established 

wavelength of the buckling instability regardless of the order of swelling. Measurement 

of buckling amplitude shows the greatest value when expanded in water regardless of 

solvent history. In contrast, the amplitude in structures initially expanded in n-butanol 

was slightly greater than after expansion in water. This provides some evidence that 

solvent history may have an impact on the geometry adopted by pNIPAAm structures at 

swelling equilibrium. 

 

 

Figure 3-26: Effects of subsequent swelling in solvents of differing quality and its effect 
on the buckled state geometry. Structures swollen initially in water (a,c) compared to 
structures initially swollen in n-butanol (b,d) taking measurements of bulk buckling 
wavelength (a,b) and amplitude (c,d). Error bars represent one standard deviation. 
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 During the course of these experiments, an unexpected anomaly was witnessed 

for structures which were exposed to n-butanol after having been previously exposed to 

water (Figure 3-27). Typically, swelling of a micron-scale pNIPAAm structure in water 

reaches near-equilibrium swelling, such that the swollen geometry is unchanging, within 

approximately one minute of exposure to solvent. Swelling of a virgin, or newly 

fabricated, sample in n-butanol possessed the same behavior suggesting that the native 

diffusion rate is similar to that in water. In contrast, swelling of these structures in n-

butanol, after exposure to water revealed an interesting phenomenon. Structures that were 

first exposed to water, dried, and then exposed to n-butanol exhibited the formation of an 

irregular “cracking” pattern in both rectangular structures and wide micron-scale films. 

These “cracking” patterns persisted throughout swelling but eventually dissipated upon 

equilibrium formation of the buckling structure. Most interestingly, the time required to 

reach an equilibrium structure was significantly increased to approximately 15 minutes in 

20µm wide structures having a height of 21µm and in thick pNIPAAm films. In contrast, 

this phenomenon was not observed in structures initially exposed to n-butanol, dried, and 

subsequently swelled in water. This could be due to residual trapped water in the dry state 

structure. If this is the case, exposure to a new solvent, such as n-butanol, may cause a 

temporary gradient of mixed water and butanol to develop and may remain within and 

surrounding the gel until all trapped water is released into the bulk. Previous reports have 

demonstrated how mixtures of water and alcohols can significantly impact the swelling of 

pNIPAAm gels (134). It could be some form of this effect which causes what was observed 

in Figure 3-27. 
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Figure 3-27: Swelling of a pNIPAAm structure in n-butanol after swelling and drying in 
water. Swelling of the structure after exposure to n-butanol for 3 minutes (a,d), 10 
minutes (b), and 15 minutes (c,e). Size bar represents 50µm. 

 

One final observation made in samples which had experienced multiple 

swelling/drying cycles was the presence of an oscillating pattern observed in the dry 

state. These patterns, which were observed by examination of fluorescent images taken of 

the structures, appear within the bulk of the dry gel and are similar to a buckled pattern 

but possess a different periodicity. This was only observed in some samples after drying 

and a complete investigation of this phenomenon was not performed. The periodicity of 

the oscillating pattern is about 1/3 of the swollen, buckled, wavelength. While it is 

unclear why these patterns emerge and there was no clear rationale for their emergence, 

this may be due to effects on the internal gel structure as a result of the non-uniform 

stresses which manifest due to confinement of a swollen structure. Although most 

samples observed after drying did not appear to exhibit this behavior, it was observed 

frequently enough to make note of it here and may be more ubiquitous than what was 

observed as this phenomena was not a focus of this work, but may warrant more 

exclusive attention. 
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Figure 3-28: Presence of an internal pattern in a pNIPAAm structure after multiple 
swelling/deswelling events. A 10µm wide structure in the swollen state (a) compared to 
the structure after removal of solvent (b) showing an internal pattern with a periodicity of 
approximately 1/3 the buckled wavelength. Size bar represents 20µm. 

 

3.2.4 Differential Lateral Swelling and Edge Buckling 

 As discussed previously in section 3.2.2, a swelling pNIPAAm structure which 

does not meet the critical criteria required to induce a bulk buckling instability still 

experiences non-uniform swelling. Perhaps the most simple manifestation of this is 

occurs as the gel swells outwards along its width in a non-uniform fashion as shown in 

Figure 3-27. This will be referred to as differential lateral swelling as elongation of the 

structure’s width is near zero at the plane of confinement and increases with increasing 

distance from the confinement plane. This form of instability has been observed in 

previous studies and has even been exploited for particle capture and release (49, 70, 71). 
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Figure 3-29: Cross-sectional image of a pNIPAAm structure showing differential lateral 
swelling. Images were taken by confocal microscopy and show the x,z-plane of a 100µm 
wide and 20µm height pNIPAAm structure cross-section in the dry (a) and swollen (b) 
states including an overlay of the two states (c). Size bar represents 50µm. 
 

 

Figure 3-30: Surfaces rendered from confocal microscopy image slices showing localized 
edge buckling in low aspect ratio structures. Arbitrary side view (a), bottom view 
showing the confinement plane (b), and arbitrary top view. Size bar represents 100µm 
(b). 
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For structures with dry dimensions below the critical geometric requirements for 

bulk buckling, and at sufficiently low degrees of swelling (α below approximately 1.9), 

this is the primary form of non-uniform swelling observed. At higher degrees of swelling, 

a second non-uniformity emerges in the form of localized edge buckling (Figure 3-30).  

From a typical microscope view (top down), localized edge buckling structures 

appear as a rectangular structure near the central axis with protruding cusps on the 

periphery with a defined periodicity, or wavelength, and amplitude (Figure 3-31). These 

features are similar to those observed in the Mora et al. study at geometries which did not 

result in bulk buckling structures (66). 

 

 

Figure 3-31: Localized edge buckling in a variable width pNIPAAm structure with a 
degree of swelling of α = 1.99. Size bar represents 50µm. 

 

 A closer view of the localized edge buckling instability is provided in Figure 3-

31. This form of non-uniform swelling manifests at the upper edge of the structure’s 

width and appears as a buckled, or undulating, pattern which propagates down the 

structure’s length. Unlike bulk buckling, this pattern is not wave-like, as its undulating 

protrusions are asymmetric about the y-axis, or the length axis, of the structure. Most 

interestingly, in Figure 3-31, surface wrinkling is observed marked by the lines which 
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periodically propagate across the structures width. These lines appear to align with the 

center of the cusps, or undulations, which manifest on the structure’s periphery. Although 

pure conjecture, it is possible that stresses which cause the periodic lines, or wrinkling of 

the surface, play a role in the formation of the localized edge buckling instability. This 

could be potentially similar to the increased localized tension caused by compression of a 

drawn window curtain’s top resulting in a rippled effect at its base. 

 

 

Figure 3-32: Localized edge buckling from a side view with cross-sections. A rendered 
surface from confocal image slices showing a side view of localized edge buckling (a) 
with cross-sections along various portions of the structure (b-e). Size bar represents 
50µm. 
 

 Analysis of edge buckling structures was performed on variable width pNIPAAm 

structures in order to gain further insight into the nature of this form of instability. As 

previous data has shown that the measureable onset of this instability is a function of the 

degree of swelling, measurements of the edge buckling periodicity, or wavelength, (λ) 

and the lateral extension, or amplitude, where collected on a number of variable width 

structures at various degrees of swelling ranging from α = 1.99 to α = 2.97 (Figure 3-32). 
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Figure 3-33: Plots of the wavelength (a) and amplitude (b) of edge buckling structures at 
various degrees of swelling. 
 

 No meaningful correlation could be made between changes in width with respect 

to λ or edge buckling amplitude. The degree of swelling (αeq), however, showed a strong 

linear correlation with both of these measurements. Evaluation of the linear relationship 

between λ and αeq reveals that this data shows a linear decrease in λ at decreasing αeq and 

predicts at αeq = 1, where the structure is undeformed and swelling is zero, that λ goes to 

a value of nearly zero as would be expected (Figure 3-33a). Additionally, the edge 

buckling amplitude decreases linearly with decreasing αeq (Figure 3-33b). This 

relationship predicts that the amplitude diminishes to zero at αeq ~ 1.5 which could 
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explain the perceived absence of the edge buckling instability in structures with αeq < 1.9 

as the observable amplitude of this instability limited the capacity to measure its 

characteristic geometry. 

 

3.3 Discussion of Results 

 Confinement of a swellable structure leads to anisotropic swelling of the structure 

over the course of solvent penetration due to a non-uniform distribution of compressive 

stresses generated by an anisotropic expansion of the structure. As swellable materials are 

becoming increasingly applied in engineering designs of many types, it is important to 

have a simple method for predicting the impact of non-uniform swelling on the behavior 

and equilibrium geometry of a confined structure. Recently, many attempts have been 

made to model the effects of confinement on the equilibrium geometry achieved upon 

completion of the swelling process (66, 69, 71, 126). Of these, a simple model developed by 

Mora et al. was shown to agree well with buckling instabilities observed in an acrylamide 

gel bound to a rigid surface (66). This model generated two simple relationships regarding 

the shape and onset of the buckling instability (Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2). The onset of the bulk 

buckling instability was predicted to be dictated by a critical compressive stress which is 

a function of the dry state aspect ratio. The applicability of this model to confined 

pNIPAAm structures was tested in section 3.2.2. Tests were performed by using a series 

of variable width structures at constant height. Samples of differing degrees of swelling 

were tested and the width at the onset of the bulk buckling instability was recorded to 

obtain the aspect ratio at which the instability manifested for a given degree of swelling. 

It was found that the aspect ratio at which the onset of buckling occurred did follow a 
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linear trend with respect to the degree of swelling as Mora et al. predicted; however, the 

proportionality was not in agreement. In section 3.2.3 it was suggested that discrepancies 

between experimental measurements and the model may arise due to anisotropic 

expansion during the swelling process such that the onset of the instability occurs mid-

swelling. This would result in a critical aspect ratio which is proportional, but not equal, 

to the dry state geometry. The proportionality between the dry state geometry and the 

critical state geometry can be described by introducing an anisotropic swelling factor 

such that: 𝑤𝑐
ℎ𝑐

= �𝛼𝑤
𝛼ℎ
� �𝑤0

ℎ0
�, where wc and hc denote the geometry at the onset of the 

instability and w0 and h0 denote the dry geometry. Within this framework, the 

experimentally observed onset of the bulk buckling instability occurs at �𝛼ℎ
𝛼𝑤
� = 1.23 

suggesting that elongation of the structures height (αh) is 23% greater than its width (αw) 

at the onset of the instability. This result is consistent with the expected influence of 

structural confinement as elongation in the structure’s width is strongly influenced by the 

confining boundary condition while elongation in structure’s height is free from 

constraint. Another possible explanation for this discrepancy is similar to the previous 

postulation but includes a material property component, the modulus of elasticity. 

Previous studies have shown that the elastic, or Young’s, modulus of a pNIPAAm gel 

changes dramatically between its swollen and unswollen states (135, 136). In an 

anisotropically swelling structure it would be expected that the elastic modulus would 

also become anisotropic resulting in directionally dependent deformations in response to 

an applied stress. The model used for comparison does not take these differences into 

account, in fact, the condition which predicts the onset of the bulk buckling instability is 

predicted by a constant non-dimensional compressive stress. Swelling-induced strain 
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throughout the gel structure dictates the resultant stress which, in a linear framework, is 

directly proportional to the elastic modulus. If deformations are anisotropic then it would 

be expected that the elastic modulus would be directionally dependent and the non-

dimensional compressive stress, which dictates the onset of the bulk buckling instability, 

would occur at both a geometry which differs from the initial state and be strongly 

influenced by an anisotropic modulus. Further evidence points to the onset of bulk 

buckling at a mid-transition geometry in a structure where height was measured in both 

the dry and swollen state. The results show that the theoretical aspect ratio prediction lied 

between experimental measurements of structure height made in the dry and swollen 

states, again suggesting that the critical geometry is established mid-transition. In one 

study a non-linear finite element method was developed to predict the formation of 

crease-like instabilities at a low aspect ratio and bulk buckling at high aspect ratios. The 

model predicted that the degree of swelling, represented in the model by the crosslink 

density, played a large role in predicting the formation of both forms of instability but 

could not resolve the value of the wavelength (71). Interestingly, this model does agree 

with the general trend observed in data obtained from variable width structures where the 

formation of surface wrinkling and localized edge buckling were observed at low aspect 

ratios and higher degrees of swelling suggesting that the creases predicted by this model 

may arise from conditions similar to the formation of localized edge buckling.  

 Similar discrepancies arose when evaluating the geometry established in bulk 

buckling structures. The linear framework suggests that the characteristic wavelength is 

purely a function of the structure’s height such that λ = 3.2h. Data from experiments 

performed on pNIPAAm structures showed that at low degrees of swelling such that α < 
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2, the dry state height was in close agreement with the theoretical prediction. In contrast, 

as the degree of swelling increased, measurement of the dry height under predicted the 

theory while measurement of the swollen height over predicted the theory. This again 

provides evidence for establishment of a mid-transitional geometry which fixes the 

characteristic wavelength. It is important to note that the experimental data used by Mora 

et al. to test the model was within the range of 1.15 < α < 1.85. Agreement of their data 

and the data in this study at low α fall in line with the general assumptions in the linear 

elastic framework such that a linear model is typically valid for systems where 

deformations are small. Furthermore, the buckling wavelength was measured on variable 

aspect ratio structures and compared to the dry state geometry. It was found that �𝛼ℎ
𝛼𝑤
� 

increased with increasing equilibrium degree of swelling such that: 𝛼ℎ
 𝛼𝑤

≈ 1
3
𝛼𝑒𝑞 + 0.85. 

As one should expect, at a zero degree of swelling (αeq = 1) differences between 

elongation in height (αh) and width (αw) vanish and 𝛼ℎ
𝛼𝑤

≈ 1. Although this is an empirical 

approximation derived under the assumption that 𝛼ℎ ≈ 𝛼𝑒𝑞, it could still prove as a 

simple method by which to understand the characteristic geometry adopted by a buckled 

structure for materials subject to large deformations. A study performed by Sultan et al. 

tested a stiff swelling gel clamped to a soft non-swelling surface and found that the 

mismatch in Young’s modulus for the two materials impacted the observed equilibrium 

wavelength in comparison to that predicted by the linear Mora model (67). It was found 

that the wavelength scaled as �𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡

�
1
3
h, where Estiff and Esoft are the respective Young’s 

moduli and h is the height of the structure. Although a quantitative comparison cannot be 

made, it is expected that during the swelling of a pNIPAAm structure the elasticity of the 
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material changes as the material expands (135, 136). Since expansion of the base portion of 

the structure is highly confined compared to the top, it is expected that a similar 

discrepancy in elasticity would exist throughout the structure. In contrast, it would be 

expected that the mismatch in elastic properties would not occur at a specific point but be 

continuous both during the swelling process and at swelling equilibrium making the 

findings in this study difficult to directly compare although the general trend is 

consistent. 

 Another interesting result from these studies was the observation of multiple mid-

swelling structures as shown in Figures 3-18 through 3-20. These observations show that 

the characteristic wavelength of the transient structures increase from state to state and 

finally adopt a permanent wavelength at equilibrium swelling of the bulk buckled 

structure. Interestingly, the formation of these intermediate structures was not smooth but 

the structures “snapped” from one state to the next at various points in the swelling 

process. These observations suggest that as the swelling process proceeds the structure 

may reach various transient geometries which meet the critical criteria for instability 

formation. During the formulation of the model presented by Mora et al., the most 

unstable wave number was used to predict the dimensions of the final buckled structure 

(Figure 3-33) (66). The formation of transient wavelengths observed in this study may 

suggest that as the structure swells multiple critical points are met such that the 

relationship between Pc and qc is changing. This may arise from the formulation which 

led to the prediction of these critical values. The non-dimensional compressive stress, P, 

has the form: 𝑃 = 12�𝛼𝑒𝑞 − 1� �ℎ
𝑤
�
2
. As P is a function of both swelling and geometry, 

and previous results suggest that swelling is not equal in h and w, snapping between 
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multiple intermediate states could be explained by changes in the function P(q) driven by 

transient changes in the effective aspect ratio such that �𝛼ℎ
𝛼𝑤
�  = 𝑓(𝛼) as suggested by 

data in Figure 3-17. 

 

 

Figure 3-34: Stability diagram presented by Mora et al. This diagram shows the general 
relationship between the non-dimensional compressive stress (P) as a function of the non-
dimensional wave number (q) (66). 
 

 Localized edge buckling was observed in non-bulk buckling structures at 

increased degrees of swelling (α above approximately 1.9). This phenomenon is similar 

to that observed in corona type geometries (65, 66, 126). It was also shown that structures 

similar to those seen in locally buckling structures appear in the initial phases of swelling 

which leads to bulk buckling of a structure (Figure 3-19). The instability can be described 

by buckling perpendicular to the confining surface on the top edge of a structure. The 

periodicity of the instability and the in-plane amplitude scale linearly with the 

equilibrium degree of swelling. Analysis of this data suggests that at equilibrium swelling 

below α = 1.5, the amplitude is non-existent providing further evidence that this form of 

instability only manifests at large degrees of deformation. Although the importance of 
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this is not yet understood, it provides some basic guidelines to predicting the formation 

and geometry of these structures. 

 

3.4 Summary 

 Swelling of confined structures, fabricated by simple two-dimensional techniques, 

can lead to a variety of rich three-dimensional geometries which emerge as a result 

anisotropic swelling and non-uniform stresses. Gaining additional data to understand the 

formation of these geometries is critical to further understanding the important 

parameters required to develop simple and applicable models for engineering design. 

Formation of four basic types of non-uniform swelling were seen to manifest in 

rectangular, surface confined, pNIPAAm structures: bulk buckling, differential lateral 

swelling, localized edge buckling, and surface wrinkling. 

It was shown that at small degrees of swelling (α < 2) the data was in general 

agreement with a simple linear elastic model in predicting the onset and geometry of bulk 

buckling. As swelling increased, the linear model became increasingly divergent from 

experimental observations, most likely due to non-uniformities in structure elasticity and 

deformation during the swelling process. This analysis suggests that the geometry which 

dictates the final equilibrium structure is attained during the swelling process at an aspect 

ratio which is dissimilar from the dry state.  A simple modification to the linear model 

which accounts for uneven swelling in height with respect to width was applied. This led 

to the formulation of a simple linear relationship between the equilibrium degree of 

swelling and the ratio of elongation in height and width. This modified linear elastic 

model can serve as a useful tool for predicting the geometric effects of swelling on 
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confined structures which is extremely important in applying swellable materials in 

engineering design. Additionally, various stable structures were observed throughout the 

swelling process before the final instability geometry was reached further giving 

evidence of the importance of the transient geometry of a swelling structure under large 

deformations. 
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Chapter 4: pNIPAAm Structures for Culture of Organized Micro-Tissues 

 

4.1 Traditional Cell Culture 

 Culture of eukaryotic cell types has been practiced for over half a century with an 

increased emphasis on animal and, more specifically, mammalian cell lines as these cell 

types provide the greatest insights into human health. Cell culture ultimately aims to 

serve as a primary or secondary platform for understanding the fundamental relationships 

between cells of different types and their chemical and physical environment in addition 

to interactions between cells. Cells can be cultured in two basic environments; as cell 

suspensions or adherent cultures. This research focuses on the growth of adherent cells; 

therefore adherent cell culture will be the primary focus of subsequent discussions. 

Typical growth, proliferation, and maintenance of adherent cells is performed on flat, 

two-dimensional, surfaces primed for cell culture. Polystyrene is a common substrate 

used for the culture of adherent cells although modification of the surface chemistry is 

usually essential to promote suitable cell attachment, spreading, and proliferation  (137). 

Typically, cells grown on two-dimensional surfaces, such as polystyrene, are used to 

maintain cell cultures, observe the stages of cell attachment and proliferation, or test 

cellular response to chemical treatments (138). In the context of tissue engineering, where 

development of complex well-organized tissues is paramount, two-dimensional culture 

methods are generally utilized for cell proliferation.  
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The primary aim of tissue engineering is to form cellular constructs which mimic 

or reproduce the complicated functions of native tissues. In light of this goal, two major 

complications arise when applying traditional cell culturing techniques: lack of cell 

organization and translocation of cultured tissues. Adherent cells grown on standard 

tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) surfaces adhere to the surface, flatten, spread along the 

surface, and begin to undergo mitosis leading to cellular proliferation on the surface. In 

this case, the orientation and organization of the cells is completely absent and cells 

within the culture are positioned and oriented randomly as shown in Figure 4-1a. 

 

 

Figure 4-1: NIH 3T3 Fibroblasts dyed with calcein-AM (thresholding/masking performed 
to highlight cell bodies) on a standard TCPS dish (a) with no long range order compared 
to cells on an engineered pNIPAAm surface (b) designed to induce cell alignment.  
 

To address this failure in controlling cell behavior numerous engineering 

approaches have been developed to induce control over cell orientation (Figure 4-1b) and 

develop organized micro-tissues. These methods will be described in more detail in 

subsequent sections of this chapter.  
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In addition to directing cell organization, translocation of organized micro-tissues 

is typically desired for further testing, delivery in vivo, or for subsequent construction of 

increasingly complex tissues. In standard culture, removal of adherent cells is typically 

accomplished through enzymatic digestion of ECM proteins to which the cells are 

attached. This is typically initiated by the serine protease trypsin and often accompanied 

by the chelating agent ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) to scavenge calcium and 

magnesium ions. This method of cell removal is not preferred for cells which have been 

organized into ordered micro-tissues because the digestion of ECM proteins may result in 

release of cells bound to the surface but also disrupts cell/cell contacts and destroys the 

matrix which holds the micro-tissue together effectively disaggregating the entire tissue 

and resulting in well dispersed individual cells which have a rounded appearance (139). 

 

4.2 Engineering Approaches to Cell Organization 

 Development of complex tissues in vitro which possess all aspects of native 

tissues is paramount for the general aims of tissue engineering.  An important challenge 

to the development of these tissues is that of cell organization. Many of the tissues in our 

body are designed of multiple cell types combined together with a very specific 

organized structure which is essential to the proper function of the tissue (140). A few 

examples of tissue types that require a high degree of organization include vascular tissue 

(141), intervertebral discs (142), skeletal muscle (143), and myocardial tissue (144, 145) to name a 

few. In order to develop tissues which properly mimic the function of native tissues, the 

organization of cultured cells must be achieved in a simple and controllable way. The 

most common method of inducing spatial organization and alignment of cultured cells is 
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to exploit the natural phenomena of contact guidance (146-149). Contact guidance is a 

general term used to describe the propensity for a cell to orient itself during spreading 

and/or migration in response to an anisotropic surface. It has been shown that the 

anisotropy of the surface can be topological (148, 150), mechanical (151, 152), or chemical (153-

155) in nature. Cellular response to surface anisotropy is not restricted to cell organization, 

but has also been shown to have a significant impact on cellular function (146, 151). Most of 

the techniques used to culture cells for tissue engineering purposes either directly or 

indirectly harness the power of contact guidance in order to develop tissues with directed 

organization. The following sections outline current approaches to inducing cell 

organization in culture, and introduces a new approach to cell organization on micron-

scale pNIPAAm surfaces. 

 

4.2.1 Scaffolds 

 Scaffolds are possibly the most widely used type of surface for tissue engineering 

applications today. Modern scaffolding material design and their application was 

pioneered in the late ‘80s by Vacanti and Langer, and have since led to a wide variety of 

scaffolding materials, designs, and applications (156). Typically scaffolds are comprised of 

synthetic polymer materials such as polylactic acid (PLLA), polyglycolic acid (PGA), 

and polycaprolactone (PCL) to name a few (157-159). Scaffold style materials are attractive 

for tissue engineering-based cell culture as they allow for attachment, migration, 

differentiation, and growth of cells in a three-dimensional environment. This becomes 

important as it has been shown that some aspects of cell function and behavior can only 

be imitated in three-dimensional environments. For instance, it was shown that adhesion 
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of human foreskin fibroblasts was significantly different on tissues derived from three-

dimensional matrices in comparison to culture on two-dimensional surfaces (160). Design 

and application of scaffold-based tissue engineering has been successfully applied to a 

multitude of tissue types such as bone (161, 162), nerve (163, 164), cartilage (161, 162, 165), and 

vascular tissue (166, 167). Although scaffold-based tissue engineering shows great clinical 

promise it is not without its challenges. The primary challenges facing this method of 

cellular organization include biocompatibility, biodegradability, vascular integration (87), 

diffusive limitations (88, 168), and mechanical limitations (169). 

 

4.2.2 Decellularized Matrices from Native Tissues 

 Expanding upon the concept of non-native scaffold materials, research into the 

application of decellularized tissue matrices as a platform for cell growth has become 

increasingly studied (170-172). The ultimate goal of this technique is to remove cell bodies 

from a native tissue while having minimal impact on the chemical, physical, and 

biological properties of the remaining ECM. The structure which remains has the overall 

geometric and chemical properties which could allow for recellularization with cell types 

derived from a patient’s own tissues and thereby increasing the success of transplantation 

by minimizing potentially troublesome immunological responses. In general, tissues are 

removed from a host after which they are subjected to a number of processing steps both 

chemical and physical in nature such as sonication, freezing-thawing, enzymatic 

treatment, detergent rinsing, and treatment with ionic solutions (173). Each step in the 

process acts to remove all cellular components from the protein matrix while leaving the 

connective ECM structure intact. Recellularization of decellularized matrices has met 
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with some success in many complex tissue types such as lung tissues (174, 175), liver tissues 

(172, 176), urological tissues (177), and vascular tissues (170, 178). Use of decellularized 

matrices is in its infancy as a technique and still faces many technical challenges such as 

minimization of decellularization effects on ECM structure and composition, availability 

of appropriate tissues for decellularization, and cell seeding strategies to accommodate 

growth of complex tissue structures (173, 179). 

 

4.2.3 Patterned Two-Dimensional Surfaces 

 Patterning of two-dimensional surfaces to form anisotropic geometric and 

chemical topographies has been widely applied to cell culture for directing cell spreading, 

organization, and migration(180). This method of controlling cell behavior has been 

applied to numerous material surfaces such as poly-L-lactide/trimethylene carbonate (181), 

polycarbonate (PC) (182), polycaprolactone (PCL) (182), collagen (183), poly-(D,L-lactide-

co-glycolide) (PLGA) (183), quartz (184), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) (185, 186), 

photosensitive polyimide (187), PDMS (186, 188), and pNIPAAm (155, 189, 190). Additionally, 

this method of inducing cellular organization has been shown to be applicable to an 

extremely large library of cell types including C2C12 myoblasts (181), MC3T3-E1 

osteoblast-like (191), mouse fibroblasts (NIH 3T3) (182), chick heart fibroblasts (184), human 

endothelial (HGTFN) (182), vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) (183, 186), mouse 

epithelial (HC11) (192), cardiac myocytes (193), and neurological tissue (PC12) (187). In each 

case anisotropic patterns, usually formed of an array of nano-scale to micro-scale 

rectangular shapes, are used to direct cell orientation causing cells to elongate and spread 

in the direction of the anisotropy. The surface anisotropy has been demonstrated by both 
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chemical patterning of the surface (155, 185, 190, 191) or through formation of three-

dimensional topographies (182, 185, 191). Chemical patterning of surfaces is usually 

accomplished by generating cell-adhesive and non-cell-adhesive domains through 

selective protein adsorption or modulation of surface hydrophobicity by micro-contact 

printing or lithography. Studies have been performed to determine the effects of three-

dimensional geometry on the alignment of cells with particular focus placed on the 

periodicity or width of the anisotropy and the depth between extrusions. In general it has 

been shown that cell alignment favors increased depth of extruded structures and 

alignment is slowly reduced as structure width is increased  (148, 194-196). One study 

demonstrated the lower limits on topographical alignment of rat dermal fibroblasts 

suggesting that alignment was lost for extrusions with depths below 35nm and widths of 

less than 100nm (197). Although a wide variety of geometries have been studied and some 

fundamental relationships between geometry and cell alignment have been observed, it 

appears that no studies to date have been performed on structures with large depths 

(>10µm). 

In addition to induction of cell organization, these surfaces have been shown to 

impact cellular function and gene expression. One study demonstrated that anisotropic 

topographies significantly affected collagen deposition and matrix-metalloproteinase 

levels in human fibroblasts (195). It was also noted that the anisotropy of the surface was 

not the only factor which adjusted the cellular function but the geometry, more 

specifically the depth, also played a key role. Additionally, it was shown that surface 

topographies can have an impact on gene expression as it was noted to have an effect on 

fibronectin mRNA levels in human gingival fibroblasts (198). Also, anisotropic surfaces 
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have also been shown to allow for formation of more complex tissues through cellular 

differentiation. For instance, differentiation of aligned myoblasts into multinucleated 

fibers or myotubes has been demonstrated by multiple groups (181, 188, 196). 

In one study an anisotropic PDMS surface was used to organize skeletal 

myoblasts (C2C12) into a well aligned micro-tissue which could be differentiated into 

multinucleated myotubes. Upon subsequent cell seeding, additional layers of myotubes 

could be formed resulting in a complex three-dimensional micro-tissue. Although 

alignment of the first layer of myotubes was favorable, alignment of subsequent layers 

was increasingly diminished making this a limited approach to highly organized three-

dimensional micro-tissues (196). 

 

4.3 Organization of Cells on Micron-Scale pNIPAAm Structures 

 Although organization of cells has been accomplished on many material surfaces, 

it has yet to be applied to micron-scale three-dimensional topographies comprised of 

pNIPAAm. Also, as mentioned before, it appears that little to no research has been 

performed on the culture of cells on anisotropic three-dimensional surfaces extruded from 

two-dimensional foundations which exhibit length scales above 10µm in depth (extrusion 

height above surface). Additionally, a major drawback of applying existing strategies for 

development of complex and relevant tissues for tissue engineering is the lack of a simple 

mechanism for micro-tissue translocation. In order to apply engineered micro-tissues for 

use as transplantable tissues for regenerative medicine or subsequent construction of 

increasingly complex tissues a method of cell harvesting must be built into the culture 

platform such that translocation of micro-tissues is practical while enduring minimal 
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augmentation to micro-tissue structure and cellular activity. For these reasons a new 

platform for cellular organization, which embodies previously validated methodologies, 

has been applied to micron-scale pNIPAAm patterned surfaces of various depths, 

spacing, and width. Thermally induced expansion of the pNIPAAm hydrogel structure 

leads to a significant increase in the surface area of micron-scale pNIPAAM patterns 

which can facilitate mechanically mediated removal of organized micro-tissues (49). The 

finer points of micro-tissue release from pNIPAAM surfaces will be discussed in later 

chapters, for now the discussion will focus on the formation of organized micro-tissues 

mediated by topological cues engineered into the design of three-dimensional pNIPAAm 

patterned surfaces. In order to test the capacity for micron-scale pNIPAAm patterned 

structures to induce cellular organization and alignment two primary types of surfaces 

were examined. The first test surface is comprised of an array of closely spaced 

rectangular, beam-like, surface extrusions. The pNIPAAm arrays had dimensions of 

approximately 4µm in width and 1µm in depth, with spacing of 9µm or 8µm in width and 

1µm in depth, with spacing of 12µm (Figure 4-2a). The second group consisted of 

isolated structures with greater depth, width, and spacing. Structures were spaced by 

1000µm with a depth of 21.4µm ±3.0µm and widths ranging from 20µm to 100µm 

(Figure 4-2b). Each surface was cultured with NIH 3T3 mouse fibroblasts to examine the 

potential of these surfaces to induce organization and alignment. 

 

4.3.1 Cellular Organization on Arrays of pNIPAAm Structures 

Fibroblast alignment on arrayed surfaces of pNIPAAm was significantly 

improved over control surfaces. Qualitatively, cells cultured on the arrayed surfaces 
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formed nearly confluent aligned cell sheets where cell alignment followed the long axes 

of the underlying arrayed structures. Figure 4-3 shows calcein-AM stained fibroblasts 

cultured on pNIPAAm surfaces after 24 hours of culture while Figure 4-4 shows a 

composite image of the cells captured in phase contrast. Seeding densities used were high 

(~500 cells/mm2) in order to assure rapid population of the surface without need for 

lengthy proliferation steps. From visual observation of the samples it is quite clear that 

both 4µm wide structures and 8µm wide structures were capable of aligning the cells. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: Arrayed (a) and isolated (b) three-dimensional pNIPAAm surfaces for 
cellular organization and alignment shown using fluorescence microscopy to excite 
embedded rhodamine-b co-monomer. Scale bars represent 100µm (a) and 1000µm (b). 
 

 

Figure 4-3: Alignment of NIH3T3 mouse fibroblasts stained with calcein-AM cultured on 
arrays of pNIPAAm structures with widths of 4µm (a) and 8µm (b) in comparison to 
cells grown on a glass surface (c). Insets (a,b) show alignment of the underlying 
pNIPAAm structures. Images taken 10X and size bars represent 100µm. 
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Figure 4-4: Alignment of NIH 3T3 mouse fibroblasts on an array of pNIPAAm structures 
(4µm width) taken in phase contrast and composited with a fluorescent image of the 
underlying structures (red). Images taken at 10X and scale bar represents 100µm. 
 

Data collected from image analysis was used to generate angular histograms 

showing the distribution of cell alignment on both geometries of arrayed surfaces after 24 

and 96 hours in culture and is compared to alignment of cells grown on a glass surface in 

Figure 4-5. All data was normalized such that the orientation of the underlying anisotropy 

was positioned at 0°. Cell alignment on arrays of 4µm widths was found to be -

0.8°±16.8° after 24 hours of culture and 6.0°±28.3° after 96 hours of culture. 

Additionally, alignment on arrays 8µm widths was found to be -1.3°±13.9° after 24 hours 

of culture and 7°±25.4° after 96 hours of culture. In contrast, alignment of cells on glass 

surfaces was found to be -5.3°±52.1°. 
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Figure 4-5: Angular histograms showing the orientation of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts on 
pNIPAAm structures of 4µm (a) and 8µm (b) widths after 24 hours (1) and 96 hours (2) 
in culture compared to orientation of cells grown on glass control surfaces (c). For 
patterned surfaces the pNIPAAm structures had an alignment of 0°. 

 

A simple two-sample t-test was performed to assess the comparison between 

alignments using a significance level (ɑ) of 0.05. From this analysis it was found that 

mean orientation was unaffected by the difference in pNIPAAm structure width and 

spacing while there was a significant difference in mean orientation between 24 hours 

and 96 hours of culture. Although mean values of cell orientation for 24 hour pNIPAAm 

samples are similar to the mean orientation of cells on the control glass surfaces it is 

important to note that the angles allowed for measure of cell alignment were in the range 

from -90° to 90°. It would be expected that anything that is randomly measured in this 

range would have a value close to the mean of the range (0°) but possess a large variance 

which can easily be interpreted from the angular histograms in Figure 4-5. 

 The characteristics of cell shape were evaluated by seeding surfaces, both 

pNIPAAm arrays and glass, at low cell densities (Figure 4-6). Cell orientation on 

pNIPAAm arrayed surfaces with widths of 4µm alignment was similar to densely 

populated surfaces having a mean orientation of -2.9°±14.0° in comparison to control 
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surfaces, 5.3°±51.6°. In order to elucidate any augmentation of cell shape imposed by the 

pNIPAAm array the spreading area, minimum ferret, maximum ferret, and circularity of 

spread fibroblasts was measured after 24 hours of culture. The results of these 

measurements on pNIPAAm arrayed surfaces can be found in Table 4-1 and are as 

follows: average spreading area (776.6µm2), average minimum ferret (18.3µm), average 

maximum ferret (83.2µm), and average circularity (0.33). In contrast the following was 

measured on glass surfaces: average spreading area (882.9µm2), average minimum ferret 

(24.5µm), average maximum ferret (70.3µm), and average circularity (0.43). In each case 

comparison of the metrics between pNIPAAm arrayed surfaces and glass surfaces using a 

two-sample t-test showed that means were significantly different using ɑ = 0.05. The 

results suggest a significant impact on cell shape due to culture on pNIPAAm structures. 

Spreading area and minimum ferret is reduced by 12% and 25% respectively while 

maximum ferret is increased by 18%. A decrease in minimum ferret and increase in 

maximum ferret suggests that cells grown on pNIPAAm structures are more elongated 

which is in line with the 23% reduction in mean cell circularity. 

 

4.3.2 Cellular Organization on Isolated pNIPAAm Structures 

 The second series of experiments tested the ability for highly spaced (essentially 

isolated) pNIPAAm structures to direct alignment of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. These 

structures had dimensions of between 50µm, 75µm, and 100µm with heights of 

approximately 21µm. Qualitatively, culture of cells on these surfaces yielded cells 

aligned to the long axis of the structure forming “ribbon-like” micro-tissues that extend 

the length of the beam and are approximately four to 8 cells in width. Analysis of cell 
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orientation was performed after 24 hours of culture. Cells cultured atop the various 

widths of pNIPAAm structures are shown in Figure 4-7. 

 

 

Figure 4-6: Calcein-AM stained NIH 3T3 fibroblasts cultured at low density on 
pNIPAAm arrays (a) and glass surfaces (b) after 24 hours. Images taken at 10X and size 
bars represent 100µm. 
 

Table 4-1: Comparison of cell spreading area and shape between fibroblasts cultured on 
pNIPAAm arrays (4µm width) and glass control surfaces. 
 

 pNIPAAm Array (4µm) Glass 
Avg. Spreading 

Area (µm2) 776.6 882.9 

Min. Ferret (µm) 18.3 24.5 
Max. Ferret (µm) 83.2 70.3 

Circularity 0.33 0.43 
 

For alignment of cells on wide pNIPAAm structures, data was adjusted such that 

the main axis of the structure lies on 90° and the data ranges from 0° to 180°. Average 

orientation of fibroblasts on 50µm, 75µm, and 100µm structures was found to be 

88.4°±14.2°, 90.8°±11.7°, and 90.3°±13.2° respectively. Histograms showing the 

distribution of cell orientations are provided in Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-7: Alignment of NIH 3T3 on isolated pNIPAAm beams of varying widths 50µm 
(a), 75µm (b), and 100µm (c). Images taken at 10X in phase contrast with size bar 
representing 100µm. 
 

 

Figure 4-8: Histograms showing the distribution of cell orientation after 24 hours of 
culture on 50µm, 75µm, and 100µm wide pNIPAAm structures in comparison to glass 
controls. The orientation of pNIPAAm structures was 90° in each case. 
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As was performed on orientation data for pNIPAAm arrays, a two-sample t-test 

was used to determine if there was any significant correlation between mean orientation 

and structure width on wide structures. It was found that mean orientation was not 

affected by beam width between 50µm, 75µm, and 100µm wide pNIPAAm structures. 

 

 

Figure 4-9: The fraction of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts aligned towards the orientation of the 
underlying pNIPAAm surfaces for the various surface types tested in this study. Cells 
were considered aligned if their orientation was within 10° of the underlying surface 
orientation. Error bars represent one standard deviation. 
 

In order to compare alignment on pNIPAAm arrayed surfaces and wide isolated 

surfaces the fraction of aligned cells was calculated from each data set. Any cell that was 

oriented within 10° of the underlying surface orientation was considered to be aligned. 

The results of this are provided in Figure 4-9. This data shows that the overall fraction of 

aligned cells was greater on wide isolated pNIPAAm structures but the aligned fraction 
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appears to slightly decrease with increasing structure width. In contrast, on arrayed 

surfaces, the aligned fraction slightly increases between 4µm arrays and 8µm arrays. In 

contrast, an analysis of variance test was performed between each set of data alignment. 

The results of this test suggest that mean aligned fraction was not significantly different 

(α = 0.05) between each structure geometry and differences in the means can be 

attributed to variance in the data. 

 

4.4 Discussion of Results 

 Cell alignment has been previously demonstrated on surfaces comprised of 

grafted thin pNIPAAm films. This has been accomplished by either patterning the grafted 

domains amongst non-adhesive domains(199, 200), patterning the surface with fibronectin 

and culturing in the absence of serum (155), or grafting atop an established topography 

(189). To date, this study is the first known demonstration of cell alignment on micron-

scale three-dimensional surface structures comprised entirely of pNIPAAm. The two 

primary types of pNIPAAm structure surfaces, closely spaced arrays and wide isolated 

structures, applied in this study both showed a significant capacity to induce alignment in 

NIH 3T3 fibroblasts after 24 hours of culture. For all surfaces, mean orientation of cells 

was within 5° of the orientation of the underlying surface anisotropy suggesting that these 

geometries are acceptable to produce highly aligned micro-tissues on micron-scale 

pNIPAAm surfaces.  Alignment of cells to the orientation of the underlying pNIPAAm 

surface in arrayed surfaces showed slight degradation after 96 hours although still 

remaining within a mean orientation of 10°, a metric used by multiple studies for 

determining successful alignment (148, 201, 202). A study conducted by Charest et al. 
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demonstrated that alignment of both primary myoblasts and C2C12 myoblasts was 

significantly improved over smooth surfaces on patterned hot embossed polycarbonate 

surfaces. It was revealed that structures with widths from 5µm to 75µm had a strong 

influence on primary myoblast orientation while orientation of C2C12 myoblasts was 

only influenced in structures with widths between 5µm and 25µm. Additionally, it was 

reported that a width of 10µm was optimal in inducing cell alignment in both cell types 

(202). This data is in agreement with our observations of the aligned fraction of fibroblasts 

on pNIPAAm surfaces. Aligned fraction data in this study shows no statistically relevant 

differences in fibroblast alignment when comparing each structure width used (4μm, 

8μm, 50μm, 75μm, and 100μm widths). This is in contrast to the previously mentioned 

study, suggesting that cellular alignment of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts on pNIPAAm surfaces is 

not strongly influenced by structure width within these ranges but may become more 

important in other cell types. A similar relationship was observed in another study 

examining the effect of topography on cell alignment in baby hamster kidney cells and 

Madin Darby canine kidney cells. Although only arrayed surfaces were tested in this 

study it was shown that for both cell lines there seemed to be optimal alignment between 

6µm and 12µm. It was also shown that depth played a much larger role in directing cell 

alignment over the range from 0.2µm to 1.9µm (148). In the studies performed on 

pNIPAAm structures, arrayed surfaces (4μm and 8μm) were ~1μm in height while wider 

structures (50μm, 75μm, and 100μm) were approximately 20μm in height although no 

difference in aligned fraction was observed. Although it may be expected that changes in 

structure height would influence alignment, this may be due to either cell type or to the 

arrayed nature of shallow structures and the widely isolated nature of wider structures. 
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Another study testing the width of surface anisotropy where NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were 

cultured in a patterned three-dimensional matrix of gelatin methacrylate, presented data 

that shows alignment between structures having widths between 200µm and 50µm (203). 

Alignment was observed to decrease with increasing width within this range. This is in 

contrast with our observations on wide pNIPAAm structures where no statistical 

difference in mean aligned fraction of cells between 50µm and 100µm widths is 

observed. 

 Although the data presented here is very encouraging for the application of 

micron-scale pNIPAAm structures in the development of organized micro-tissues, it is 

important to note that culture on these surfaces has some unaddressed challenges. 

Seeding cells on newly fabricated surfaces rarely results in significant cell coverage 

independent of cell seeding density. A possible cause for this could be the presence of 

unpolymerized monomer and initiator left in the material after polymerization, although 

samples were subjected to a series of rinses. After a few cycles of cell seeding, cell 

release by trypsinization and chelation, and sample disinfection cell coverage was 

typically enhanced. Even on samples where cell coverage was acceptable for micro-tissue 

evaluation, cell coverage was typically not complete as some areas of the sample 

remained uncovered. The domains where cell coverage was incomplete or absent was not 

conserved between culture cycles and it seemed that these domains were random. This 

may be explained by variations in seeding density and cell dispersion as well as the 

randomness associated with cell settling immediately following cell seeding. Although 

these issues did arise sufficient cell coverage could be obtained in order to perform 

analysis of micro-tissues on micron-scale pNIPAAm surfaces. This is in contrast to 
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observations made on grafted pNIPAAm films. A study aimed at determining the optimal 

parameters for cell adhesion on grafted pNIPAAm surfaces showed that adhesion 

dramatically decreases at film thicknesses exceeding 20nm which was greatly attributed 

to decreased dehydration of pNIPAAm chains as they extend further from the 

hydrophobic polystyrene tissue culture surface (95). This study suggests that good cell 

adhesion is not feasible on thick layers of grafted pNIPAAm which is in contrast to the 

cell spreading and adhesion observed in micron-scale pNIPAAm layers. Although 

attaining cell coverage on micron-scale pNIPAAm structures needs to be optimized, it is 

clear from the results of this work that cell adhesion and spreading on these surfaces is 

more than feasible, which suggests that from a cell adhesion context micron-scale 

pNIPAAm surfaces are fundamentally different than grafted thin films. 

 Data from culture of fibroblasts on micron-scale pNIPAAm structures also shows 

a significant impact on cell shape. A 25% reduction in minimum ferret and an 18% 

increase in maximum ferret suggest a lengthening of aligned cells which is further 

verified by a 23% reduction in circularity. The measured changes in cell shape are 

extremely similar to the results published by Dalby et al. where primary human 

fibroblasts were cultured on quartz slides having patterned arrays of 12µm widths and 

depths of 2µm (204). Additionally, a strong correlation between cellular alignment and 

reduction in circularity was observed in NIH 3T3 cells cultured on structures with a width 

of 50µm (203). This study also showed that aligned cells experienced a significant 

reduction in cell spreading area on the quartz arrays, a result which is also observed in 

cells cultured on pNIPAAm arrays where mean cell spreading area was reduced by 12%. 

Although the reduction in cell spreading area induced by surface topography is not 
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completely understood it has been observed in many studies (192, 205, 206). One study 

performed, using human fibroblasts on titanium coated surfaces, studied the effects of 

surface topography on cell shape and reported significant increases in cell height by using 

scanning laser confocal microscopy (198). Although cell height was not included in this 

analysis, these results suggest a similar effect may be occurring on pNIPAAm surfaces 

and may warrant further evaluation. 

Although relationships similar to those observed in this study exist, it is always 

import to keep in mind that cellular response to topological cues is largely influenced by 

cell type (148, 202, 205, 207). The results of this study are positive for application of micron-

scale pNIPAAm structures in cultivating micro-tissues for use in tissue engineering and 

should be applied over a wider range of geometries as well as cell type in order to test the 

extent of their potential application. 

 

4.5 Summary 

 In this chapter, the well-studied cellular phenomenon of contact guidance was 

harnessed in micron-scale pNIPAAm structures of various size and spacing. It was 

demonstrated that alignment of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts could be accomplished by culture on 

pNIPAAm surfaces designed in a series of closely spaced arrayed structures as well as 

wide isolated structures. This allowed the culture of micro-tissues having the form of 

aligned cell sheets on closely spaced arrays or ribbon-like micro-tissues on wide isolated 

structures. In addition to cell alignment cell shape was also affected by culture on the 

surfaces such that cells were more elongated and showed a decreased spreading area in 

comparison to control surfaces.  
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Chapter 5: pNIPAAm Structures for Rapid Release of Organized Micro-Tissues 

 

 In the previous chapter we discussed various methods behind cell organization 

with an emphasis on using topographically induced cell alignment by contact guidance on 

various forms of patterned two-dimensional surfaces. In many cases the two-dimensional 

substrates were patterned with a three-dimensional topography with length-scales and 

geometries conducive to inducing cell alignment. While investigation of surfaces which 

can be used to direct cell organization is important, another important aspect of surface 

design must be considered; the ability to remove or translocate the organized micro-

tissues while limiting any impact on micro-tissue structure and cell health. Application of 

these surfaces for advanced tissue engineering approaches is significantly retarded 

without a fruitful way to accomplish this. This chapter discusses some of the current 

approaches to cell release, or micro-tissue harvesting, and presents a new approach based 

on micron-scale pNIPAAm structures. 

 

5.1 Engineered Approaches to Harvesting Micro-Tissues 

 As discussed early in Chapter 4, traditional methods of cell removal from culture 

surfaces typically involves the use of enzymes such as trypsin and/or chelating agents 

such as EDTA. Cell removal by these methods disaggregates any engineered organization 

of micro-tissues due to enzymatic destruction of ECM components and termination of 

cell/cell contacts (139, 208). Also, enzymatic removal of cells has been shown to have 
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significant impacts on cell function (209). This is not favorable for use with cells which 

have been cultured on engineered surfaces designed to induce cellular organization as 

organization will be lost and proper cellular function is questionable. 

 

5.1.1 Mechanical Removal 

 Mechanical removal of cells from engineered surfaces is another option for 

harvesting of cultured cells but has shown to yield mixed results (139, 196, 208, 210). Infrared 

spectra of human gastric cancer cells, after mechanical harvesting using a scraper, 

suggested that significant cellular damage occurred due to mechanical removal causing 

loss of intracellular RNA. Additionally, distinct morphological changes in mechanically 

removed cells were observed as well as reduced cell density (208). While mechanical 

removal is highly invasive to cell survivability it has been shown that post-mechanical 

removal surfaces are very conducive to promoting growth of new cells most likely due to 

the presence of lipids which were expelled from broken cell walls (210). Although this is 

an interesting result it does not provide any advantage of mechanical removal for 

subsequent application of harvested cells which are significantly damaged. One study 

claims successful mechanical removal of organized C2C12 myoblasts cultured on 

anisotropic PDMS surfaces. Myoblasts were cultured and aligned on PDMS surfaces, 

allowed to differentiate to form myotubes, and subsequently cultured with fresh cells to 

repeatedly form a multilayered micro-tissue of myotubes. Mechanical removal of cells 

was facilitated by a probe with a 5µm diameter and strips of multilayered myotube 

“bundles” were removed from the surface intact (196). Although no data was presented to 

ensure that cell integrity was preserved, it is likely that mechanical removal in this 
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situation was a viable option as the micro-tissue was well formed in a three-dimensional 

nature providing increased mechanical stability within the micro-tissue in contrast to 

removal of planar micro-tissues. Although this may be a viable option for isolated 

studies, this would be a difficult approach to scale towards high-throughput tissue 

engineering technologies as very precise tools and human intervention are necessary 

therefore a more automated and universal approach is desired. 

 

5.1.2 Degradation of Supporting Surface 

 Another approach to harvesting of micro-tissues has been to engineer a surface 

that can be dissolved or degraded by a treatment designed to be minimally invasive to the 

cultured tissue. 

In one study a surface was modified with patterned collagen and seeded with 

mammary epithelial cells to form small islands of cells. Release of the small clusters was 

accomplished by collagenase-induced degradation of the underlying collagen surface 

resulting in the release of small cell clusters which were then placed in a three-

dimensional collagen matrix (211). While this is an interesting approach, and it appears 

that cell/cell contacts were preserved and ECM was potentially undisturbed, it resulted in 

the release of micro-tissues that did not preserve the shape induced by patterning of the 

surface, limiting its utility for the generation of highly organized micro-tissue constructs. 

Another study demonstrated the use of pNIPAAm films formed on PDMS which had a 

patterned surface by first polymerizing the PDMS on a steel block which had a grooved 

surface due to polishing with sandpaper. The pNIPAAm films were then removed from 

the PDMS surface leaving behind a patterned pNIPAAm surface. During the process 
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laminin and collagen IV were adsorbed onto one of the pNIPAAm film surfaces. The 

films were shown to be suitable for cell culture and possessed the mechanical strength to 

be manipulated by forceps. Cell laden pNIPAAm films could then be transferred to 

another surface, allowed to attach to the surface, and the cells could be released from the 

film by reducing the temperature to 22°C for 2 hours causing the pNIPAAm to dissolve 

away. Dissolution of the pNIPAAm film was possible as it was not formed into a gel due 

to the lack of a cross-linking agent during polymerization (212). Although this is a very 

novel approach, it is unclear what impact dissolved pNIPAAm chains may have on cell 

health. 

 

5.1.3 Thermal Activation of Thin pNIPAAm Grafts 

 One of the most promising strategies towards the non-invasive harvest of cultured 

cells was pioneered by Teruo Okano nearly 20 years ago (44). In general, plasma-treated 

polystyrene culture surfaces were modified by grafting thin films of pNIPAAm onto the 

surface. The pNIPAAm modified surface remained an acceptable surface for cell culture 

at culture conditions (37°C) with the added advantage of the built-in responsive nature of 

the pNIPAAm layer. Through thermal manipulation of the pNIPAAm layer by lowering 

culture temperature below the demixing temperature (~32°C), a critical shift in the 

properties of the grafted pNIPAAm surface occurs resulting in controlled release of 

cultured cells. This method of cell harvest has been widely studied and applied to 

numerous cell types (47, 91, 93, 94, 97, 155, 190, 200, 213-216). The process of releasing cells from a 

culture surface by thermal activation of pNIPAAm surfaces is commonly referred to as 

cell sheet engineering (45, 94, 96, 97). Although the exact mechanics behind cell detachment 
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from grafted pNIPAAm are not fully understood several studies have been performed to 

elucidate the detachment mechanism. In one study, sodium azide was applied to cells to 

determine if ATP driven metabolic activity plays a role in detachment (43). Sodium azide 

causes a drop in cellular ATP due to its inhibition of cytochrome C oxidase which is the 

final enzyme required for mitochondrial ATP production (112). It was found that cell 

detachment from grafted pNIPAAm surfaces was reduced by 40 – 50% in the presence of 

2mM sodium azide. Higher levels of sodium azide were attempted but led to cell damage 

and release on control surfaces. Although inhibition of release was not complete, 

potentially due to incomplete inhibition of ATP production, these results suggest that 

metabolically driven processes are a key aspect to cell release on these surfaces. 

Additional insights into the mechanism of cell detachment were gained by applying 

treatment of inhibitors targeting specific cellular functions such as protein synthesis and 

actin filament depolymerization. It was shown that tyrosin phosphorylation was an 

important cellular function to cell detachment and suppressing its activity resulted in loss 

of cell detachment on grafted pNIPAAm. Additionally, inhibition of both the 

depolymerization and the stabilization of F-actin resulted in reduced cell detachment 

suggesting that actin dynamics play a role in cell detachment. Through this study it was 

proposed that cell detachment from grafted pNIPAAm surfaces due to a thermally 

induced shift in material properties was a two-step process. First, a passive detachment 

step which is a result in the change in the surface interactions between the pNIPAAm 

layer and the ECM/cell construct and a second metabolically active detachment step 

which requires cytoskeletal reorganization and intracellular signal transduction (46). 
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Many studies have been performed where cultured cell sheets have shown 

significant success when applied in vivo for both animal and human testing. A few 

examples of the application of cell sheets released from grafted pNIPAAm surfaces 

include: hepatic tissue (liver) (213) neonatal rat skin fibroblasts  for lung repair (216), oral 

mucosal epithelium for corneal reconstruction in human patients (21), and mesenchymal 

stem cells for treatment of infarcted rat hearts (217). These successes demonstrate the 

inherent advantages of cell release without the need for chemical or harsh mechanical 

processes as well as the capacity to deliver micro-tissues intact and without any non-

native biological or synthetic components. 

 

5.2 Cell Release on Micron-Scale pNIPAAm Structures 

 In the following sections, results of cellular detachment of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts 

will be discussed and a new mechanism of cell detachment from micron-scale pNIPAAm 

structures will be suggested. As previous studies have suggested, pNIPAAm is a highly 

suitable material for culture and recovery of micro-tissues but to date no studies have 

been published testing the ability for micron-scale pNIPAAm topographies to induce 

cellular organization and recovery. The previous chapter outlined the capacity for these 

surfaces to induce cellular organization and the subsequent sections of this chapter will 

outline its capacity to rapidly harvest organized micro-tissues. 

 

5.2.1 Cell Release from pNIPAAm Arrays 

 Three-dimensional micron-scale structures comprised of pNIPAAm were chosen 

as a suitable platform for cellular organization and release. Release of micro-tissues 
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formed on pNIPAAm structures was induced by shifting culture temperature with cold 

DPBS to ~28°C on a microscope stage to evaluate the effects of release due to thermally 

initiated pNIPAAm swelling by sequential capture of images or video acquisition. 

Release of an aligned sheet of fibroblasts is presented in Figure 5-1. Release of the 

aligned micro-tissue after 24 hours of culture was nearly instantaneous releasing within 1 

second after application of cold DPBS. As the micro-tissue released it began to contract 

and ultimately formed a coiled or wrapped structure.  

 

 

Figure 5-1: Release of an aligned sheet of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts from an array of 
pNIPAAm structures (4µm). Cells were stained with calcein-AM and cultured for 24 
hours with detachment occurring in under 1 second (a-d) and the resultant released tissue 
in a coiled confirmation (h). Size bars represent 100µm 

 

To elucidate if the effects of DPBS flow into the culture dish assisted in the rapid 

release of the aligned sheet, aligned cells were allowed to cool from culture temperatures 

under the thermal gradient of room temperature (~26°C). After 3 minutes disassociation 

of the cell sheet from the pNIPAAm array was in progress as presented in Figure 5-2. It is 
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important to note that complete detachment of aligned sheets without forces provided by 

gentle agitation with cold DPBS was typically incomplete. This may be due to ECM 

continuity and cell contacts between the aligned micro-tissue and the cells bound to the 

glass surface bordering the pNIPAAm array as these structures are only ~1µm in height. 

 

 

Figure 5-2: Release of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts on a pNIPAAm array (4µm) after unaided 
cooling from culture temperature to room temperature for 3 min. Size bar represents 100 
µm. 
 

Although release of micro-tissues from the surface of pNIPAAm arrays has been 

demonstrated, it is important to note the capacity of this approach towards dictating the 

boundary shape of the aligned micro-tissue. Figure 5-3 shows the removal of an aligned 

micro-tissue at one of the outer boundaries of the array. This shows that cells are readily 

detached from the pNIPAAm array while leaving cells bound to the periphery glass 
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virtually unchanged demonstrating the capacity of these patterns to dictate the peripheral 

shape of the released micro-tissue. 

 

 

Figure 5-3: Release of an aligned micro-tissue shown from the boundary of the 
pNIPAAm array. Size bar represents 100μm. 
 

5.2.2 Cell Release from Wide Isolated pNIPAAM Structures 

 Release of organized micro-tissues was also tested on wide isolated pNIPAAm 

structures. These structures have a height of 22µm, far greater than the pNIPAAm arrays 

(0.8µm), and typically release was unhindered by any peripherally glass bound cells. 

Similar to release of micro-tissues on arrayed pNIPAAm surfaces, release was initiated 

by addition of cold DPBS to reduce the culture temperature to ~28°C. Release of an 

aligned “ribbon-like” micro-tissue from a 100µm wide pNIPAAm structure is presented 

in Figure 5-4. Typically within 10 seconds of shifting the culture temperature noticeable 

expansion of the underlying pNIPAAm structure begins. As the structure begins to swell, 

retraction of the overlying micro-tissue is initiated. Although the cells are released from 

the surface, the micro-tissue acts as a single entity and cells within it appear to remain 

attached to one another. This suggests that cell/cell contacts and potentially ECM is 
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undamaged and the overall integrity of the micro-tissue is preserved. In most cases, 

significant cell detachment was observed 3 minutes post-swelling. Although a majority of 

the micro-tissue detaches from the surface, complete disassociation of the micro-tissue 

from the surface was rarely observed suggesting that small portions of the micro-tissue 

remain attached and inhibit complete micro-tissue release into the bulk. Although 

detachment may not be complete, gentle agitation of the surface by fluid flow with a 

pipette or shaking of the culture dish generally assists complete disassociation suggesting 

that the contact points are few and weak. 

 

 

Figure 5-4: Thermally induced detachment of a ribbon-like micro-tissue from a wide 
pNIPAAm structure. A 100µm wide pNIPAAm structure (ε=0.42) shown pre-swelling 
(a) and 3 minutes post-swelling (b). Size bar represents 100µm. 
 

A time-lapse of the detachment process is shown in Figure 5-5 to demonstrate the 

progress of cell detachment over a 3 minute period following thermally induced swelling 

of the pNIPAAm structure. Significant changes in the micro-tissue orientation and 

structure follows only 30 seconds after applying cold DPBS. Cells begin to contract and 

round. The micro-tissue begins to shrink as cell contacts with the surface are disturbed 

and internal tensile forces are translated into micro-tissue retraction as the cell loses 

traction. Cell release data collected on well-populated 75µm and 100µm width samples 
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with a swelling induced surface strain (ε) above 0.3 showed that mean area of cell 

detachment was 85% after 3 minutes post-swelling. Although quantitative data was not 

acquired, samples which had been cultured for 48 hours or more showed slightly different 

results. Some samples released cells in a similar fashion to those cultured for 24 hours 

while others showed virtually no cell release. Although the exact reasoning for this has 

yet to be determined it may be due to excessive buildup of ECM as it was also observed 

that the pNIPAAm structures on these samples showed little to no surface strain upon 

swelling. 

 

 

Figure 5-5: Swelling induced release of a ribbon-like micro-tissue comprised of aligned 
fibroblasts grown atop a 100µm wide isolated pNIPAAm structure 0min, 0.5min, 2min, 
and 3min post swelling (ε=0.39). The final frame (3min) was taken at a location a few 
hundred microns to the left of the other images to follow the retracting micro-tissue. Size 
bar represents 100µm. 
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 In addition to detachment of well-formed ribbon-like micro-tissues, detachment of 

cells on a sparsely populated pNIPAAm structure was also observed (Figure 5-6). Cells 

which are closely spaced (as shown on the left portion of Figure 5-6) detach in a similar 

fashion as those in well-formed micro-tissues suggesting that shared ECM is releasing in 

tandem with cell release and, while holding adjacent cells together, facilitate forces 

responsible for cell detachment. In contrast, cells which are more isolated either 

spontaneously detach or round up on the surface. 

 

 

Figure 5-6: Detachment of cells from a sparsely populated 100µm pNIPAAm structure 
(ε=0.41) showing cells pre-swelling (a) and 3 minutes post-swelling (b). Size bar 
represents 100µm. 
 

 Partial cell release was also observed on structures with smaller widths (20µm). 

Although a complete analysis of cell detachment on these structures was not performed, 

observations are presented here. Qualitatively, cells elongated along the pNIPAAm 

structure’s long axis to form micro-tissues with a “fiber-like” geometry. Micro-tissue 

fibers were no more than 3 cells in width, more typically one or two, and many cells in 

length. Due to the severely reduced width in these pNIPAAm structures lateral swelling 

no longer dominates the geometry of the final swollen structure as discussed previously. 

In fact, these high aspect ratio structures experience a bulk buckling instability upon 

swelling. Fibroblasts still partially attached to high aspect-ratio pNIPAAm structures, 
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post swelling, are provided in Figure 5-7. Although detachment is incomplete, a 

significant portion of both isolated cells and fiber-like micro-tissues detach such that a 

majority of the cell bodies are suspended between buckles. 

 

 

Figure 5-7: NIH 3T3 Fibroblasts grown on 20µm wide pNIPAAm structures after 
thermally initiated swelling. Size bars represent 50µm. 
 

5.2.3 Mechanism for Cell Release 

 Previous studies on thin grafted pNIPAAm films aimed at elucidating the 

mechanism of thermally induced cell detachment from pNIPAAm surfaces have come to 

address two primary components involved in the process. The first component is driven 

by a change in the hydrophobicity of the surface while the second involves metabolically 

active processes within the cell which lead to a rearrangement of the cellular cytoskeleton 
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(46). After having demonstrated reasonable micro-tissue release from micron-scale 

pNIPAAm structures it became a focus of this work to understand the mechanism of cell 

detachment from these surfaces in comparison to grafted films. Two primary 

observations revealed that the mechanisms may be completely different. First, cell release 

from micron-scale structures is much more rapid than release reported from grafted films. 

For instance, release from wide isolated pNIPAAm structures is, in most cases, nearly 

complete within 3 minutes (Figure 5-5) while release from grafted surfaces can take from 

15 minutes to over an hour (43, 93, 210, 213, 217).  Second, release from pNIPAAm films is 

generally performed by shifting surfaces from culture temperature (37°C) to 20°C or 

below while release from micron-scale pNIPAAm structures is managed by only shifting 

culture temperature to ~28°C. Additionally, it was noted that in some experiments 

documenting cell release from wide isolated pNIPAAm structures, cell release was 

retarded on samples which exhibited a low swelling ratio resulting in a low degree of 

surface strain. These observations are in contrast to detachment of cells on grafted films 

of pNIPAAm and warranted further investigation. Due to the rapid nature of cell release 

in micron-scale pNIPAAm structures it is believed that metabolic processes play a 

diminished role, if any at all. Rather, it is hypothesized that cell release from these 

surfaces is primarily facilitated by the swelling induced expansion, or strain, of the 

structure surface. Swelling of thin grafted pNIPAAm films results in very little geometric 

augmentation within the length scale of the cell. Micron-scale pNIPAAm structures, on 

the other hand, experience changes in shape and geometry on the scale of the cell and are 

therefore capable of producing shear forces which have potential to impact interactions 

between the ECM/cell complex and the surface. In order to test the strain-induced 
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detachment hypothesis as a potential mechanism to explain cell release from micron-

scale pNIPAAm structures, wide isolated surfaces were designed to exhibit various 

degrees of surface strain by adjusting the cross-link density from 1% - 4%. This resulted 

in structures with surface strains ranging from 0.12 to 0.71. Additionally, the role of 

metabolic activity was assessed by incubating cells with sodium azide prior to release, as 

sodium azide plays an important role in cellular ATP production and was used in 

previous work to demonstrate the contribution of metabolic activity in cell release on 

grafted pNIPAAm surfaces (43). Finally, Y-27632, an inhibitor of Rho-associated protein 

kinases, was used to treat cells prior to thermally-induced swelling to determine if the 

mechanical properties of the cell play a role in detachment. 

 Data measuring the percent reduction in attachment area of micro-tissues on 

surfaces of varying degrees of surface strain, after 3 minutes of swelling, is provided in 

Figure 5-8. Evaluation of this data uncovers a strong relationship between detachment 

and degree of surface strain. It was anticipated that cell detachment would vary in tandem 

with strain; however, it appears that there is a range between strains of 0.2 and 0.3 where 

there is a critical shift in the degree of detachment. Taking a strain of 0.3 to be a critical 

boundary for active detachment, averages of micro-tissue detachment area were 

calculated. For strains above 0.3, average detachment area was 85%±16% while for 

strains below the critical strain, average detachment area was 10%±24%. The large 

variance in low strain samples is due to the two points within a transition range between 

good and poor detachment but were included in the average as they fell below the 

established critical strain. 
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Figure 5-8: Measure of the detachment area of micro-tissues on wide pNIPAAm 
structures after 3 minutes of swelling as a function of swelling-induced surface strain. 

 

Although detachment from micron-scale pNIPAAm surfaces was not observed at 

strains below 0.3 within 3 minutes post-swelling, observations were made for durations 

exceeding 30 minutes of low temperature treatment to test if detachment from low strain 

surfaces would propagate with time as seen in detachment from thin, grafted, pNIPAAm 

films. A sample with a surface strain of 0.18 is presented in Figure 5-9 prior to swelling 

and after 3 and 35 minutes post-swelling. Figure 5-9 shows that detachment of micro-

tissues on low strain pNIPAAm surfaces is negligible even 35 minutes after swelling 

while maintaining low temperature treatment. This suggests that the mechanics which 

dominate cell release from thin, grafted, pNIPAAm surfaces may not be present in 

micron-scale surfaces. 
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Figure 5-9: Micro-tissue grown atop a 100µm pNIPAAm structure prior to thermally-
induced swelling (a) and after swelling for 3 minutes (b) and 35 minutes (c). Surface 
strain is 0.18 and size bar represents 100µm. 
 

 To address the potential effects of cellular metabolism on detachment of cells 

from wide pNIPAAm surfaces, micro-tissue detachment area was evaluated in micro-

tissues exposed to sodium azide for 60 minutes. These tests were performed on samples 

having swelling-induced surface strains ranging from 0.17 to 0.66. The results of these 

experiments are provided in Figure 5-10. A critical change between detaching and non-

detaching micro-tissues at a surface strain of approximately 0.3 was again observed. Cell 

detachment area at strains exceeding 0.3 was an average of 84%±11%. This suggests that 

detachment of sodium azide treated micro-tissues act in a similar way to non-treated 

samples and further suggests that ATP driven metabolic processes play a diminished role, 

if any, in cell detachment from micron-scale pNIPAAm structures. Additionally, these 

results reinforce that expansion of the surface, or surface strain, plays an important role in 

micro-tissue detachment due to mechanical forces which arise, even under conditions 

where cellular process which require ATP are diminished.  
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Figure 5-10: Measure of the detachment area of sodium azide treated micro-tissues on 
wide pNIPAAm structures after 3 minutes of swelling as a function of swelling-induced 
surface strain. 

 

If cellular release from micron-scale pNIPAAm structures is driven by 

mechanical forces, it is important to further query the process by augmenting the 

mechanical characteristics of the attached cells. This was accomplished by treating 

micro-tissues attached to wide pNIPAAM structures with Y-27632, a compound known 

to inhibit stabilization of components of the cytoskeletal structure and reduce traction 

forces between cells and the surface. The results from this test are presented in Figure 5-

11. Average cell detachment area was found to be only 1%±4%. The results show 

practically no appreciable reduction in cell attachment area when treated with the Rho-

associated protein kinase inhibitor. In fact in some samples a slight increase in cell 

attachment area was observed suggesting that upon straining of the pNIPAAm surface 

cells stretched in tandem with the surface. Images comparing the effect of thermally-

induced surface strain on cell detachment for cells treated with sodium azide, Y-27632, 

and untreated micro-tissues are presented in Figure 5-12. 
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Figure 5-11: Measure of the detachment area of Y-27632 treated micro-tissues on wide 
pNIPAAm structures after 3 minutes of swelling as a function of swelling-induced 
surface strain. 

 

 

Figure 5-12: Micro-tissues grown atop 100µm isolated pNIPAAm structures in the 
culture state (1) and the thermally-induced swollen state (2) for untreated cells (a) and 
cells treated with sodium azide (b) or Y-27632 (c). The average surface strain due to 
swelling for these samples is 0.35±0.03. 
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5.3 Discussion of Results 

 Results obtained by testing micro-tissue release from micron-scale pNIPAAm 

structures demonstrate that rapid release can be obtained by shifting culture temperature 

from 37°C to ~28°C. Complete release from pNIPAAm arrays was typically facilitated 

by gentle agitation through tapping of the culture dish or light shear by pipetting. When 

cold DPBS fluid was lightly pipetted over the surface, micro-tissue sheet detachment was 

extremely rapid and occurred within a second. If samples were allowed to cool unaided at 

room temperature, cell release was initiated and the cell sheets began to detach in some 

areas of the sample but detachment was usually incomplete and ceased (Figure 5-2). This 

is probably due to the scale of these patterns. Arrays of pNIPAAm are about 1µm in 

height from the surface which would allow for significant association between cells in the 

aligned micro-tissue and cells attached to the periphery glass potentially stabilizing the 

retracting tissue and preventing complete release. When fluid is flowed over the surface 

fluid can flow underneath the detaching tissue allowing for significant forces to influence 

the sheet and disassociate it from the peripheral anchored cells. This suggests that future 

design of these surfaces may include for an increase in pNIPAAm array height in order to 

minimize interactions between organized micro-tissues and cell growth on peripheral 

substrates. Release from arrayed surfaces in this manner is much more rapid than release 

from wide isolated pNIPAAm structures. This may be due to a few variables. First, 

attachment area between the micro-tissue and the surface is greatly reduced in arrayed 

surfaces due to the gaps between pNIPAAm structures. This not only reduces micro-

tissue attachment area but also allows for flow of solvent underneath the sheet as cold 

DPBS is added to the sample and as the sheet detaches. Secondly, because the cross-
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sectional area, and overall volume, of structures in the pNIPAAm array is far less than in 

wide structures, swelling rate would be far greater in arrayed structures which could 

address the increase in detachment rate. Additionally, it was shown when detachment 

from pNIPAAm arrays is complete, cells on the periphery of the array remained attached 

to the glass. This gives evidence that sheets of various peripheral geometries can be 

formed and released for greater control over the organization and shape of organized 

micro-tissues.  

 Release from wide isolated pNIPAAm structures was rapid in nature when 

compared to traditional release from grafted pNIPAAm films. Micro-tissue release was 

typically initiated within 30 seconds (Figure 5-5) and complete within approximately 3 

minutes. Interestingly, release of cells typically began by release of a portion of the 

micro-tissue which then began to retract down the length of the structure as subsequent 

cells in the micro-tissue detached. Typically, when micro-tissue retraction reached a 

certain point (sometimes at the end of that particular micro-tissue) detachment would 

cease and the entire retracted micro-tissue would remain anchored at that point. 

Subsequent agitation of the surface through tapping of the sample or gentle agitation with 

a pipette resulted in complete release of the micro-tissue. Although in many cases 

complete detachment of micro-tissues is desired, this form of partial detachment could be 

advantageous for the selective isolation of single micro-tissues. If it remains slightly 

attached at a point it could be feasible to harvest a single micro-tissue by extracting the 

partially released tissue from the surface by simple acquisition through pipetting under a 

microscope.  
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 Cell detachment from narrow isolated pNIPAAm structures differed from 

detachment in wide isolated structures. Cells detached from various portions of the 

structure as it buckled but appeared to remain attached at certain points resulting in cells 

suspended between buckles on the swollen structure. In addition to use for cell printing, 

as will be discussed later, this process has potential to be used to study the mechanical 

properties of cells. 

 Cell release has been performed on pNIPAAm surfaces for nearly 20 years. This 

technique was pioneered by Okano in the early 90’s by demonstrating that cells grown on 

grafted pNIPAAm tissue culture surfaces could be released by low temperature treatment 

(44). Typically low temperature treatment is performed at 20°C or below and cell release 

can take between 15 minutes and over an hour (43, 93, 210, 213). One study showed that the 

temperature of the treatment depends on cell type such that temperature treatment was 

optimized in order to induce the greatest degree of cell detachment. It was suggested that 

this was caused by a delicate balance between hydration of the underlying pNIPAAm 

layer and the metabolic activity of the cells. At lower temperatures, hydration is more 

complete but cell metabolism slows. Providing additional proof that cell detachment from 

grafted films requires both cell metabolism and surface hydration (43).   Early experiments 

required extended periods of cold temperature treatment in order to detach cell sheets. 

The rate of cell detachment was improved by altering the grafted pNIPAAm layer 

through generating porous grafted membranes to enhance hydration rates of the 

pNIPAAm surface (93) or co-polymerization with 2-carboxyisopropylacrylamide to 

augment the hydrophobicity change (218). These conditions raise important questions 

when considering the application of cells released from grafted pNIPAAm layers for 
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tissue engineering purposes. Exposing cells to low temperature environments can 

significantly impact cellular functions such as transcription, translation, metabolism, and 

cellular cytoskeleton and it is unclear how this may impact subsequent use and value of 

the harvested micro-tissue (219-221). In contrast, cell release from micron-scale pNIPAAm 

structures has been demonstrated by treating cells at temperatures much closer to culture 

temperatures (~28°C) and for much shorter durations (3 minutes or less). This serves to 

reduce the potential impact of low temperature treatment on cell health and function 

while still generating harvestable, organized, micro-tissues. Another complication which 

arises when considering cell release from pNIPAAm surfaces is the retraction and 

aggregation of the cell sheet. A common method used to prevent this from occurring 

during release from grafted pNIPAAm films is to use a supporting structure to release the 

cells onto as detachment occurs, preventing retraction of the cells as they lose traction 

with the pNIPAAm surface. For instance, in one study shrinking of cardiac myocytes 

upon release was prevented by using chitin membranes which aided in preventing micro-

tissue shrinkage and facilitated translocation of the cell sheet to a fresh culture surface 

(214). A similar issue faces cell release from micron-scale pNIPAAm structures as micro-

tissues retract and shrink upon release causing them to lose their peripheral shape. This 

makes the micro-tissue less useful for applications where precise spatial organization is 

desired. To prevent this, a novel micro-contact printing technique was developed where 

cells can be translocated directly from pNIPAAm structures to a desired surface without 

the need for an intermediate transfer surface. The finer details of this technique will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 
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 There also appears to be a significant difference in the mechanism behind 

detachment of micro-tissues from micron-scale pNIPAAm surfaces in contrast to 

detachment from grafted thin films. In grafted thin films, results from numerous studies 

suggest that detachment is the result of two distinct processes: metabolically driven 

cellular functions which require ATP, such as cytoskeletal reorganization, and changes in 

the hydration state of the pNIPAAm surface (43, 46). This work has demonstrated that 

reduction in metabolic activity, through reduction of ATP production by treatment with 

sodium azide, had little to no impact on micro-tissue detachment from micron-scale 

structures. Rather, the data presented here suggests that the mechanism for detachment is 

strongly related to the degree of surface strain generated by expansion of the surface 

resulting from the thermally initiated swelling of the pNIPAAm structure. This is most 

likely caused by a balance between the tension forces between the cell and surface 

generated by focal adhesions and actin filaments (stress fibers) and the sheer stress 

generated by the expansion of the underlying surface. Additionally, treatment with Y-

27632 retarded cell detachment from the surfaces with strains above the critical strain of 

0.3. Data from micro-tissue response to various degrees of surface strain on: pNIPAAm 

structures for control, sodium azide treatments, and Y-27632 treatments are combined in 

Figure 5-13. Here it can easily be concluded that the strain of the surface plays a 

dominant role in micro-tissue detachment independent of treatment with sodium azide. In 

contrast, interfering with cellular contractility through Y-27632 treatment severely 

impacts the efficiency of micro-tissue detachment. This further suggests that mechanical 

forces drive detachment. 
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Figure 5-13: Combined data showing the effects of thermally induced strain of 
pNIPAAm surfaces on micro-tissue detachment in cells treated with sodium azide (♦), Y-
27632 (▲), and untreated (●). 
 

Y-27632 inhibits Rho-associated protein kinases specifically p160ROCK (111). 

Amongst other cellular changes, inhibition by Y-27632 causes a reduction in actin-

myosin contractility and ultimately intracellular tension (222). This leads to a reduction in 

cellular resistance to stretching and thus more compliant to stresses generated by the 

strain of the underlying surface. In fact, image analysis of cells on swollen pNIPAAm 

structures after treatment with Y-27632 suggest that cells slightly deform as the swelling-

induced strain is applied. This results in a slight increase in average cell coverage area 

post-swelling as shown in Figure 5-14. Images of pre-swelling and post-swelling micro-

tissues treated with Y-27632 are presented in Figure 5-15 where slight deformation of the 

cell bodies in the micro-tissue is observed. 
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Figure 5-14: Reduction in cell attachment area for micro-tissues on pNIPAAm surfaces 
with strains exceeding 0.3. Error bars represent 1 standard deviation. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-15: A micro-tissue treated with Y-27632 grown on a micron-scale pNIPAAm 
structure 100µm in width after 24 hours of culture before (a) and after (b) thermally-
induced swelling showing slight deformation in the constituent cell bodies. Size bar 
represents 100µm. 

 

 Another interesting observation arising from this study was the general lack of 

detachment observed in micro-tissues on wide micron-scale pNIPAAm structures which 
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experienced levels of surface strain below 0.3 even after over 30 minutes of low 

temperature incubation (Figure 5-9). Although detachment after lengthy low temperature 

incubation was not always completely retarded, if any detachment was observed it was 

extremely incomplete. This is in contrast to detachment on grafted films where 

detachment is typically observed within 30 minutes. It would be prudent to assume that 

the mechanism of cellular detachment proposed on grafted pNIPAAm films may also 

apply to micron-scale structures, if detachment is not first induced by forces generated by 

the expanding surface between the micro-tissue and the pNIPAAm surface during 

swelling. This discrepancy may be attributed to the higher temperatures at which release 

was performed or suggest that the mechanism which governs detachment from grafted 

films is highly diminished or non-existent in micron-scale structures. 

 

5.4 Summary 

 Micro-tissue release from micron-scale pNIPAAm structures has been 

demonstrated on both closely spaced arrays and wide, isolated, structures. Although in 

some cases complete detachment of the micro-tissue was incomplete, detachment was 

sufficient enough to facilitate complete removal of the micro-tissue by gentle agitation. 

Cell release from these surfaces requires less reduction in culture temperature and 

detachment is more rapid than reported on grafted pNIPAAm films making these surfaces 

attractive for further study, as impacts on cell health and function can be minimized. 

Additionally, it was found that the mechanism of cell detachment from micron-scale 

surfaces differs from grafted films. In contrast to grafted films, inhibition of metabolic 

activity through reduction in cellular ATP production had no observable effect on micro-
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tissue release. This suggests that cellular functions may not play an important role. 

However, the degree of swelling-induced surface strain did appear to have a significant 

impact on micro-tissue release where a critical strain between 0.2 and 0.3 seems to dictate 

successful release. This suggests that detachment in micron-scale structures is governed 

by mechanical forces rather than the two step hydration/cytoskeletal-reorganization 

model proposed in grafted thin films. 
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Chapter 6: Translocation of Organized Micro-Tissues by Micro-Contact Stamping 

 

 Exploration of methods to induce cellular organization and release of cultured 

cells in a minimally invasive fashion has been carried out for over two-decades, yielding 

a handful of extremely fruitful strategies. Formation of organized cells is generally 

facilitated by exploiting the cellular phenomena of contact guidance where many cell 

types preferentially align to anisotropic surfaces. Release of cells has been carried out in 

a number of ways with release from thin grafted films of pNIPAAm being the most 

widely studied. With all of this effort applied to organization and release of cells, very 

little progress has been made in applying these practices to higher level tissue 

engineering applications such as minimally invasive harvest and translocation of cells 

and/or micro-tissues aimed at development of complex and spatially organized, multi-

layered, three-dimensional micro-tissues. This chapter reviews currently explored 

strategies for micro-tissue translocation and its application for the development of three-

dimensional micro-tissues as well as introducing a novel approach to direct translocation 

of organized micro-tissues by micro-contact stamping of micro-tissues from micron-scale 

pNIPAAm surfaces to a target substrate. 

 

6.1 Current Strategies for Translocation of Cultured Micro-Tissues 

 Release of micro-tissues can be accomplished by a few techniques, but generally 

results in the contraction of cells within the micro-tissue due to loss of mechanical 
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stability with the underlying substrate upon detachment. Traction forces generated by 

actin-myosin mechanics generate tensile stress within the cell through tension generated 

in actin filaments also known as “stress fibers”. Upon disruption of ECM/focal adhesion 

bonds to the surface, intracellular stress fibers relax resulting in the contraction of cell 

bodies (92, 199, 211, 214, 223). This results in the formation of a micro-tissue which no longer 

mimics the geometry of the cultured construct. To date, no know process has been 

developed to restore contracted tissues into their native geometry suggesting that an 

unaided approach to micro-tissue release has limited utility in tissue engineering 

applications and an approach used in tandem with cell detachment would be attractive. 

 One approach towards this involves cell culture on a thick pNIPAAm film lacking 

any internal crosslinks. This allows for a pNIPAAm film that has the mechanical stability 

required to handle with forceps, making it a good surface for cell culture and 

translocation. After culture is complete and a suitable micro-tissue is formed, the film can 

be removed and placed in contact with another surface, incubated, and the pNIPAAm 

film can be dissolved away by a low temperature treatment. This has been shown to 

successfully transplant functional cardiomyocyte micro-tissues (212). While this is an 

interesting approach, dissolution of the pNIPAAm film will result in long chain 

pNIPAAm molecules remaining in the bulk culture which raises question regarding their 

impact on cell health and may require a series of washing steps prior to translocation to 

limit potential impacts. 

 Another study demonstrated the culture of human fibroblasts in tandem with a 

poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) mesh. The aim was to reduce cell sheet contraction by 

folding a grown sheet over the surface of the mesh, in a four step folding process, to 
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generate a thick cell sheet that was easily manipulated for transplantation in a host (224). 

The folding was performed using forceps raising questions regarding the impact that 

direct mechanical manipulation of sensitive cell sheets may have on cell health and 

membrane integrity. 

 As cell sheet engineering, a concept introduced by Teruo Okano, is a widely 

studied approach for cell culture and cell release, recent studies have demonstrated 

approaches towards translocation of cells from the culture surface to a target surface. 

These approaches generally involve the use of an intermediate surface which acts to 

stabilize the micro-tissue during release and translocation. In one study, hydrophilically 

modified polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) membranes were used as such a support to aid 

in transfer of human aortic endothelial cells from grafted pNIPAAm films to a virgin 

tissue culture surface. PVDF membranes were then peeled away from the transferred 

cells leaving behind the cell sheet attached to the virgin surface (92). One question which 

remains regarding this technique is the mechanical disassociation of the transfer 

membrane and its impact on cell membrane stability. More recent studies involving 

translocation of cell sheets from grafted pNIPAAm surfaces have demonstrated the use of 

hydrogel coated stamps as an intermediate surface for translocation of cells (98-100, 199, 225). 

In one study a gelatin stamp was incubated on a cultured cell sheets for 30 minutes at low 

temperature (20°C) to induce cell release and transfer of myoblast to the hydrogel stamp. 

With the myoblast sheet still attached to the gelatin stamp, subsequent sheets are 

transferred to the stamp in the same fashion, yielding a gelatin stamp containing a 

multilayered micro-tissue. The gelatin stamp is then placed on a virgin surface such as 

TCPS and incubated at low temperature (20°C) for an unreported period to allow 
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attachment of cells to the fresh surface. Finally the gelatin stamp is removed by 

increasing the temperature to culture conditions (37°C) causing the gelatin to melt away 

and leaving behind the multilayered micro-tissue. This technique has met with promise 

and has been used to generate pseudo vascularized micro-tissues by combining the 

stamping technique with contact guidance induced cellular organization (98, 99, 199). In one 

study a multilayered sheet consisting of five separately cultured and harvested sheets of 

skeletal myoblasts and dermal fibroblasts were combined on a gelatin stamp surface and 

transferred to a tissue culture dish to evaluate vertical cell migration within the three-

dimensional micro-tissue (100). These studies demonstrate the power of a stamp-based 

approach to generating highly complex three-dimensional micro-tissue. Although this 

technique seems extremely promising as a tissue engineering strategy, a few concerns can 

be raised. As previously discussed in Chapter 5, cell release from grafted pNIPAAm 

surfaces typically requires a lengthy low-temperature incubation of the cells, raising 

concerns about cell health and impact on cellular functions and gene expression (219-221). 

In reports outlining the approach of cell release to gelatin stamps this incubation is 

approximately 30 minutes for each transferred cell sheet. Additionally, transfer of the 

micro-tissue from the gelatin stamp to a virgin surface requires an additional low-

temperature incubation to induce micro-tissue attachment of approximately 20 minutes 

and up to 2 hours in some cases (100, 199). This suggests that some of the cells which 

comprise a five layer micro-tissue would have been subjected to low temperatures (20°C) 

for a minimum of 170 minutes and a maximum of 270 minutes or approximately 4 ½ 

hours. 
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6.2 Cell Stamping from Micron-Scale pNIPAAm Structures 

 The concept of developing highly organized, three-dimensional, micro-tissues by 

a stamp-based technique is highly attractive but current strategies towards this are slow 

and require cells to be subject to hypothermic conditions for extended periods of time in 

order to develop multi-layered micro-tissues. To address these issues a process has been 

developed which has potential to form similar micro-tissues while reducing both the 

degree and duration cells are subjected to a hypothermic environment. A schematic 

overview for a micron-scale pNIPAAm based approach to micro-contact stamping of 

organized micro-tissues is presented in Figure 6-1. The entire process is comprised of six 

primary steps and has thus far been performed using NIH 3T3 mouse fibroblasts. First, 

sample surfaces are seeded with a high density of cells to ensure good surface coverage. 

Second, cells are allowed to incubate on the surface for approximately 24 hours such that 

cells can fully spread on the pNIPAAm structures, orient to the anisotropy, and generate 

sufficient ECM. The pNIPAAm surface is then placed in contact with a target surface and 

held in place by adding a small weight to ensure good contact. The samples are then 

cooled to ~28°C by adding a small amount of ice cold DPBS. This causes thermally-

induced swelling of the surface generating a surface strain which results in rapid 

detachment of cells from the pNIPAAm structures. The swollen stamp and target surface 

are allowed to incubate for 3-5 minutes to give sufficient time for adsorption of ECM 

proteins from the micro-tissue to the target surface as well as adequate cell adhesion (226). 

Finally, the weight is removed and the target surface is retracted containing the stamped 

micro-tissue. 
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Figure 6-1: Schematic outlining the primary steps involved in micro-contact stamping of 
organized micro-tissues from pNIPAAm structures. 

 

This micro-contact stamping procedure was testing using NIH 3T3 mouse 

fibroblasts cultured on micron-scale pNIPAAm closely spaced arrays and wide isolated 

structures. Stamping was attempted on two types of surface: TCPS and PDMS. Both 

surfaces were incubated with fibronectin prior to stamping to enhance cell adhesion to the 

surface. A partially transferred micro-tissue from an arrayed surface (8µm) is shown in 

Figure 6-2. This micro-tissue remained well attached to the TCPS surface post stamping 

although during the stamping process adhesion throughout the surface area of the tissue 

and the TCPS surface was not fully developed after 3 minutes of incubation.  
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Figure 6-2: Partial transfer of an aligned sheet from a pNIPAAm arrayed surface to a 
fibronectin treated TCPS surface after 3 minutes of incubation. Size bar represents 
100µm. 
 

Incomplete transfer can be attributed to insufficient time for adhesion to the 

surface or poor conformal contact between the stamp and receiving surface. To address 

these two potential issues stamping was performed on a more compliant surface (PDMS) 

and incubation times were increased to 5 minutes before disassociation of the two 

surfaces. An aligned micro-tissue from an arrayed pNIPAAm surface (8µm) was stamped 

onto a PDMS surface after 5 minutes of incubation prior to disassociation of the two 

surfaces (Figure 6-3). Although transfer was still incomplete, maintenance of cell 

alignment and organization was significantly enhanced and non-transferred portions of 
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the micro-tissue were completely absent from the stamped surface suggesting that they 

were lost to the bulk during the stamping process. 

 

 

Figure 6-3: Transfer of an aligned micro-tissue sheet from an arrayed pNIPAAm surface 
to a fibronectin coated PDMS surface after 5 minutes of incubation. Size bar represents 
100µm. 

 

 Stamping of micro-tissues developed on isolated pNIPAAm structures was also 

performed. Figure 6-4 displays a ribbon-like micro-tissue that was stamped from a 

100µm wide pNIPAAm structure to a fibronectin treated PDMS surface after 5 minutes 

of incubation prior to disassociation of the two surfaces. The stamped micro-tissue was 

120.8 µm at its widest point. Although the strain of this surfaces was not directly tested, it 

was fabricated from a chemistry which typically yields a surface strain of 0.35 – 0.45. 

This suggests that the micro-tissue slightly stretched perpendicular to its long axis with a 

strain of about 0.21 before detaching and adhering to the PDMS surface resulting in the 

transfer of a 120.8µm micro-tissue although the pNIPAAm surface would have expanded 

to approximately 135µm.  
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Figure 6-4: Transfer of a ribbon-like micro-tissue from a 100µm wide pNIPAAm 
structure by micro-contact stamping onto a PDMS surface. Size bar represents 100µm. 
 

Transfer of the micro-tissue in Figure 6-4 appears to have affected the alignment 

of its constituent cells resulting in a stamped micro-tissue which retains its global 

organization, but has lost cellular polarization. Although it is not completely clear why 

this occurs, many attempts at stamping have shown similar results while others have 

provided transfers that conserve more of the micro-tissue structure and alignment as can 

be seen in Figure 6-5. Here a ribbon-like micro-tissue was transferred from a 75µm wide 

pNIPAAm structure. At its widest point the stamped micro-tissue had a width of 80.1µm 

which can be interpreted as a slight stretching of the stamped micro-tissue with a strain of 

approximately 0.07. 
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Figure 6-5: Transfer of a ribbon-like micro-tissue from an isolated pNIPAAm structure 
having a width of 75µm to a fibronectin treated PDMS surface by micro-contact 
stamping. Size bar represents 100µm. 

 

 Micro-tissue stamping from pNIPAAm structures typically results in complete 

removal of micro-tissues from the structures and, while optimization of the process must 

be further explored, can result in the transfer of micro-tissues to the receiving surface 

without significant transfer of surrounding cells bound to the glass surface as shown in 

Figure 6-6. 

 

 

Figure 6-6: A ribbon-like micro-tissue cultured atop of a 75µm wide pNIPAAm structure 
(a) shown removed from the structure (b) by micro-contact stamping of the micro-tissue 
onto a fibronectin treated PDMS surface (c) and stained to show the cell bodies (green) 
and cell nuclei (blue). Size bars represent 100µm. 
 

Micro-contact stamping of micro-tissues from narrow isolated pNIPAAm 

structures has been accomplished in the same way, resulting in the stamping of “fiber-

like” structures on the receiving PDMS surface. A stamped “fiber-like” structure is 
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presented in Figure 6-7 where a fiber consisting of no more than two cells in width was 

transferred to a fibronectin coated PDMS surface from a 20µm wide pNIPAAm beam 

which undergoes bulk structural buckling as a result of thermally-induced swelling. 

 

 

Figure 6-7: A fiber-like micro-tissue formed on a 20µm wide pNIPAAm structure (a) 
which has been micro-contact stamped onto a fibronectin coated PDMS surface shown in 
phase contrast (b) and stained (c) to show the cell bodies (green) and cell nuclei (blue). 
Size bar represents 50µm. 

 

 To determine the viability of stamped cells two methods were employed. First, 

calcein-AM staining was performed on transferred micro-tissue sheets as shown in Figure 

6-3. Uptake of calcein-AM suggests cell viability by demonstrating healthy, intact cell 

membranes. Additionally cell health and maintenance of cell organization was tested by 

observing stamped micro-tissues on the receiving PDMS surface after four hours of 

incubation under culture conditions. Figure 6-8 shows a micro-tissue stamped from a 

75µm structure directly after stamping and four hours prior to stamping. Although the 

micro-tissue shape and cell polarization seem to be adequately preserved directly after 

stamping, within four hours of stamping cell spreading and migration on the non-
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patterned surface result in significant loss of these features. This demonstrates cell 

viability post-stamping but introduces a new challenge as micro-tissue organization is 

gradually lost due to cellular migration and a lack of any type of confining features or 

anisotropic topography. 

 

 

Figure 6-8: A ribbon-like micro-tissue stamped onto a fibronectin treated PDMS surface 
from a 75µm wide structure directly after stamping (a) and after four hours of incubation 
under standard culture conditions (b). Size bar represents 100µm. 
 

 Because pNIPAAm surfaces can be patterned over wide areas having various 

geometries, cell stamping can translocate micro-tissues with both local and global control 

over micro-tissue organization and geometry. Figure 6-9 shows a fibronectin coated 

PDMS surface after stamping an array of widely spaced “ribbon-like” micro-tissues over 

an area extending a few millimeters. 
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Figure 6-9: Fibroblasts stained to show the cell bodies (green) and cell nuclei (blue) after 
stamping onto a fibronectin coated PDMS surface. Size bar represents 500µm. 
 

6.3 Discussion of Results 

 Previous studies have demonstrated that a stamping-based method for 

translocation of cultured tissues is an attractive strategy for micro-tissue harvest as well 

as the development of multi-layered micro-tissue constructs (98-100, 199). The results of this 

study demonstrate the feasibility of stamping organized micro-tissues directly from the 

pNIPAAm structure to a receiving surface. Stamping has been demonstrated using NIH 

3T3 mouse fibroblasts grown atop various geometries of pNIPAAm structures. 
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Organized cellular micro-tissues were transferred from the surfaces to both polystyrene 

and PDMS surfaces treated with fibronectin to enhance cell adhesion. Sheets of aligned 

cells, “ribbon-like” micro-tissue strips and “fiber-like” micro-tissue lines were 

successfully stamped through this process. It was observed that stamping was more 

favorable on a softer, more compliant PDMS surface in contrast to a TCPS surface and 

extended incubation times between the stamp and the surface helped with transfer and 

maintenance of cellular organization. Additionally, cell health was shown to be good in 

cells stamped by this process as staining with calcein-AM was successful and cell 

migration and spreading was observed hours after transfer. Although this is a promising 

technique for micro-tissue translocation, it is not without its challenges. Stamping of cells 

from pNIPAAm structures proved to be challenging and reproducibility was low with 

stamping success of approximately 10%. When micro-tissue stamping was achieved, 

pattern transfer was not complete across the entire sample. Incomplete transfer and 

transfer success can be attributed to a few factors such as: conformal contact between the 

stamp and the surface, stamping pressure, incubation time between the stamp and 

receiving surface, and stable approach and retraction of the two surfaces pre and post 

stamping.  

Conformal contact is absolutely necessary for good micro-tissue transfer over a 

large area, especially when patterns are highly isolated such as the ones containing 

“ribbon-like” micro-tissues. Misalignment between the two surfaces of less than a degree 

can result in loss of patterned micro-tissue transfer over large areas of the sample. 

Previous studies which involved an intermediate transfer surface, such as a soft gelatin 

gel, did not report such difficulty (98-100, 199). This could be due to the fact that transferred 
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cells were usually in the form of large millimeter-scale sheets. As cells in the sheet are 

held together by ECM and cell/cell contacts, small degrees of misalignment would not 

prevent transfer of the entire sheet as cells would remained attached in the micro-tissue. 

Also, the gelatin gels used are extremely soft providing enhanced compliance with the 

surface which aids in buffering any potential misalignments.  

Stamping pressure can also play a critical role in micro-tissue transfer. It is 

important for cells to be in good contact with the surface in order to induce adhesion to 

the surface while too much pressure could result in damaging cell membranes. Without 

applying any pressure by adding weight (i.e. using only the weight of the PDMS stamp) 

cell stamping was primarily unsuccessful. This is most likely due to extreme lack of 

contact between the two surfaces. Small weights ranging from 20g to 100g were 

attempted to ensure good contact between the two surfaces. It was observed that transfer 

was optimal using smaller weights but larger weights were applied to help facilitate good 

conformal contact between the two surfaces and hopefully enhancing global pattern 

transfer. At weights exceeding 50g, micro-tissue stamping was extremely poor and in 

many cases delamination of the pNIPAAm structure occurred. Delamination may be 

caused by the additional plane of confinement induced by the additional weight applied 

to structure tops. This could result in an increase in internal stresses in the swelling gel, 

ultimately causing the gel to delaminate.  

Incubation time between the pNIPAAm surface and the receiving surface is 

important in order to allow for adsorption of ECM proteins and formation of focal 

adhesions between cells which comprise the micro-tissue and the new surface. Although 

this time is essential for good micro-tissue transfer, it would be attractive to minimize this 
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time while still maintaining good transfer for reducing the impact of low temperature 

incubation of cells, as this could potentially result in changes in cell health and 

biochemical state (219-221). Results for cells stamped with a three minute incubation 

showed transfer of cells but typically resulted in loss of cellular polarization in the micro-

tissue. This could be due to lack of good adhesion between cells and the receiving surface 

resulting in retraction of the cell bodies upon loss of contact with the pNIPAAm support. 

Cells stamped with incubation times of five minutes or longer showed enhanced 

preservation of cellular polarization suggesting that this may be close to the lower limit of 

the contact time required to allow sufficient micro-tissue transfer in NIH 3T3 fibroblasts 

while maintaining cell organization. 

Stamping from pNIPAAm structures was primarily performed by hand for this 

study which can present problems which may address incomplete transfer of micro-

tissues. Placing a 1x1cm PDMS surface atop a 22x22mm sample, adding a weight, and 

then removing them without shearing the two surfaces is impractical. Shearing of these 

two surfaces during this process can result in loss of micro-tissue organization and result 

in the destruction of the stamped tissue. A fiber-like micro-tissue stamped from a 20µm 

wide isolated pNIPAAm structure is shown in Figure 6-10. From this, image cells from 

the original micro-tissue appear to be sheared across the surface which may be the result 

of poor approach or retraction of the two surfaces during stamping. 

It was shown that the width of a “ribbon-like” micro-tissue transferred from a 

100µm pNIPAAm structure to a receiving surface was slightly increased from 100µm to 

120.8µm even though the surface would have expanded to at least 135µm based on the 

fabrication chemistry (Figure 6-4). The stretched micro-tissue after stamping implies that 
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the micro-tissue released and transferred to the surface after experiencing a strain of 

approximately 0.21. Additionally, in Figure 6-5 another “ribbon-like” micro-tissue is 

shown post transfer from a 75µm pNIPAAm structure also being stretched in width with 

a micro-tissue strain of approximately 0.07. Interestingly, both of the strains observed in 

stamped micro-tissues are either at, or below, the critical strain range presented in 

Chapter 5, further suggesting that micro-tissue detachment is strain driven. Also, the 

micro-tissue which experienced the greatest degree of strain had lost a majority of 

cellular polarization of its constituent cells while the micro-tissue which experienced less 

strain maintained its cellular polarization. Although in the context of this study it is 

unclear the exact reason for this, this may suggest that stabilization of the micro-tissue by 

adhesion to the receiving surface may play an important role before retraction of the 

stamp as the stamped micro-tissue which retained more of its internal cellular 

polarization had been incubated with the surface for a longer period. 

 

 

Figure 6-10: Phase contrast image of a fiber-like micro-tissue stamped onto a fibronectin 
coated PDMS surface showing cells disaggregated from the micro-tissue. Size bar 
represents 100µm. 
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 In general, stamping directly from pNIPAAm structures to a receiving surface has 

potential although optimization is required. This process offers a method by which 

stamping of organized micro-tissues can be performed without an intermediate surface 

and more rapidly than existing studies have demonstrated. Overall, this helps to reduce 

the impact of extended exposure to low temperature environments as the temperature 

drop has been minimized and exposure time reduced. Also, previous attempts to develop 

multi-layered micro-tissues through multiple stamping events require the cells to be 

constantly subjected to low temperature environments until formation of the three-

dimensional micro-tissue is complete. The process presented here addresses this problem 

as cells stamped onto a surface can be incubated for a period prior to subsequent 

stamping acting to reduce the impact of extended exposure to low temperatures. This 

cannot be performed on current gelatin-based stamping technologies as heating of the 

media would cause melting of the gelatin layer and loss of the intermediate layer. 

 

6.4 Summary 

 Stamping organized micro-tissues directly from the culture surface to a final 

receiving surface has yet to be shown without the need for an intermediate transfer 

surface. This work demonstrates the use of responsive surfaces capable of organizing 

cells into ordered micro-tissues for the direct stamping of micro-tissues to a receiving 

surface. Although there are still some challenges which must be met, this may be a viable 

technique for the subsequent construction of three-dimensional micro-tissues through 

multiple stamping of cells in a manner which reduces the impact of lengthy low-

temperature treatments and preserves cellular state and function.  
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Chapter 7: Summary 

 

 Development of engineered materials capable of interfacing with biological 

systems is essential to advancing the field of tissue engineering. This study provides 

insights into the mechanical nature of micron-scale structures comprised of the thermally 

responsive polymer pNIPAAm. Due to the responsive nature of pNIPAAm, its use has 

been widespread in tissue engineering with most research focused on its application as a 

culture surface where cell adhesion can be thermally controlled. Typically, shifts in 

material geometry are not attributed to the material’s application as the material films are 

on a length-scale that is far below that of a single cell. Although application of pNIPAAm 

for use in tissue engineering has been studied for quite some time, this study provides a 

novel approach to its application in the context of cell culture and harvesting of well-

organized micro-tissues by generating micron-scale structures that significantly alter their 

geometry in response to a thermal cue.  

In order to accomplish this, the swelling behavior of surface confined pNIPAAm 

structures was evaluated to gain further insights into swelling-induced changes in 

structure geometry resulting from various degrees of swelling and initial state geometries. 

Boundaries between the onset of bulk buckling and differential lateral swelling/localized 

edge buckling were experimentally measured for systems at a length scale appropriate for 

tissue engineering applications. Although a linear elastic model can capture general 

trends in the onset and geometry of these instability modes it was found that 
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discrepancies between the linear theory and experimental observation increase as the 

degree of swelling of the material increases. As swelling increases, the data presented 

here gives evidence that mid-transition geometries are attained prior to the onset of the 

instability. It is these transitional state geometries which ultimately dictate the 

equilibrium structure suggesting that greater attention must be given to mid-transition 

swelling states in both experimental and theoretical studies. Additionally, observations 

reveal that multiple stable transition states can be attained during the swelling process 

prior to reaching the final equilibrium structure further complicating theoretical analysis 

of these systems. 

 Organization of cells in vitro is essential to developing useful micro-tissues 

capable of mimicking native tissues for use in both therapeutic and discovery-based 

tissue engineering applications. The results of this study have demonstrated the capacity 

for micron-scale pNIPAAm structures to influence the formation of highly aligned micro-

tissues in various geometries including aligned micro-tissue sheets, “ribbon-like” micro-

tissues, and “fiber-like” micro-tissues.  

Release of micro-tissues grown atop thin pNIPAAm film surfaces has been 

widely studied and applied for nearly two decades. Although an attractive platform for 

cell growth and release, cultures must be subjected to extremely low temperatures for 

highly extended periods of time in order to achieve release raising questions regarding 

the health and physiological state of released micro-tissues. In fact, the primary accepted 

mechanism for release from these surfaces is fueled by changes within the cell that 

require an active metabolism. This study provides an alternative approach to cell release 

from pNIPAAm surfaces such that thermally initiated release can be rapidly invoked by 
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significant alteration of the surface geometry, uncoupling the release mechanism from 

cellular function. These results provide evidence that rapid cell release from micron-scale 

pNIPAAm surfaces is mechanical in nature and is a function of the expansion, or strain, 

of the swelling surface. It has also been shown that cell release can be rapidly performed 

within a few minutes if the expanding surface exceeds a critical strain of approximately 

0.3. Additional data shows that the contractility of the cell also plays an important role in 

release from these surfaces. In fact, reduction in intercellular tension by inhibition of 

actin/myosin contractility prevented cell release suggesting that both the shear stress 

which results from the expanding surface and the tensile forces within the cell dictate 

release and may be specific to cell type. This provides motivation for further evaluation 

of the conditions required for rapid cell release in various cell types important to current 

tissue engineering strategies. In addition to release which is more rapid than on thin film 

surfaces, the temperature shifts required to induce detachment (ΔT ≈ 9°C) are not as 

severe as those required on pNIPAAm films (ΔT ≈ 17°C). This, coupled with a 

significantly reduced low-temperature incubation duration (~3min), provides a platform 

which can potentially reduce the biological impact of non-native environmental 

conditions on cell health and physiological state resulting in the harvest and transfer of 

cells more likely to mimic their native culture physiology. 

Finally, application of this platform as a vehicle for the direct transfer of 

organized micro-tissues cultured on micron-scale pNIPAAm structures to an appropriate 

receiving surface was demonstrated. A typical drawback to the subsequent stacking of 

organized micro-tissues is the need for an intermediate surface. This increases the 

duration which cells experience suboptimal physical environments and increases the 
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complexity of the process. The capacity to directly transfer organized micro-tissues in a 

rapid fashion has been demonstrated and provides a design platform for minimally 

invasive production of complex, three-dimensional, organized micro-tissues for 

therapeutic and discovery-based tissue engineering approaches. 
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